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9124196 issue; we continue here with Part HZ.
Dr. Frederick Whitehurst, a supervisory special
agent and bombing specialist in the FBI’s forensics
laboratory in Washington, DC, has been setting off
alarm bells for the last several months with charges
that some of his colleagues at the celebrated crime lab
have been falsifying evidence for years. Dr. Whitehurst
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Pieces of the wreckage of TWA Flight 800 have
been being pulled off the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean
after the plane was exploded and, currently, the corrupted FBI Lab in Washington D.C. is handling all of
the forensics investigations.
On March 29th, nationwide news sources reported
the Whitehurst statement mentioning that the FBI is
illeaallv withholdina evidence that might undercut
theprosecution’s case against Timothy McVeigh and
the bombing of the Oklahoma Murrah Federal Building.
According to a report in the Rocky Mountain News,
Whitehurst wrote a letter on the matter last November
to a Justice Department official, claiming:
‘I will consider it an obstruction o/justice and I
will testih in a court of law that critical information is
and has been continually suppressed and destroyed by
the Department of Justice and the FBI/CIA. ”
Dr. Frederick Whitehurst was the FBI agent who
tested Timothy McVeigh’s clothing for bombing residue at the FBI’s Forensics Laboratory in Washington
D.C.
Dr. Whitehurst did not find any bomb residue
linked to Timothy McVeigh’s clothing
during
Whitehurst’s lab analysis of McVeigh’s clothing.
After turning in his report from the FBI Crime Lab,
his superiors rewrote the report claiming there was
residue.
It was Oliver “Buck” Revelle and Whitehurst’s
superiors who are the ranking high-level executives in
the FBI/CIA that covered up the FBI Crime Lab reports
and they are also the people who covered up for the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 and now TWA Flight
800.
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“In 10 separate field tests at Calverton, N.Y.,
chemists have detected residue consistent with an explosive. though in each case, subsequent tests ot the
FBI lab in Washington were not conclusive.
“‘It is clear thut whatever set oflthe tank did not
severely damage the tank, ’ said one federal oflcial,
who insisted on anonymity, ‘something else, most likely
later, blew up the tank’. n
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memberships, close associations, friendships, financial supporters, payoffs, indemnities, and rewards, and
closed Whites House affairs that may lead the public to
begin to think twice about who and what Bill and
Hillary Clinton really are. And whether he and Hillary
should walk out of the White House front door in front
of the world’s media networks on January 2 1,1997 and
step into a paddy wagon with handcuffs on.
Pena was promoted within the Clinton hierarchy
system because he does what he is told.
What hamtens when an internationalist/banking/
intelligence communitv member or grout contracts a
domestic eliminations nrouu to eliminate and cover-up
contract hits like:
The Oklahoma City Federal Building bombing,
Branch Davidians, Weavers, numerous uutold assassinations, murders, child-sex rings, weapons and drugs
networks, involving controlled media events like political movements, political events, & civil unrest,
Satanic activity, prostitution networks, una-bombers
(who was Theodore Kaczynski’s deep cover intelligence provocateur?), sex mutilations, agency provocateurs, Mafia & organized crime networks, domestic &
international drug & weapons networks, militias, money
laundering, aircraft bombings, gassing & biological
contamination, banking & securities rip-offs, Federal
Reserve media buffers, political media protection for a
selected few Elite, etc.

“The FBI has still not upprouched any of the
victim’s relatives for interviews, though it plans to.
There was no indication that individual passengers in
rows I7 to 28 were considered more important to the
investigation.
“‘Meanwhile, Vice-President Al Gore yesterday
named CIA Director John Deutch, FBI Director Louis
Freeh and Transportation Secretary Federico Pena to
CONSIDER
TH
a commission to review airline safety. The commission
CIA/FBI
CONTRO
was established by President Clinton with Gore as
chairman on July 25.
Internal departmental operatives and associations,
“For weeks, authorities have said the July I7 interdepartmental cooperation and operative exchange,
explosion that killed all 230people aboard was caused foreign associated and contract operatives, subversive
by either n bomb, a missile or a mechanical malfunc- politicalorganixations, skinheads, Nazi, Cryps, Bloods,
tion. Those theories remained alive yesterday. ”
Ku Klux Klan, Black Panthers, gay militants, Hells
Angels, etc., governmental (ATF/FBI/CIA, etc.), or
Federico Pena: As the acting Transportation Secre- foreign CIA contract terrorist operations based out of:
tary, he is the “Bob Ricks” of the FAA and Department Lebanon/Iran/Iraq/Syria/Jordan/Saudi Arabia/Colomof Transportation while serving as the White House’s bia/Germany, etc.
highest-level authority on transportation, and thereby
Consider the insurance ramifications and liabilitv
he oversees everything that moves in this country in- currently burdening the United States Aviation Undereluding the entire oil/military/industrial complex.
writers Insurance Comuanv: One Seuport Plaza, 199
He is also a political buffer for Bill and Hillary Water Street, New York, NY 10038, TEL. (212) 952Clinton in case there are serious media leaks within the 0100, FAX (212) 349-8226 & (212) 269-8284; TELEX
intemationaIist/banking/intelligence
community that 12-9206 & 42-0696; MANAGERS: USAIG
may lead to serious public attention to Bill and Hillary
The United States Aviation Underwriters IusurClinton’s links, accomplices, contracts, agreements, ance Company was the Insurance carrier for Pan Am
during the Pan Am
Flight 103 bombing and
the USAU Insurance
Company cut a deal with
the CIA to not reveal
key evidence that would
implicate the CIA as an
accomplice to thebombing murder of 230 innocent passengers, thus allowing the USAU a tremendous
ucover-up
swap” with the CIA who
covertly controls the US
Justice Department and
all Federal Judges and
Federal Law Enforcement Agencies. (Attorney General Janet Reno
is an ex-k4eyer Lansky
attorney protege, and
she is the Clinton-appointed director of the
Justice Dept.)
The
“cover-up swap” has
given USAU Insurance
Company the ability to
stave off any insurance
payoffs and protects the
CIA from any media ex-
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posure to the CIA’s networks and operations that need
to be kept secret. And the “cover-up swap” gives
mutually complimentary confidentiality to hold secret
any and all criminal implications involving numerous
American bureaucrats, politiciaus, bankers, lawyers,
presidents, senators, congressman, and their wives and
relatives, including their associations with other world
leaders.
The “cover-up swap” is also blocking all implicating evidence that can bring serious criminal and conspiratorial media attention to Pan Am Flight 103 from
being filed as evidence in the Federal Court’s Pan Am
Flight 103 insurance proceeding’s official exhibits.
The trial has been frozen by the CIANSAU “coverup-swap” that has allowed both groups the ability to
freeze all criminal&implicating evidence for over 7
years, and only a few minor settlements have been won
by a small number of the relatives of the victims.
The FBI/CIA’s cover-up masters and diversiouaries
are at it again with the missile/bombing of TWA Flight
800, and the same questions are not being answered.
Consider the basic questions that are being
avoided and not adequately answered by the FBI
investigations network:
What was the passenger manifest [names]?
Who canceled their reservation or missed the Flight?
Were there any political, banking, industrial, military, foreign VIPs on board?
Were there any political subversives or establishment
antagonists like Sally Denton on board?
Whom and what was the aircraft carrying?
Did it fly into something, or did it fly into threatening
air space of some kind?
Are there indications that a violent act of aggression
pertaining to a possible hijacking, bombing, missile or laser attack, terrorist or departmental sabotage, treacherous weather conditions or mechanical failure that may have occurred7
Why are these questions being avoided or esoterically answered by the Federal agencies in charge
of the investigation of TWA Flight 8007
The same agencies and their “spin doctors” arc
still disptaying the same diversions, mysterious delays & interruptions, loss of evidence, claims of
insufficient evidence, denial of prior knowledge,
denial of evidence, pay-offs and the concealing of
evidence or denial of knowledge of conspiracy, promotion to higher ports for cooperating within the
secret political/banking/intelligence
establisluueat
providing media dive&oar, destmctioa of evidence,
and buffering criminally-implicating cover-ups.
This is the samebureaucratic procedure that has
been well practiced by the political/banking/intelligence establishment (“New World Order”), in their
media diversion and political cover-up linking them
to all of their other CIA/FBI/Mafia networked covert operations and strategic eliminations and globa1 political control plans.
Consider some of the other “New World Order’s”,
others’ strategic eliminations and global political
agendas that have included the international bankIng establishment’s orders to the their global intelligence network to carry out strategic eliminations
on international leaders* and problematic witnesses,
and political agitators.
SOME
WORK

OF THEIR
LINKS
TO;

The Kennedy assassinations and cover-ups.
The many undeclared military operations and wars
like Vietnam.
Bombings like Pan Am Flight 103.
The Weaver family murders by Federal Marshals
and covered up by the FBI.
The Branch Davidian genocide that wasmaliciously
committed by the ATF/FBL
Who really masterminded and proflted from the
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Great Depression, Prohibition, the oil industry,
WW-I & WW-II, Desert Storm, Vietnam, the
Civil War, the Revolutionary War, Agent Oranpe, Aids, international drug trading, internatiot.al weapons trade, child pornographic and
abuse networks, Satanic and New World Order
social and business agendas, military defense
contracts, loans & grants (Grant-Scam), BCCI
& the Federal Reserve electronic currency wire
service, the IRS, the chemical and genetic engineering industry, etc.?
Whose strategic agenda includes their ability to
order and instruct international contract hit
men to take out with the use of a bomb/missile, a
TWA Flight 800 civilian passenger aircraft with
230 innocent men, women, and children on board?
Who would feel that it was necessary to immediately take out a civilian aircraft and murder 230
people, even if only one passenger was needed to
be eliminated who was on board?
Consider the courageous work of organized crime
journalist Sally Denton who was on board TWA
Flight 800 taking her story to several European
news journals that revealed criminally-implicating evidence linking high treason and criminal activity to George Bush/Bill & Hillary
Clinton/CIA/FBI/US
political/banking community, the Federal Reserve, the IRS, the US State
Department, the US Senate and Congress, the
American Bar Association, the FDA, the EPA,
the Department of the Interior, the US Justice
Department, the Department of Transportation,
, and the Rockefeller/Rothschilds
“New World
Order” and their global banking & intelligence
network that includes contract internationalist
‘terrorist and eliminations groups?
Did the global Satanist order have one of their high
priests on board the craft that launched the
projectile that was observed by over 200 witnesses traveling toward TWA Flight 800 just
before the passenger aircraft exploded the second time at 9,000 feet altitude.
Was TWA Flight 800 another covert sacrificial
offering by the “New World Order” to their
Sataaie gods? (They don’t waste any opportunity
to keep their Satanic crtities, gods, etc., appeased.)
Consider the numerous global covert intelligence
operations, agencies, networks, and contract terrorist groups that all inter-relate to the “New World
Order’s” political, banking, religious, military, industrial, and international organized crime networks
that it has at its disposal.
Why is the FBI down-playing and delaying critical
investigations that would indicate that Pan Am Flight
800 was first blown apart by an on-board bomb and then
the CIA contract terrorists applied the (coup de grace)
surface-to-air missile that was witnessed by hundreds-
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and FBI investigators are insisting on anonymity claiming in official dialog that the cause of the crash that
may involve the murder of 230 innocent neonle ca nno t
be determined?
This is the same official diversionary procedure
and practiced protocol that the FBI used in their media
disclosure during their investigation of the bombings
of: Pan Am 103;. the ArrowAir Flight that was bombed
over Gander, Newfoundland, Canada, killing 254 10 1st
Airborne personnel and the 1Olst Airborne’s head of
intelligence.
THE

FORWARD

DECEMBER

NEWS,

4. 1992,

PAGE
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uCLINTON
CHALLENGED
TO REIN-IN
SYRIA:”

“Schumer

Blasts

Bush

Over Drugs”

the hook. ‘It remains contrary to U.S. national interests to continue to look the other way, as thts administration has repeatedly done, while the Syrian generals
continue to sell drugs to enrich themselves andfurther
their ability to procure arms and sophisticated weapons technologies, ’ the congressman said. ”
Consider a CNN news report about TWA Flight 800
on August 12, that showed the recovery crews attempting to bring in (smuggle) the blown-apart engines of
TWA Flight 800 at night in order that the media would
not have a clear observation of the mysteriously exploded engine which should have not been as badly
damaged had there not been the possibility that the
engine may have been hit by a missile.
The Seattle Post Intelligencer published a front
page story interview on July 25,8 days after the crash,
with the head of the FBI’s investigation into the crash
of TWA Flight 800, FBI Assistant Director James
Kallstrom.

by David Twersky, Forward Staff
WASHINGTON- “‘Even before taking oflce, the
Clinton Administration is coming under congressional
pressure to get tough with Syria on terrorism and
narcotics matters, including a call for the Justice
Department to indict top Syrian officials allegedly
involved in drug trafficking.
“The implicit call is in a new re& by the House Judiciary Committee subcommittee on Crime and Criminal Justice,
chaired by Charles
Schumer, u Democrat of New York.
Entitled ‘Syria, President Bush, and
Drugs: The Administration ‘s Next
Iraqgate ‘, the report is the fruit of
months of investigation by members
and stafi The rep.ort accuses the Bush
Administration of a virtual Whitewash
and demands to kuow why it ‘refuses
to prosecute the corrupt Svrian generals who make millions of dollars dealing dope destined for our streets’.

JAMES
KALLSTROM
INFORMED
THE
BRIEFING:
“From the very beginning we believed there was on
explosion on the aircraft and the only thing we have to
answer is how it happened. ”

DISAVOW
ACIASagaofBetrayal

GETTING

AWAY
MURDER

WITH

“The Schumer report is the first
Congressional action regarding Syria
and narcotics since a Senate hearing
was postponed last August because a
Jewish group said open hearings might
provoke the Syrians into cutting of/
the flow of Jews leaving the country
and becaJse Israeli sources were concerned it might derail the peace talks.
The repoti comes as President-elect
Clinton begins formulating his MidEast policy,
During his campaign,
Mr. Clinton vowed he would oppose
more vigorously than the Bush Administration Syria ‘s military buildup. He
also said he would reopen an official
investigation into Syrian complicity
with the 1988 bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103.
” ‘Syria has literally gotten away
with murder, ‘Mr. Schumer said in an
interview with the Forward. ‘The Bush
Administration did not want any one
looking in this direction. ’ But the
lawmaker backed of/from the report’s
implicit recommendation to the incoming Clinton Administration that
Washington indict leading Syrian officials.
“Mr. Schumer rejects the argument that Syrian participation in the
peace talks should let that country 08

BY
Rodney
Stich
TXonanRussell
Order by mall or DbonO
For retall orders: l-800-247-7889
Mall orders to:
Dlablo Western Press
P.O. Box 5
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In the same Post Intelligencer July 25 interview
with FBI Assistant Director James Kallstrom, in the
next paragraph: “Victims’ relatives complained bitterly about the pace of the search, and the White House
said President Clinton wouldjly to New York today to
meet them. ”
In the same interview with James Kallstrom, Seattle Post Intelligencer, July 25, page A-l 1, Kallstrom
mentioned that:
“...there was only circumstantial evidence pointing toward a bomb or a missile. ”
In the same Post Intelligencer July 25 news story
about TWA Flight 800 Robert Francis, the vice-chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board, mentioned in an interview that:
“I think we’re enormously closer to determining
the cause for the crash.”
Did urivatelv contracted terrorists. on contract with
the CIA/FBI/Mossad/Mafia destrov TWA Flight 800
because investiaative iournalist Sallv Denton was coincidentallv on the FliPht. on her wav to EuroDe to deliver
fo EuroDean iournals one of the most imuortant stories
in the historv of American iournalism that would disclose the truth about serious internal governmental
Gorruvtion. international deceDtion. and the consniracy
pf a oowerful few who seek total dominion over the
American Constitution. the American Deonle and all
future American eenerationd
Why did over 200 people attending a barbecue on a
Fire Island beach observe a red streak, similar to a
missile, head up from the ocean surface through the
night skies, 10 miles East of Fire Island, New York and
directly under the ascending Flight 800 moments before it exploded and fell into Long Island Sound,
killing 230 innocent men, women, and children?
YOU
OWN

DRAW
YOUR
CONCLUSIONS

Will the relatives of those people murdered on
TWA Flight 800 ever see any justice done on behalf of
their dead loved ones as the conspiracy of cover-ups
continues to this very day?
The Federal Reserve is a private holding of the
Rothschild/Rockefeller’s cabal of families that links
the British Royal Family and numerous international
banking hierarchies.
This cabal of internationalist banking hierarchies
utilizes the Federal Reserve as their power source for
controlling and manipulating the American economy,
the US Senate, the US legal system, US media &
communications industries, the oil, chemical, & nuclear
industries, the medical & science research endowments
& grants, the transportation & international trade industries and all unsuspecting American citizens.
CONSIDER
REVELLE’S

OLIVER
UBUCKn
3 TOP ASSISTANTS:

Robert Ricks, the FBI’s US-based Head of Investigations of Pan Am Flight 103. Robert Ricks is now
the FBI’s appointed head of the Oklahoma State
Police covering up the Oklahoma Federal Building
bombing linking covert internationalist ties to the
bombing andforcing the media to focus the blame
of the bombing on scapegoats Timothy McVeigh
and Larry Nichols.
Daryl Mills has been director of Interpol’s Sub-Division on Narcoticsfor twenty years; he directed the
FBI’s investigation of the bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103 from the US Embassy in London and he
covered up the crash of Flight of Pan Am 103 in
England.
Larry Potts, who was the FBI’s senior executive directly under Oliver “Buck” Revelle, who directed
the assault on the Dennis Weaver family and who
gave the order to FBI sniper Ron Harakuchi and
USMarshal Ron Cooper to murder Dennis Weaver ‘s
wife andson.
Larrv Potts was the cover-uv master
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for the murder of ChiefJustice Robert Vance of the
Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals, who was murdered by the CIA in Montgomery Alabama in 1991
by receiving a letter bomb. A no-name scapegoat
who was not involved in any way with the actual
murder was arrested and tried and convicted by the
current Director of the FBI Louis Freeh who was
the US Attorney prosecuting the case at the time.
Now we all know how Louis Freeh was promoted to
the Director of the FBI and why he made his top
assistant Larry Potts. Masters of CIA/Mafia blood
sacrifices.
FBI sniper Harakuchi shot Dennis Weaver’s wife
in the face and US Marshal Cooper shot Dennis
Weaver’s son in the back.
Oliver “Buck” Revelle and his cabal of government internationalist agents are still directly involved
as the main core of diversionary andmedia de-fiassing
specialists serving the internationalist banking hierarchy in its quest to manipulate and subvert the sovereign
rights of the American people, the US Government, and
the US Constitution.
Special thanks should be made for every law enforcement agent in this great nation of ours, porn the
local police of/icer on his deadly beat to the FBI
agents, ATF agents, Customs Agents, CIA agents, who
are truly working in the service of this country, in
support of the United States Constitution which they
have taken an oath to defend. God ourfather in Heaven
knows who they are and he alone someday will rightfully reward them justly for that service.
It is necessary to add this salute to the honorable
men in law enforcement nationwide, so they might
properly understand my sincere respect for them, for
their great service to our country.
Why? Because
when I start to expose their leaders-and I must clarify
here: only the corrupt leaders am I going a/er to
expose in print. The honest agents need to know that
I am on their side. I am now and always have been, for
over thirty years, willing to die for God and country, in
pursuit of the truth.
I will never write down false
accusations that are not well founded that involve
murders or crimes of a political nature. I can provide
documentation on every thing I have put in print,
thanks to thousands of people in law enforcement
nationwide, as well as the media and the academia
world.
The same group of Lebanese/Syrian/Iranian/Saudi
Arabian terrorists are directly linked to having worked
as international hit men for the CIA/FBI International
Counter Intelligence Division, (Oliver ‘Buck” Revelle)/
Mossad and their controllers who are the internationalist Banking community that is now being linked directly to the Rothschild/Rockefeller Swiss banking hierarchy.
WHO WAS THE MYSTERIOUf$
JOHN DOE 2 WHO ACCOMPANIED
TIMOTHY
MCVEIGH
PRIOR TO
THE OKLAHOMA
CITY
FEDERAL
BUILDING
BOMBING?

several US Senators, and bureaucrats, and intemational banking community members.
Who is considered to be an FBI provocateur on loan
from the BKA German Intelligence?
Andreas Strassmeir, Mr. Gunther Strassmeir ‘s son,
is now known to be the John Doe 2 who accompanied Timothy McVeigh. previous to McVeigh ‘s arrest by the FBI on charges of being an accomplice
to the Oklahoma Federal Building bombing.
Timothy McVeigh’s federal court-appointed psychiatrist Dr. Louis Jolly West is the Director of thq
CIA’s Proiect Monarch which supervised such programs as the CIA’s “Finder’s” operations.
The CIA claimed that Project Monarch was disbanded in the early 1970s; however, the fact of the
matter is the CIA merely buried Project Monarch even
deeper than it was before and it has recently surfaced,
showing that it never really was disbanded and it is still
currently operational at this moment, by the very means
that the CIA is using Psychiatrist Dr. Louis Jolly as the
official psychiatrist in charge of Timothy McVeigh.
What are the composition and source of the drugs
being issued to Timothy McVeigh and what are these
CIA plants and operatives really doing to alter,-manipulate, and possibly eliminate McVeigh?
Timothy McVeigh’s attorney is Steven Jones, who
was also, coincidentally, Oklahoma governor Frank
Keating’s attorney.
Frank Keating’s uncle Barney Martin headed the
Navy’s Foreign Intelligence collection unit; he also
worked with Oliver “Buck” Revelle and Frank Keating
is a former FBI agent and assistant secretary of the
Treasury who supervised the Secret Service, U.S. Customs, and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and Keating is linked to high-level military
intelligence linking him to the heads of the CIA’s
globalilld@nwandbankingnetworkandthe-di
R&efeller banking empire and “New World Order”.
Frank Keating was the assistant Attorney General
under Ed Meese, assigned specifically to cover up the
BCCI CIA’s guns-for-drugs money-laundering operations; he was then transferred to head the US Marshal
Service to cover up the Ruby Ridge/Weaver family
murders. He then became the head of the US Treasury
Department’s management of the ATF, giving him the
title of Under Secretary of the Treasury in charge of the
ATF based out of the Treasury headquarters in Washington D.C. At the time of the ATF raid on the Branch
Davidian village, his boss was Senator Lloyd Bentsen
of Texas who at the time was the secretary of the
Treasury; and it should be known that Lloyd Bentsen
was one of President Bush’s closest business partners
and friends for over thirty years.
Lloyd Bentsen covered up Bush’s CIA Buffalo Airlines guns-fordrugs activities by drawing away the
media from the CIA’s international organized crime
networks and placing the media attention on the Branch
Davidian drama as another diversion.
All of this information is documented in the book;
The

Mafia,

CIA,

&

George

Bush

TorrPption, greed and abuse of power in the nation’s
highest office; The Untold Story of America’s Greatest Financial Debacle”, by Pete Brewton, S.P.I. Books,
The New American, Vol. 12, No. 13, June 24,1996
[Quoting, Cover Story:] “More Pieces to the OKC 1992. Call for the book at: (212) 633-2022.
Puzzlen
Then Frank Keating became the current incumbent
Was John Doe 2 a German national and FBI provocateur on loan from the German BKA International governor of Oklahoma put in place to cover up the
CIA’s contract bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal
Intelligence Division?
A German National, Andreas Strassmeir is now Building in order to destroy key government documents
which could have indicted numerous high-ranking bubeing pinpointed as the John Doe 2.
Andreas Strassmeir is the son of a leading well reaucrats, presidents, and international bankers.
Frank Keating was indicted by the Oklahoma State
known German Bureaucrat:
A Mr. Gunther Strassmeir has been referred to as Oil Commission for having accepted millions of dollars
Helmut Kohl’s Secretary of State; he was the Rothschild/ of unauthorized contributions, and he supervised and
Rockefeller appointed architect of the German reunifi- authorized the under-selling of Oklahoma State oil
cation plan; he is the head of several German Interna- resemes to the 7 sisters international oil companies
tional Intelligence Divisions and a close associate to whom he covertly worked for.
Millions of gallons of Oklahoma State-owned oil
the heads of the CIA. FBI. the US State Deuartment.
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was stolen while Oklahoma State Governor Keating
was in charge of all of the state’s oil reserves and
transfers.
Kea: ’ag appointed Oliver “Buck” Revelle ’s under study Robert Ricks to head the Oklahoma State Police
after Ricks was posted as the FBI’s head of investigations in Waco, Texas in order to cover up the Branch
Davidian genocide.
Both Ricks and Keating were put in place before the
Oklahoma City Federal Building bombing in order to
handle the media diversion and government cover-up
of all evidence which could implicate the CIA/FBI’s
direct involvement in the bombing and their reasons for
having blown up key document storage areas because
they needed to destroy documents linking Whitewater,
BCCI, CIA guns-for-drugs, Federal Reserve money
laundering, and Rothschild/Rockefeller “New World
Order” Satanist, pedophile networks, and international
banking conspiracy evidence.
The Oklahoma City Federal Building bombing was
pre-planned by the Rothschild/Rockefeller global banking and organized crime network that Keating and
Ricks work for and is why John Doe 2 is Andreas
Strassmeir, whose father is the most powerful man in
German intelligence.
Now you know the German BKA Intelligence participation to the cover-up of the bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103 is because Gunther Strassmeir is a close
associate of Oliver ‘Buck” Revelle; and Andreas

Was the Oklahoma City Federal Building bombing the “New World Order” will be able to enforce their
another CIA/Satanist ritualistic blood offering to their police state on the American people.
The “New World Order” has been stealing trillions
Satanist gods?
The New World Order and their international plan of dollars from the American people through the prifor global banking control have been instrumentally vately owned Federal Reserve System and Internal
responsible for the recent bombings as their means for Revenue System and they have been using these trilsecretly controlling and implementing covert acts of lions of dollars to implement their control of the global
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the US Government and the media to protect and insure Rothschild/Rockefeller
Trilateral Commission and
the success of their plan for forcing the new Senate Council on Foreign Relations.
. .. to be continued.
Anti-TerroristBill through the US Senate in orderthat

Citizen
TallForPaymen
OfUS,Constitutiona
Deb
John H. Ray
916 Swartmore Court
Schaumburg,Illinois 60 193

In an interview with Andreas Strassmeir in connec-

had worked in German intelligence and for the BKA
German Intelligence agency as reported in the New
American Journal, June 24, 1996.
The New American Journal also mentioned that
Andreas Strassmeir was on loan to the CIA who then

relayed him to the DEA as a deep agent for spying and
informing as an agent provocateur on the Patriot and
Militia movement nationwide and for framing Timothy
McVeigh as the scapegoat for the CIA/FBI’s secret

elimination’s operations that were responsible for the
bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal Building, the
Murrah Building.
Do Timothy McVeigb and Larry Nichols stand a
chance against this Satanic global empire now that
they are the scapegoats to the “New World Order’s”
global organized crime network?
How many other scapegoats havebeen murdered,
assassinated, and eliminated by this powerful international organized crime network which is commonly referred to as the Rothschild/Rockefeller’s
“New World Order”?

Is Michael Jewel1 the only suspect in the Atlanta
Olympic Park bombing?

Are the FBI and secretly-controlled police investigations providing the media with accurate evidence
that would properly implicate Michael Jewel1 as the
real suspect?
Is Michael Jewel1 another scapegoat to this Satanist
network who are currently covering up and diverting
the media away from the real truth regarding who really
is responsible for the Olympic Park bombing?

Consider the many Militia and Freeman members
who are being falsely arrested and/or jailed on phony
pipe-bomb charges in Phoenix, Arizona, Macon, Geor-

gia, Jordan, Montana, Seattle and Bellingham, Washington.
How many more innocent, law abiding citizens are
going to be intimidated, kidnapped, murdered, elimi-

nated, raped, arrested, jailed, and experimented on by
this global Satanic/banking network and their covert
control of the US Government bureaucracy, American
legal system, US intelligence departments, US military
policies, American media networks, and the American
economic system.
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terrorismand they are currently utilizing their Ameri- media, United Nations, and their global governmental
can bureaucratic diversionists and cover-up masters in policies which are being implemented through the

Strassmeir who was fronted as being on a Boeing 747purchasing mission for his dad, when he in fact worked
as an agent provocateur.
tion to the Oklahoma City Federal Building bombing
and Timothy McVeigh, Strassmeir mentioned that he
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September27, 1996
RE: “CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT” OF THE UNITED STATES CALLED FOR PAYMENT
Mr. President, Treasury Secretary, Members of the House and Senate, Supreme Court Justices:
On August 1,1996 all significant representatives of the U.S. Government were officially
noticed and apprised the “CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES IS HEREIN
CALLED FOR PAYMENT”, pursuant to the Russell E. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman

“ESTATE”,

of the acrued interest on the Peruvian Bonus TreatvKontract-Certificate Number 3392-N- 18 1,
dated Mav 1. 1875,
This “Call for Payment” of the CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES
must be acknowledged and the immediate abolishment of all Usury Laws acted upon by all
branches of the Federal Government. This NOTICE WAS ISSUED AND RECEIVED BY CONGRESS, yet everyone chose to ignore this CONSTITUTIONAL LIEN. This is a willful violation of both “Constitutional Law”, “ Law of Contract” and “Law of Agency”. Our Constitution
IS a contract (clearly defined in the Law of Contracts), entered into by and between We-ThePeople acting in the capacity of “Principles”, and all who accept positions (both elected and
appointed) within “Our” government, acting in the capacity of “Agents”.
This NON-ACTION by our Representatives, not just in the Senate and House of Representatives, but throughout the “Federal” System, is open proof that these “Officials” the American
PEOPLE sent to Washington no longer represent those they contracted to represent through the
“Oath of Office”. This is a violation of their “Oath” and breach of contract between We-TbePeople (Principle) and their representatives (Agents).
Samuel Adams stated: “Nothing is above Mankind (We-The-People) except Creator, the
source of all rights. If any government or offtcial in America is ever placed above Mankind, it
can only be done by force, and never naturally. n “OUR” Constttutton secured those rights for
We-The-People and clearly defined how “Our” govenur?nt would function.
It is not only your duty but your contracted obligation to resolve this issue of the “CALLING OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES” and the recognition of
the contractual obligation

on the assumed debt owed on the Peruvian Bonus Contract-Certificate

Number 3392-N-181, dated May 1, 1875.
I want a direct response from you on this CRITICAL issue, for if you continue to ignore
your contractua obligationthen it becomes WILLFULTREASON as everyonehas been NOTIFIED.
Sincerely,
John H. Ray
CC: NEWSLETTERS/MAGAZINES/NEWSPAPERS/FAX/E-MAIL/INTERNETPeoples’ Networks
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presidency, and planned to expose the truth behind his
brother’s death, he too would meet with the assassin’s
bullets.
In America today, there is little chance of a president being led down the righteous path, as all are
weeded out ahead of time who might consider pursuing such a constitutional approach. In addition, totally manipulated opinion polls are used extensively
in order to guide the masses into believing a certain
candidate is more popular than another, and the rigged
computer voting system has already been programmed
to show the pre-selected candidate to be the winner
(read the book Votescam, by James Collier).
This author conducted his own unofficial poll after the presidential elections of 1992. The majority of
persons questioned said they had voted for Ross Perot.
But since the televised opinion polls never showed him
with more than 18% of the vote, of conrae. we were
told he only received 18% of the votes. Besides, the
Bilderbergers (a very powerful Committee of 300
group) had selected Bill Clinton as the new president
a year before the elections. Today our Controllers not
only fund both sides, they pick the winner ahead of
time. It’s called “fixed”. Who do you think really won
the 1992 election? Do you think it might have been
Perot? Do you think Perot knows? Do you understand
why Perot would never say anything about that? And
as far as the presidential race today, in 1996, doesn’t
it appear as though Bob Dole is just going through the
motions, and already knows that Clinton is to be reelected??
In addition to the above, the One World Govemment has bought the Congress and the courts. Our
Legislative, Executive and Judicial Branches of government are all bought and paid for. President Clinton
and his entire Cabinet, for example, are all members
of the Council on Foreign Relations. It has been said
that we have the best Congress money can buy (it costs
millions of dollars just to get elected into the position).
This would be all right if this was what the Constitution had mandated, and if it was what the people
wanted. Sadly, we have been duped, or, more properly, we have allowed ourselves to be duped.
As part of the planning for the United Nations (but
not reported in Part VII of this series), a special conference was held at Bretton Woods in New Hampshire
in 1944. British and American negotiators at the conference set up the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund, which finance projects in poor wuntries with the intent of benefiting multinational corporations. Also planned at Bretton Woods was the General Agreement on Tarriffs and Trades (G.A.T.T.), just
implemented in 1994.
At the end of World War II, it was necessary to
clearly put into the minds of the American people the
fact that Russia, who had just been our ally in the war,
was henceforth to be considered our mortal enemy,
ready to destroy us by Communism if we should ever
let down our guard. Since the propaganda told us we
could never allow this to happen, lest we would all be
tortured under Communism, we would have to maintain an ever-growing military machine which would
include more and more atomic weapons. (We began
atomic bomb testing in 1946.)
To hammer this point home into the minds of the
masses, U.S. Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin,
Chairman of the Permanent Investigations Sub-Committee of the Senate Committee on Government Operations, was selected to lead a witch-hunt through the
Congress, Hollywood, the C.I.A., anywhere in govemment, to rout out those nasty Communists who he was
(apparently) convinced were hiding behind every desk.
His campaign, which would later become known as the
Era of McCarthyism, lasting from 1947-1955, was actually designed to silence critics and skeptics of
America’s new Cold War policy.
President Harry Truman was also used in this campaign. In March of 1947, he announced his “doctrine”
to roll back Communists overseas. Only ten dayslater
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We will begin this segment with a comment on a
recent television program. As you will recall, Part
VII of this series, written prior to September 19, 1996
(date and author’s name inadvertently did not appear
at beginning of Part VII), spoke about the government
preparing the American public for a fake alien invasion. On September 21, 1996, NBC Television aired a
new series entitled Dark Skies. This author had intended to do an intelligent critique of the program,
but after having viewed it he found this impossible, as
there was nothing intelligent to comment on. The level

of a Series
of unbelievable deception ran qnite high, and anyone
who buys into such sick propaganda deserves the fake
alien invasion we are apparently being prepared for.
What was obviously intended or at least advertised to
be a serious program turned out to be nothing more
than a highly laughable comedy. Just when it seems
impossible for the media to sink any lower, they outdo
themselves once again.
The slick commercials that advertised for the NBC
program said that the government had lied to the people
for many years about U.F.O.s, but now NBC was flnally going to tell the truth. Just how many people
believed this lie is unclear. NBC should have told the
people that NBC and the government are one and the
same, and that their objective is to lie to the people.
The C.E.0.s of NBC are always members of the Council on Foreign Relations, which is part of our One
World Government, the United Nations. NBC is a subsidiary of R.C.A. As well, NBC directors also have
connections to the Rockefeller Foundation, Kuhn, Loeb
& Co., First City Bancorp (a Rothschild bank),
Northrop Co. (a defense contractor), the
Institute of Strategic Studies in London, U.S. Steel, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Atlantic Richfield Co., and
the Aspen Institute of Humanistic Studies. Do you think NBC could be trusted
to tell us the truth about the alien situation? The illusion of a national government in America is just that, an illusion, just the same as the illusion of
an independent television station called
NBC, which is going to tell the truth.
“Truth” and “Television” are mutually
exclusive terms. All television stations
are propaganda tools; it is not their
function to tell the truth, but only to tell
lies to fool the people I
Every president of the United States
since Franklin D. Roosevelt has been
put in place by the One World Government which funds both major candidates
in every election; i.e., they buy presidents. In that way, no matter who wins,
it’s their man. It has always been the
same; big money supports those in
power. It is for this reason that every
one of these presidents can be considered puppets for the Controllers who
pull the strings. The one exception to
this was John F. Kennedy, who started
out okay in 1961, but he was soon led
“astray” by his idealistic
younger
brother, Robert “Bobby” Kennedy.
J.F.K. had to be eliminated by several
guns, and since Bobby persisted with his
agenda and was actively seeking the
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he established the Federal Employee Loyalty Program,
which attacked not only Communists, but also “totalitarians, fascists, and subversives”, and eventually
forced over 6 million people to undergo loyalty and
security checks. Not a single spy was ever discovered.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (F.B.I.) was
also involved in this mess. The media and Hollywood
were attacked, university professors were forced to sign
humiliating loyalty oaths, and even grade school teachers, librarians and veterinarians were given loyalty
tests. One can never be too cautious about those unscrupulous Communist veterinarians. They could easily teach Communism to naive dogs and cats who might
then infiltrate into some unsuspecting household to
corrupt the minds of a family. As well, those animals
could then spread the word of Communism to other
cats and dogs in the neighborhood. If left unchecked,
America could fall to Communism simply because we
didn’t conduct loyalty checks on our veterinarians! It
makes one wonder if George and Barbara Bush’s dog,
Millie, was one of those darn Communist mutts I!
Senator McCarthy went too far when he went alter
the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.). To insure
that he wouldn’t accidentally uncover Committee of
300 connections, the British-based Royal Institute for
International Affairs (R.I.I.A.) got in touch with General Dwight D. Eisenhower. Eisenhower appointed
General Mark Clark (C.F.R. member) to announce to
Senator McCarthy that a special committee was to be
appointed to examine the C.I.A. McCarthy was preempted and the possibility of exposure averted.
The very ideal of our “free society”, where freedom of speech, press, and assembly were .fundamental
rights, was compromised by a policy that was supposedly meant to preserve it. Such was the effect of
McCarthyism.
In January of 1949, Chinese Communists took over

Peking. Senator John F. Kennedy, speaking before the
U.S. Senate, said:
“This House must now assume the responsibility
of preventing the onrushing tide of Communism from
engulfing all of Asia.”
Also in 1949, the Soviet Union’s successful explosion of an atomic bomb only helped the American AntiCommunist effort.
In February of 1950, James P. Warburg (of Federal Reserve fame), foreign agent of the Rothschilds,
in testimony before the U.S. Senate, stated confidently
that, “We shall have world government, whether or not
we like it. The only question is whether world government will be achieved by conquest or consent.”
In April of 1950, a National Security Council directive, NSC-68, mandated a vast military buildup for
America and our allies with the intention of righting
the power balance. We couldn’t let those dam Communists get ahead of us! NSC-68 provided the authority for the buildup that has continued from that day
forward. Do you suppose there was active collaboration between the two super-powers by that time, and
that this mutual buildup by Russia and the U.S. was
done by secret mutual agreement? It appears George
Orwell knew the answer to that one.
Also in 1950, Republican Congressmen sponsored
an Internal Security Act for the registration of Communist organizations in the United States. Senator
Hubert Humphrey proposed an addition to the measure
for the setting up of detention centers (concentration
camps, really). The Act passed and the detention centers were set up and made ready for use, for suspected
subversives, whenever the president declared an “internal security emergency”. This was an excellent way
to deal with those who opposed our corrupt
government’s policies. The law was not repealed until
1968.
-
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To further escalate this Anti-Communist fervor into
the minds of Americans, our One World Controllers,
in 1950, created the Korean War. Korea had been occupied by Japan for 35 years, but was liberated alter
World War II into North Korea, a socialist dictatorship (supposedly) within the Soviet sphere of influence,
and South Korea, a right-wing dictatorship within the
American sphere. Hostilities began on June 25, 1950,
when the North Korean Army started moving south.
The United Nations asked its members to help “repel
the armed attack”. President Truman ordered American forces (with no Congressional Declaration of War)
to aid South Korea, and the U.S. Army became, in essence, the U.N. Army1 After three years of bombing
and shelling, the U.S. forces had reduced North and
South Korea to a shambles.
The Korean War appears to be the first time that
Napalm was dropped on a population during war. A
British Broadcasting Corporation (B.B.C.) journalist
in Korea described what he saw, (quoting:)
In front of us a curious figure was standing, a little
crouched, legs straddled, arms held out from his sides.
He had no eyes, and the whole of his body, nearly all
of which was visible through tatters of burnt rags, was
covered with a hard black crust speckled with yellow
pus... He had to stand because he was no longer covered with skin, but with a crust-like crackling which
broke easily... I thought of the hundreds of villages
reduced to ash which I personally had seen and realized the sort of casualty list which must be mounting
up along the Korean front. (End quoting)
Meanwhile, back in Washington, D.C., Senator
McCarthy was still going strong with his witch-hunt
for Communists. Americans had to be hammered with
this Anti-Communist rhetoric until they would firmly
accept this stance as the driving force behind our foreign policy. McCarthy’s Committee investigated the
State Department’s information program, Voice of
America, and its overseas libraries. This caused panic
at the State Department, which issued directives to its
libraries around the world, causing 40 books to be
banned. These included The Selected Work-s of Triomus Jefferson, edited by Philip Foner. Did you realize
that Jefferson was a Communist? Actually, it was the
editor who was the apparent Communist. He must have
been a Communist to write about Thomas Jefferson.
How dare he do such a thing1 I Some of the books were
burned!
In the midst of this apparent disease called
McCarthyism, Eisenhower was elected President in
1952. Eisenhower made famous the idea of nations
falling like dominoes under Communism when he told
a press conference, (quoting:)
You have a row of dominoes set up. You knock
over the first one, and what will happen to the last one
is that it will go over very quickly. So you have a beginning of a disintegration that would have the most
profound influences. (End quoting)
Eisenhower, however, ordered a bit of knocking
over of governments himself, and not because of ComWhen the Iranian leader Mohammed
munism.
Mossadegh
nationalized
Iranian oil in 1953,
Eisenhower ordered the C.I.A. to topple him. The
Agency arranged a successful coup the same year and
installed the Shah of Iran, friendly to American (oil)
interests. Eisenhower, and seventeen members of his
administration were members of the Council on Foreign Relations.
Senator McCarthy finally outdid himself in the.
spring of 1954 when he began hearings to investigate
subversives in the military. Has anyone else began to
wonder whether or not this man was mind controlled?
He certainly appeared to be operating robotically in
his unrelenting attacks. He obviously did his job well
for those who were working so hard to control the
masses. Anyway, he began attacking the military
generals for not being hard enough on suspected Communists. McCarthy had done a good job, but now he
had to be stopped, and in December of 1954, the Sen-
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ate voted overwhelmingly to censure him for “conduct.. .
unbecoming a Member of the United States Senate”.
Senate Minority Leader Lyndon Johnson worked on the
censure resolution to keep it within the bounds of “conduct unbecoming”, taking care not to attack the AntiCommunist approach of McCarthy. That had to remain inviolate.
The Era of McCarthyism was finally over, and the
new Cold War between East and West was well underway. Americans, hopelessly unable to counter the incredible and unending barrage of propaganda waged
against them, including another war (which the United
Nations was supposedly “determined” to stop), had
bought the whole idea. The propaganda machine was
working perfectly.
Back in 1946, in a speech he gave, President
Truman had announced America’s policy of atomic
bomb testing. This bomb testing continued throughout the 1950s mostly in Nevada, Utah and Arizona.
The public was not informed about the dangers associated with atomic radiation. In fact, the Atomic Energy Commission (A.E.C.) lied outright to people living in areas drenched by fallout from the tests. It was
not until 1963 that President John F. Kennedy would
sign the Atmospheric Test Ban Treaty, which ended
above-ground testing. It is absolutely amazing to think
about what the Earth and her people have had to endure. And it has only become worse since then.
1954 was a busy year. McCarthyism ended, and
Eisenhower set up the top secret MJ-12 (Majority
Twelve) to deal with the alien issue. It was also the
year of another C.I.A. coup, this time in Guatemala,
to overthrow the legitimate government of Jacob0
Arbenz.
American-based United Fruit Company had operated in Guatemala since the turn of the century, amassing huge profits. United Fruit owned about 70% of
the total land area of the country, it owned the nation’s
telephone and telegraph facilities, it owned almost every mile of railroad track in the nation, and administered the only important Atlantic harbor. United Fruit
Co. was considered by many to be a “state within a
state”. President Arbenz wanted to take back his country for Guatemalans. The U.S. said international Communists were infiltrating Guatemala, so Arbenz had to
be toppled. This same policy was in operation throughout the Cold War; any country we did not like was
branded Communist, which meant it could then be overthrown!
Also in 1954, the U.S. Congress passed the Internal Revenue Code, a masterpiece of deception, which
became Title 26 of the United States Code. The Internal Revenue Code (I.RC.) ostensibly set up the parameters for applying an income tax to all American
Citizens. What very few people have ever realized is
the fact that that income tax only applies to persons
involved in the manufacture, sale or distribution of
alcohol, tobacco products or firearms! Are you involved in any of this activity? Don’t expect the I.R.S.
to tell you any of this. For the most part they do not
operate under lawful authority, but only by fear, threat
and intimidation.
Treasury Department regulations
provide the authority for the implementation and enforcement of Internal Revenue laws. All U.S. Government regulations, including Treasury Dept. regulations,
are codified in the Code of Federal Regulations. All
regulations for the implementation and enforcement of
the I.R.C. are found in Title 27 of the Code of Federal
Regulations, which is Alcohol, Tobacco Products and
Firearms. Check it out in the Index to the Code of
Federal Regulations under the “Parallel Table of Authorities”, found at your local law library. If you
haven’t paid your tax on importing wine or beer, etc.,
you can be Levied, have property Seized, be Summoned,
etc. That’s it, no less but certainly no more. of course,
anyone is free to allow themselves to be classified with
the above and pay any tax they wish. Sorry, but you’ve
been tricked in a big way this time!
As the reader should plainly be able to see, there

was no let up of deliberately manufactured and carefully executed events and happenings to bombard the
people with since World War II ended and the United
Nations was implemented. If one thinks about the recent segments of this Untold History, we know that the
people have been hit with one thing after another since
the turn of the century. It has been an unending flow
of wars, turmoil, economic panics and collapses, depression, a fake money system installed that amounts
to the biggest ongoing (to this day) con-game in the
world, and general chaos and confusion, and most recently the addition of aliens being thrown into the equation. It has been most aptly stated that we live in the
Age of Chaos.
Gone today are the virtues of truthfulness, honesty,
purity, self-discipline, compassion, righteousness, and
real love (which has nothing to do with sex). An evil
plan is being worked upon the people and it is working well for those who designed it. With the advent of
television now at the disposal of our One World Controllers, it is much easier for them to teach the people
to be greedy, self-indulgent, self-oriented, hostile, covetous, hateful, violent, grounded totally in the physical (with no conception of the spiritual, except in the
false New Age movement), endlessly accumulating
wealth in a world more expensive by the day (necessitating both parents to have to work), and all morality
and ethics almost totally gone, having been replaced
by every sexual delight one can imagine (with a partner of whichever sex you may wish). Hypocrisy has
become the order of the day and the sign of our times.
Thinking human beings will eventually always ask
the question, Who am I? Why am I here? Is there a
God that created me? Thus, it seems only natural that
religion would be there to answer these questions.
Religion, however, is a man-made creation. The above
questions can never truly be answered by another, for
you, but must be answered by the individual in the
stillness and quiet of his or her own heart.
There is ample documentation to show that religion has been manipulated as a powerful tool, which
is part of the evil plan, in order to get the masses to
think a certain way. Key to this is the Bible and the
Book of Revelation, which portends a time, now upon
us, where every form of destruction of mankind will be
brought upon the world. Blind are the masses to not
have seen that all of this is the careful working out of
an evil plan. We have been tricked into believing that
all of these bad things would come upon us, from God.
But modern technology has been able to produce it all,
from man-made diseases, to man-made hurricanes, to
man-made earthquakes, etc., etc., etc. If we have a
Creator, HE has not forsaken us, we have been cleverly deceived into forsaking HIM!
Remember, the most accepted version of the Bible
is called the King James V&ion. What in the world
did King James have to do with the Bible? King James
I (1566-1625) was a firm believer in the “divine right
of Kings”. He tried to make all Englishmen join the
Church of England, and persecuted both Roman Catholit and Protestant dissenters. His religious intolerance
led many Englishmen to seek freedom in America. He
was a powerful king, and kings control people. There
is absolutely no indication that he was a righteous man.
On the contrary, he authorized, in 1611, a translation
of the Bible which suited those who control the masses.
Why do the churches not tell us this? It shouldn’t be
too difficult to figure out the answer.
Carefully left out of the King James translation was
any reference to reincarnation, but included was the
idea that Jesus died for our sins, and that He will save
us. And the masses eat it up like lambs to the slaughter. If the masses could believe that someone else would
save them, then they would not have to be responsible
for their own actions; someone else would be responsible for them. Sorry, it doesn’t work that way.
The One World Controllers have been busy working out a plan which they call Global Plan 2000, which
indicates the year by which they fully intend to have
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the world enslaved unto them and operating under their
One World Government (the United Nations), This is
why the current century has been so busy. The plan
has been in place for over 2,000 years and we are down
to the wire. Mankind is waking up, and it might be
necessary to scare us to death with a fake alien invasion!
If all of this is too much for the reader to fathom,
you must get beyond the narrow confines of your own
tiny life and look at the big picture. In the big picture
we may seem almost insignificant to the Universe, yet
at the same time we are in reality one with and inseparable from it. Our destiny, and the immediate destiny
of this Planet, is in our hands, and is inextricably intenvoven with the One who Created us. We are capable of anything, including turning this mess around,
if we will only do so. If you do not believe we have
been created for greater things than our Controllers
present to us, then they have done well their job of
deceiving you.
The one most distinguishing element of this human physical experience is our freedom of choice. Each
and every one of us has the choice to accept or reject
any or all of this. We can go the path of good or of
evil. This author has come to realize that this Planet
is but a school where our souls may learn lessons which
will help us move on into Higher Lighted Realms. It
is the School of Life on Planet Earth and, funny as it
may seem, we are never not in school. From the moment of our birth into this world and this dimension,
until the moment we transition out of here into whatever we have prepared ourselves for, we are here to
learn our lessons.
Lest all of this appear to be some kind of preaching or lecturing, the reader has the free-will choice to
believe what he or she will. The author was moved by
some inner force to write this, and will now continue
with our outlay of the historical presentation of the
America few have known.
What exactly are we talking about with this Global Plan 20007 The master plan involves the merging
of the United States with the Soviet Union. Or is it
the merging of Eurasia and Oceania? It matters not
what they might be calling the Soviet Union these days,
this is the plan. Senator Jesse Helms spoke before the
U.S. Senate in 1987 about the basic world view of the
plan which calls for, “...an ultimate convergence, or
merging, of the United States and the Soviet Union,
into a common culture, economy, philosophy and despotism.”
Richard Falk, a professor of International Law at
Princeton University, and Director of the World Order
Models Project (funded by the Rockefeller Foundation
and the Carnegie Endowment for World Peace) in New
York City, has stated, (quoting:)
We should like to bring the new system into being
by the year 2000, or shortly thereafter. In essence we
anticipate the centralized administration of many
realms of human activity-health,
environmental protection, money, business operations, oceans and space
use, disarmament, disaster relief, peace-keeping and
peaceful settlement, and resource conservation. (End
quoting)
This is the New World Order. If it sounds too good
to be true, it probably is. But this doesn’t sound good
at all. This is the plan to make your life hell, and if
we don’t stop it, it will be fully implemented. It is up
to us now, no one else will do it for us.
. ..to be continued.
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WELCOME

9/27/96

DR. AL OVERHOLT

ISRAEL,
BEEF

SYRIA,
LEBANON
UP POSITIONS

Excerpted from L. GERSIC & M. BACKMAN Fax,
9122196, [quoting:]
RASHAYA, LEBANON-Sept.
22,-UPI-ISRAELI, SYRIAN AND Lebanese armies have been
beefing up positions on both sides of the LebaneseIsraeli border, raising fears of a new military escalation
in the region, Lebanese security sources and witnesses
said today.
Syria has called on some 100,000 army reserves
among its workers in Lebanon and has moved thousands of special forces to the Syrian-Lebanese border to
support troops already stationed there, security sources
said.
It has also deployed hundreds of long-range artillery pieces and 400 tanks on the eastern border with
Lebanon and the occupied Golan Heights.
The summoning of reserves was described as part of
a general mobilization and state of alert declared among
Syrian ranks in anticipation of a possible surprise
Israeli attack, the sources said.
Israel has dispatched more than 100 tanks, 50
personnel
. _ carriers and dozens of trucks loaded with
ammunition to the eastern sector of its self-proclaimed
security zone in southern Lebanon, security sources
said.
Some 300 Israeli paratroopers were also sent to the
central sector of the zone and deployed in positions
facing those held by Hezbollah guerillas in the Iqlim alToffah region, east of the port city of Sidon, and Beaufort Castle, overlooking the Shiite market town of
Nabatiyeh.
The sources said the trucks and tanks were covered
by orange-colored sheets,usually used during wartime
to be identified by Israeli Air Force planes.
Fear of a military escalation also prompted the
Lebanese Army to move some 100 soldiers and tanks to
back up its 300-member force stationed along confrontation lines in the southwestern Bekaa Valley, in eastern Lebanon.
Syria has said that recent Syrian troop movements
in Lebanon were part of a defensive strategy touched off
by Israeli threats.
Analysts said continuing military preparations could
lead to a confrontation unless international diplomatic
efforts succeed in containing the tension.
Israeli Army Commander Lt. Gen. Amnon Shahak
today played down recent border tensions and said the
chances of a surprise attack by Syria are slim.
“I think any country that decides to go to war on a
neighboring country would want to do it by surprise,”
he told Israel Radio. “I think it would be very difficult
to surprise Israel.” [End quoting]
Commander Hatonn told us yesterday, Sep. 22, that
there were a lot of things going on in the Middle East
area, behind the scenes. Keep your eyes and ears on that
area. Much good and much evil will arise from there.
Update 9/30/96-It
doesn’t look good in Israel
today since the tunnel has been opened and the riots
have taken place.
DENNIS

LEE

UPDATE

Dennis held his free energy demonstration on 9/23/
96 in Philadelphia and approximately 5,000 people
attended. Yull Brown was prevented from demonstrating his method of neutralizing radioactive material,
however. The Nuclear Regulatory Agency banned him

from bringing any radioactive substance with which to
demonstrate his process. They don’t care if you get
radiated-as proven by their hidden testing on humans-but they surely don’t want you to know about
how radiation can be neutralized byYul1 Brown. There’s
too much money to be lost by them if a cheap, efficient
solution is shown to be available.
HILLARY
CLINTON
OVER
EMPLOYEE

SUED
FILES

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 9116196, [quoting:]
Having a criminal ‘past is apparently no bar from
entering Canada. Former Canadian immigration minister Sergio Marchi granted more than l;SOO special
entry permits to rapists, murderers, suspected terrorists
and drunk drivers last year to Canada. Documents
obtained by the Ottawa Sun show Marchi granted 5,483
special minister’s permits in 1995 to people initially
barred from Canada. However, anyone who tries to
smuggle pamphlets denying the holocaust into the
country will be arrested. [End quoting]
When the mobsters are heads of governments would
you really expect anything else? Furthermore they
want to scare the daylights out of the good people so
they can gain more control through blackmailing you
for more police. You musthave more of #heir police to
protect you from their criminal actions.

From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 9/14/96, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON-A $90 million class-action lawsuit accuses Hillary Rodham Clinton, the FBI and
WAKE
UP. UNITED
STATES!
others of harming White House employees of previous
WHAT
RIGHTS?
administrations by mishandling their background files.
“Invasion of privacy is a serious matter involving
From THE SPOTMGHT, 9/16/96, [quoting:]
reputation, emotional well-being, time and expense,”
Gary Lauck, a U.S. citizen, has been sentenced to
Larry Klayman, general counsel and chairman of Ju- four years in prison by a German court for exercising
dicial Watch Inc., said Friday.
his First Amendment rights in the United States. His
The group filed the suit Thursday in U.S. District “crime” was that he published literature in the United
court.
*
States that was banned in Germany.
Klayman said Judicial Watch expects the legal
Lauck was arrested in Denmark and extradited to
proceedings to show that misconduct is part of a pattern Germany under an international warrant. Both the
of illegal behavior “which has characterized this ad- governments of Denmark and Germany publicly state
ministration from the beginning.”
that they would never have proceeded against Lauck
The plaintiffs are
five former low-level
White House employSTILL
IN JAIL
ees. Their suit also
names as defendants
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 9114196, [quoting:]
the White House and
Susan McDougal (above) wore shackles and an orange jailhouse jumpsuit
its former counsel, BerFriday
when she entered the federal courthouse in Jonesboro, Ark. The
nard W. Nussbaum;
judge refused to free her from jail on a contempt citation until she answers
Qavid
Craig
Livingstone, former diquestions for a Whitewater grand jury. “If she can’t help them, all she has
rector of the office of
to do is tell the truth,” he said. [End quoting]
personnel security; and
his employee, Anthony
Marceca.
The lawsuit said
more than 700 former
White House employees are members of the
class entitled to financial compensation.
“The contents of
the FBI file of each
member of the class
were improperly disclosed by the FBI to
[Hillary]
Clinton,
Nussbaum,
Livingstone, Marceca
and the White House,”
the complaint said.
It said Nussbaum,
Livingstone
and
Marceca went beyond
what they were authorized to do in asking
the FBI to release confidential files to the
IEnd
White House.
This will at least
be another little thorn
in their sides, maybe.
At some point one
more
little
thorn
might topple them.

I read in the paper recently that the plan is to bide time until Clinton is
reelected and then he’ll pardon everybody. After all, if the people reelect
him they must agree with how he handlesthings. Sounds like that’s on the
mark.
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much money.
The White House
document appears to
contradict an assertion
From a CONTACT reader who wants to remain anonymous, [quoting:]
by White House CounI went to traffic court to fight an unjust ticket and “won”. This is a copy of the
se1 Jack Quinn. When
Briginal receipt. Notice the Multi-Jurisdictional Task Force [Tee] which is actually
the subcommittee asked
loint Special Operations Command working in conjunction with state and local
him in July who “initiSwat Teams and FBI HRT.
ated” the order to design the system, Mr.
lY"Tl-4 I>ISTR ICT CCl1JR-l
Quinn said in writing
that “Deputy Assistant
15111
Ei333i
):wlL"Y lwna
to the President and
REDFCIRQ t, M I
4EE39
Director of Correspondence Marsha Scott initiated the request for a
comprehensive
database system” in 1993.
But the document,
a directive for designing the new White
House Office Data Base
(WHODB), states, “The
President and the First
Lady have requested
from Marsha Scott that
aresourcedatabasecontaining relevant information about all White
House events and contacts be designed and
implemented.”
64. Y00
TNQRD
CtiECI< 644
The document said
64 * 00
TQTQL. FW ID:
the new system should
64.. 00
R 09/10/96
ID135002
“provide the President
and First Lady with a
[End quoting]
database that tracks all
Big brother now has his hands in the city and county pockets for their control
contacts with individuand loot. When will we all wake up?
als and organizations
who are important to
the presidency.”
The directive said information for a citizen’s file
had they not had exuress annroval of the Clinton
Administration.
[Emphasis mine.]
can come from “anv source brovided the information
This is an amazing revelation, given the fact that is helDfu1to the Pmsident inan ‘oiBciaPcap&y..” ~0e.w’~
Bill Clinton and his senior administrators are all sworn thatswenuntscarey?
Bol4$8frdwhgmine.]
The subcommittee began investigating how the
to defend the constitutional rights of all American
citizens. Apparently that only applies to politically White House uses the database after Insight magazine,
correct American citizens. -Joseph G. Stano, High- a sister publication of The Washington Times, disclosed
quotingofEcia&saidit
its existence in June. Them
lands, New Jersey [End quoting]
They’re testing our will to its limits to see how had been nicknamed “Big Brother”. [Bdd a&e].
The Government Reform and Oversight Committee
much they can get away with. Will you be the next
prisoner or are yoU going to do something about this? already is investigating why two White House aides
obtained more than 900 confidential FBI background
files, mostly on staffers and appointees in former ReWHAT’S
IN A NAME?
publican administrations. [End quoting]
It can’t happen here-remember, our Constititution
From THE SPOTUGHT, 9116196, [quoting:]
You refer to “public schools”, which implies that doesn’t allow this!!
the public owns and controls them. Please replace it
NON-LETHAL
TECHNOLOGY
with “government schools”, which implies that the
AND AIR POWER
government owns and controls the schools and the
children who attend. -Walter C. Anderton, BirmingFrom an U.S. Air Comham,[E~qWl
Excellent thought.
mand and Staff College paper, 1993. Iquoting:]
DOCUMENT
REVEALS
EXTENT
- -In a 1993 U.S,Air ComQF THE CLINTONS’
DATABASE
mand and Staff paper entitled
“Non-Lethal Technology and
Excerpted from THE WASHINGTON TIMES, Air Power”, authors--Maj.
Jonathan W. Klaaren (USAF)
9/2/96, [quoting:]
President Clinton and Hillary Rodham Clinton or- and Maj. Ronald S. Mitchell
dered creation of an expansive taxpayer-financed data- (USAF) outlined selectedNLT
base on more than 200,000 citizens including notations weapons.
These included
on people’s political contributions, according to an “Acoustic” (pulsed/attenuated
internal White House document released Sept. 10 by a high-intensity
sound),
House subcommittee.
infrasound (very low freThe House Government Reform and Oversight Sub- quency) and Polysound (high
committee also heard testimony from an independent volume, distracting) as well
auditor who said the “very elaborate” White House as High-power microwaves
database lacks basic security controls and costs too (HPM) that possessed the caMULTI-JURISDICTIONAL
TASK
FORCE
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pability of “deters/incapacitates people”. These and
other classified weapons are being passed to domestic
law mforcement agencies as shownby the 1995 ONDCP
(Office of National Drug Control Policy) International
Technology Symposium “Counter-Drug Law Enforcement: Applied Technology for Improved Operational
Effectiveness* that outlined the “Transition of advanced military technologies to the civil law enforcement environment”. There are some observers who fear
that the burgeoning narcotics industry is an ideal “cover”
in which to “transmit” Non-Lethal Technologies to
domestic political tasks. [End quoting]
“Big Brother” is about ready to rerlly show his
face. Are you ready?
COMPUTER
INFORMATION
ON WAY TO CLINTON

BILC

From L. GERSIC & M. BACKMAN Fax, 9/19/96,
[quoting:]
WASHINGTON-Sept.
19--UP&Legislation
to
bring the 30-year-old Freedom of Information Act (FOA)
into the computer age headed to President Clinton
following congressional approval of a bilI to expand the
act to cover electronic records.
The House approved the measure 402-O Wednesday. The Senate abandoned its own version of the
measure and approved the House bill without debate on
a voice vote in the evening.
Advocates of the bill, such as Sen. Patrick Leahy
(D-Vt.), described the measure as ya logical extension”
of the landmark Freedom of Information Act, a sweeping measure that opened the government’s records to
the public’s inspection.
“You can’t have an effective FOIA today withoutit.
Saying you want a freedom of information law without
access to electronic records is like saying you’re willing to be a little bit pregnant,” Leahy said.
“The point of this bill is that the American people
have a right to know how their government works, or
doesn’t work.”
The proposal would permit the public and media to
make FOIA requests for data stored in the government’s
computer banks and specify it be in a computer-friendly
format, such as on a disc, rather than traditional printed
documents.
The measure also:
-requires most agencies to put information directly on the Internet to pare down on more timeconsuming paper searches.
-requires that paper reqtiests for electronic information be fulfilled within 20 days, unless extenuating
circumstances can be proven by the agency.
-grants special priority to those whose quality of
life or very existence may depend on the dissemination
of government information. Media would be handled
second and the routine individual, last. [End quoting]
Would it be too much for Congress to demand they
give information instead of mostly blacked-out pages?

r
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BATTLE
OVER FREEDOM
JN HEALTHCARE

On June 17, in anticipation of a Senate Hearing on
S.1035 (The Access to Medical Treatment Act), the NJ’
Times published a muckraking piece of yellow joumalism by Gina Kolata on the front page denouncing
Excerpted from LIFE EXTENSION FOUNDATION
NEWSLETTER, October 1996, [quoting:]
alternative medicine and the Office of Alternative MediThe medical establishment currently resembles a tine at NIH. Kolata depicted alternative medicine in
wounded bear that’s been backed into a corner, and no the most negative light possible. It tried to discredit the
one fighting for heaRh freedom should get complacent Office of Alternative Medicine at NIH and to cast doubt
because a bear is most dangerous when wounded.
on the scientific soundness of the research projects of
Insurance reimbursement for alternative medicine, recent OAM grant recipients. [End quoting]
and our growing string of legislative successes on both
TheyYfighttotheirdeathhrtheirmonopoly.
the state and federal level have shaken the opponents of
CODEX
MEETING
IN
health freedom who are working overtime to undermine
GERMANY
IN
and sabotage our efforts.
A Foundation ally who monitors the National CounOCTOBER
cil Against Health Fraud’s Internet mailing list interExcerpted from LIFE EXTENSION FOUNcepted au e-mail message from “quackbuster” Wallace
I. Sampson on June 19. In this message, Sampson was DATION NEWSLETTER, October 1996, lquotattempting to alert the state medical boards and other ing:]
enemies of health freedom to call their senators and
In early October the World Trade Organizacongressmen in opposition to the Access to Medical tion (WTO) will meet in Bonn, Germany to vote
Treatment Act. On April 12, another ally penetrated on the draconian German Codex nroposal, which
the annual meeting of the Federation of State Medical would restrict the international sale of dietary
Boards in Chicago and taped a workshop entitled supplements to RDA levels. At this meeting, the
“Fraudulent Medical Practices: Watch and Be Wary”. United States (the world’s largest manufacturer
In this workshop, a number of quackbusters and pros- of dietary supplements), will have no more votecutors who specialize in attacking alternative practi- ing power than countries such as Togo in West
tioners outlined a highly detailed plan to strike back Africa, which doesn’t even manufacture dietary
against alternative medicine in the courts, in the me- supplements.
For updates on what to do, visit the LEF
dia, and through their contacts in government. Their
actions appear to violate anti-trust laws, which prohibit website at http://www.lef.org/leYindex.html. We
conspiracies between private business conpems and need people to contact members of the House and
government agencies to suppress competing business Senate Agriculture and Commerce Committees
interests, but the burden of proving this in court is to urge them to contact their foreign conterparts
imposing. A transcript of this workshop is available about working against the German Codex profrom the LEF website at: http:Nwww.lef.org/lef/
posal. These Congressional Committees work
inde;r. html
hard to defend U.S. business interests abroad

(Get the U.S. Congnss Hundboo& by Calling: l-800229-3572). @nd quoting]
Hatonn has warned us that they will take away the
food, vitamin and mineral supplements. What will you
do about it?
RIORDAN

WANTS

Mayor [o/Los Angeles] joins those voicing alarm
at reported CIAdrug trade.
Excerpted
from THE DAILY
HEWS, Los Angeles, 9/251%, (quote
ing:]
Mayor Richard Riordan on
Monday joined the
growing number of
government off&
cials calling for a
federal investigation into allegations that the profits from drugs sold
in Los Angeles
helped finance the
CIA-backed
Contra rebels in
Nicaragua during
the 1980s.
In a letter to
Reno,
Janet
Riordanaskedthat
an investigatiou
begin immediately
into the validity of the claims. [End quoting]
Does anybody who knows what is going on really
believe this is a serious request? How about it being a
good show for the rheeple (one of Hatonn’s excelIent
words)? Please note the Front Page story which explains the arrival of the crack cocaine into Los Angeles.
.

/

CUTTING

‘.

OUT

CAFFEINE

Excerpted from THE DAILY HEWS, Los Angeles,
9/24/%, [quoting:]
Besides midmorning head bobbing, side effects of
crrffeine withdrawal include headaches, impaired concentration and irritability.
More severe cases can
result in flu-like symptoms such as muscle aches, pain
and nausea, according to Dr. Roland R Griffrths of the
Johns Hopkins Medical School in Baltimore who spoke
recently on caffeine addiction at the National Institutes
of Health in Bethesda, Md. However, most symptoms
of caffeine withdrawal disappear after a week or two
without caffeine, he said. While most people get their
caffeine through coffee and soft drinks, dark chocolate
bars have a considerable amount of the drug-up to 30
milligrams, he said. [End quoting]
TEE DEBTING

GAME

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 9/24/96, [quoting:]
The economy is booming. The stock market is roaring. The jobless rate is falling.
Why then are Americans filing for bankruptcy at a record clip?
In recent months, the U.S. economy hasbeenextraordinarily healthy. Unemployment
has fallen to 5.1 percent and inflation is mnning at just 2.9 percent. In the past year,
wages have risen and stock prices have shot to record highs.
So taking advantage of these good times, Americans have begun paying off their debts
and increasing their savings.
Yeah, right. And monkeys are learning to open savings accounts. [End quoting]
I ask you, is this what you see going on with your friends and neighbors? Doesn’t this
sound like some hype put out by the politicians and their gangs of thieves. Those gangs
wouldn’t tell the truth for a million dollars. Why should they when they make hilllong
gnd trllllonr bv lviar to vou.

To reach the port of heaven,
we must sail, sometimes with
the wind, sometimes against
it, but we must sail, not drift
or lie at anchor.
-Oliver Wende 11 Holmes
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Part III: The Final ChaDter

Interview
With A
Master
Teacher
orldFamous
Hypnotist
GilBoyne
,
Editor ‘s note: Part I in this series appeared irr the
9/3/96 issue on p. 18; Part II appeared in the 9/I 7/96
issue onp. 24; we continue with the final chapter, Part
III, below.

9118f96

RICK MARTIN

“Every person can develop a natural state of awareness called kypmsis or trance. ffypnosts is a normal
experience, which anyone can have, in the right cireumstances and with the right hypnotist. Unlike ordtnary conscious awareness, which involves a constantly
shifting focus of attention, the hypnotic state of tnind
involves a focusing of internal attention and an elimination of external distractions.
“*Inhypnosis the subject is neither unconscious nor
aslleep-it is a special state of awareness in which there
is a heightened receptiveness to ideas and understandings and an increased willingness to respond either
positively or negatively to those ideas.
“Everyperson has abilities not known to the serf;
abilities that can be discovered in trance. Metnories,
thoughts and feelings can be completely or partially
forgotten by the conscious ntind; and yet they are
available
to the
subconscious and
can be expetienced
within trance when
the client is ready
for changed feelings and behavior. ” [Gil BoyneJ.
And now let us
continue where we
left off with the
third and final
chapter of this July
10 interview with
THE Master Hypnotist-and
just
flat great teacher-Gil Boyne.
Gil: Another woman, a friend of mine, had-1 met
her through a selfhypnosis
class1
she had such calcification at the top I
of her spine that her
head was bent forward. And she was
an executive, at that
time, for RCA Victor in the order-fill-

ing department. I worked with her, together with her
chiropractor, and I wrote suggestions for three months
and the X-ray showed every bit of that calcification
dissolved and she could hold her head upright. There
are things that-you know, she wasn’t taking any
medication to dissolve anything-they are things that
I put under the category of cures. There are many
more; the cure of a eight-year case of amnesia in a
famous rock star, Don Powell of Slade, an English rock
group that had seven platinum records. And, another
cure of a woman with a two-year amnesia after an auto
accident. Both of these cases were post-auto accidents.
They have all been in the international press and 1’11
send you copies of all of it.
So, the capacity of the mind to heal is unlimited.
Medical science has no explanation. We’re finally
coming to a point where we understand that-when I
was a boy, nobody ever spoke the word cancer. Sometimes we obliquely referred to it as the Big “C”. Today
we recognize there are literally tenssf-thousands of
people who are survivors of what they were told was
terminal cancer. In China alone there is an organization of cancer survivors, terminal cancer, that has
9,000 current members and this organization meets;
they go on outings; people meet and marry; they count
their birthday from the day that they were told they
were terminal. Many of them are now in full remission, no signs of tumors and so on. So we now know
there are literally ter s of thousands of people who have
recovered from ailments that they were told were
terminal by the medical profession.
We know of spiritual healings that have occurred
in places like Lourdes [France] and in churches. I
publish a book called The Healing Power of Faith,
which is a survey and stories of church healing activities and there are many incredible cures, including
Lourdes and so on. There are groups meeting all
around the world for the purpose of healing spiritually. They do not medicalize the process, they spiritualize it. What the medical profession fails-where
they fail is, depending what you recognize in the
invisible world of spirit-the failure to recognize that
human beings are made in the image of God. God is

the Creator. If we are made in that image, we can
create-not just to create in artistic fields, but to be
artists within the healing and preservationof the body.
Are we made-could we live-you know, a young man
I knew many years ago when I taught him self-hypno=
sis, went on to write a book abapt--bccome well known
about-anyway, for years he lectured on physical immortality. The xmme will come to mtiebirthfng,
Leonard Orr. I taught Leonard On self-hypnosis many
years ago. But Leonard Grr used to lecture on physical
immortality, you know, if you don’t think about the fact
that you are-1 don’t accept that. I think, in this
dimension, the body is programmed and it has an
optimum life expectancy and then, things that we do,
smoking, drinking, drugs, addictions of various kinds,
inappropriate living, reduces-the effects of that reduce that program life=expectancy. Does the Bible, in
talking about the ancients who lived 200 years or 190,
is that literal? I really can’t say. I’ve never devoted
myself to that question. But, we do know that our life
expectancy has been expanded in this century greatly.
Is it all due to increased nutrition and increased medical care? The word all is the operative word. No, I
don’t think it’s due to that. I think it’s the increasing
spiritual awareness
that we can direct
more of our own energy for our own
mental, physical,
emotional
and
health than in the
past. Many of us
have given up our
feelings of helpless=
ness, which has
crystallized
into
hopelessness
for
many. People come
in with symptoms
and say, “I can’t do
anything about this, I’ve tried and tried and tried.”

And once they discover the first results coming horn

the power of their own mind, they can never go back to

HYPNOTISMTRAINING INSTITUTEOF Los ANGELES
700 S. CENTRAL AVENUE
GLENDALE. CA 91204

where

1 were.

I

they

They

can never go
back to the
feelings
of
helplessness,
again.
They
may regress
and may experience
the
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symptom invarying degrees of intensity, but they KNOW
that they’ve taken a step backward, and they know what
they’ve done in order to take that stcn.
-Rick: It’s abundantly clear that-hypnosis can be
used for the greater development of human potential.
What applications are you aware of which increase
talent or mental competence?
Gil: I’ve worked

I’ll close that portion by saying this-a classic tion I anticipate-the reason I anticipate a reaction is
story in our field is: a young high school basketball because I know you’re passionate onthis subject. You’re
player who was consistently a natural shooter, I mean, a stickler for training
and credentialing
of
hypnotherapists. The question
he just was able to sink the shots. But,
- is: Do you see any dangers in
he only averaged 9 points a game. The
using hypnosis or in those who
coach couldn’t understand why he
are ill-trained “dabbling” in the
field?
Gil: The greatest danger

with many performers.
Probably
the best
known story, internationally, is my work
with Sylvester Stallone.
Stallone came to me as
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Whether it be athletic performance, or artistic expression, tension is the enemy of performance.

with poorly trained people is in
not understanding what can happen to the hypnotist.
Number one, they can get
drawn into the vortex of the

client’s problems.
Number two, turn that
around, they can draw the client
passing it. Usually the problem is just
into the vortex of their probthe opposite, they want to shoot but
lems.
they’re not that good and they don’t
They can fail to understand
pass enough. Well, the school PSY_chologist hypnotized this boy and found out that he their own attraction to a client, emotional and even
desperatelywanted to be popularbut he was fearful that sexual. Or, fail to understandthe client’s attractionto
if he shot the ball, they would consider him, you know, them.

a young man who was very frustratedbecause he had didn’t shoot the ball more, instead of
worked quite intensely for more than ten years in an
effort to break through as a motion picture actor and he

had just recently been in a smaller film called The
Lords of Flatbush. In that Mm, one young man was
discovered and went on to become a star and his name
was Henry Winkler. Stallone was unemployed at the
time, and we discoveredthat we had both been raised in

the same tough, Irish Catholic neighborhoods of north- what they is called a
east Philadelphia. We further discovered that we had “hotdog” or attemptboth been amateur fighters and WCtalked about the old ing to get all the
fight clubs of Philadelphia and the great champions glory. And so, he

that had come out of those old-time fight clubs. And, passed it off to avoid

as the weeks went on and we constantly referred back to
this subject and I saw his excitement and animation and
enthusiasm, I said, “You know, I think there’s a story
there about the old fight clubs, the fighters, and this
and that, and I think you’re the man to write it.” Four
months later Rocky was in production.
Rick: That’s a good story.
Gil: Yes. That’s been in the press around the
world. I’ll send you some copies of that, too, in the
package I’m sending.
Rick: Now, this one, I know I’m going to get a
passionate response and reaction on this one.. .
Gil: I’m going to add a little more to that thing
about talent.
Rick: Ok, good.
Gil: Whether it be athletic performance, or artistic

that
happening.
Well, then the coach
got together with the
psychologist,
they
brought the whole
team together and
they came into agreement that the goal of
the team was to win
games, and if one
person could do one
thing better than another, then he certainly should do it
for the sake of the
team. In the follow-

Well, what we do in hypnosis is, we dispel
the fear, and in its place we build a positive
mental expectancy
and we move them
forward into small successes, which then
grow into larger successes.
expression, tension is the enemy of performance. Now,
tension is created by anxiety, and anxiety is created as
the result of a fear-a fear that one will not perform
well; will not express oneself well; or, I cited the case
of the impotent man who was in an hour ago, fear that
he’ll have a potency failure again, the next time. Well,
what we do in hypnosis is, we dispel the fear, and in its
place we build a positive mental expectancy and we
move them forward into small successes, which then
grow into larger successes. So, you can’t take a person
with no talent and, with hypnosis, turn them into a
talent, but you can take a person whose talent is being
inhibited by any kind of factors, and you can enable
them to cope creatively with the realities of life, without interfering with their talent. The seasoned stage
performer experiences all of the slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune; he has the fights with his wife or
someone side-swipes his car on the way to the theater,
but when he goes on the stage and he begins and he gets
into the part and into the role, his talent emerges
because he has learned to control the reaction to his
everyday living. It is those fears, and perhaps some
long-range subconscious fears, that interfere.

ing year, because
that took place at the
end of the season, he
went from 9 points
to 19 points per game
because, you see, that
emotion was dispelled that was inhibiting him from
taking the shots.
Rick: Sure.
Gil: So, I mean,
that’s an example of
how talent is enhanced.
Rick:
A very
good example.
Gil: Now, you
were going to tell me
about.. .
Rick: Well, this
is going to get a reaction and the reac-
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I’ve had numerous, numerous cases where women
became very seductive, and I teach in my class how the
male therapist must deal with that situation when they
see the signs of expression of seductive energy. Because, they are not responding to your charm, your
personality, your good looks, they’re responding to the
intimate relationship and whatever it is that they’re
projecting upon you. And it’s always a terrible mistake
to interact. I train my people here that they may not
even go to lunch with a client or accept any social
invitations, because their magic exists in the therapy
room and relationship outside of that is harmful to the
therapy, harmful to the client, no matter how innocent
it becomes. And, it results in a loss and a diminishing
of the therapeutic authority that the therapist has within
the therapy room.
Rick: Thank you. That’s an important statement
and I hope our readers pay attention to that one.
Gil: As tootherdangers, I must confess that Ihave
restricted my experimentation to therapeutic applications. There have been a number of books-I remember, what is it called, Ttre Prograa&ng of Candy
Jones?
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Rick: Yes.
gage in sexual activity,” for example, that’s the most
Gil: I know that you passed on a book to me that is common question we hear. The answer is yes, under
of a similar vein. I have no personal experience with it. very specific conditions. For example, because a perAnd, just like the reincarnation, I don’t want to draw a son might consciously, let’s say in a social situation,
hard-line and say, true or false. I’m willing to keep my refuse an invitation that might lead to sexuality, you
mind open, for now, until something coalesces that I must remember, any circumstance in which a highly
can say, either, “Yes, I’m a believer,” or “No, I’m a intimate relationship develops, because of the danger
of the intimacy,
non-believer.” I have never had any
person who personally said to me, “I
And despair crystallizes into anti-life if it’s between a
man and woman,
was harmed with hypnosis. I was a
behavior. Anti-life behavior is suicide, can trigger emovictim;”
Now, there are other kinds of
first suicide of the spirit and then often tional interacwhich can
harm that. can emerge. I’ve had
suicide of the flesh. It is either quick tions
also
include
people come to me who have said,
suicide, we know what that is, or slow sexual interac“I’ve been to hypnotists and I’m
tions-whether
afraid I can’t be helped, but then I
suicide which is, essentially, addictionsit be the minister
heard of your wonderful reputation,”
addiction to any negative aspect of life, who is doing the
and so on. But there are people who
whether it be drugs, alcohol, sexuality, counseling, the
didn’t come to me, who went to
hypnotists, and because of ineptiyou name it-it’s anti-life behavior and psychologist, the
mental health
tude, lack of training or lack of comwe must be life-affirming because that is worker,
the
petence, were not helped, and they
just decided, “Nothing can help me,
the purpose for which we were created, to hypnotherapist.
Now, the hypnoaffirm life.
tist has a greater
L.
possibility for its
this is just the way I occurrence because the trance intensifies the levels of
am; even hypnosis intimacy. Intimacy occurs because the client is making
can’t help.”
revelations, often revelations that they’ve never made
to anyone else. Revelation breeds intimacy. When you
Rick: Right.
Gil:
And I add the quality of the trance, which is two minds
think that’s the se- relating to each other on a conscious, feeling level,
Transforming TherapyM is a radically different approach to people
vere harm, because without the interference of the critical, analytical conhelping. Gil Boyne has created a unique system which speaks simply yet
you take away the scious mind, without that participation, feelings can be
eloquently to the issues of filling our deepest needs and realizing our highest
hope of a person excited and aroused.
Now, I am to be a prosecution witness in a case
and I really think
potentials.
that’s a serious against a man who I trained some years ago. He’s a
Boyne describes his work as “a mystical art based on a spiritual philosobecause Black man, a very educated man from Liberia; married,
crime;
phy utilizing the phenomena of trance for direct access to the deeper intelhelplessness
is I know his family. They’ve been to my conference. I’ve
common toall ofus danced with his wife. But, here’s the story: An
ligence of the Spirit.” Instead of attempting to penetrate the “mystery of
in one area or an- advertising sales woman attempted to sell bin, some
trance” through so-called scientific methods, he focuses on solving probother. But, hope- advertising and they agreed to do a trade-off that he
lems by stimulating the inner creative mind.
lessness can crys- would do some sessions in return for some advertising.
Transforming Therapy avoids all psychological jargon and unproven
tallize into despair. During the session he massaged her, starting with her
theories and does not require traditional academic degrees for its effective
Rick: That’s feet, when she was in a trance. And he gradually
right.
worked his way up her legs, up her thighs, and then
use. Because there is neither a doctor nor a patient, there is an equality of
Gil: And de- when he began to-it went on into her crotch and
rights and responsibilities. Since neither therapist nor client is “superior” to
spair crystallizes
masturbated her. Well, she is in a level of trance which
the other, the feelings of trust and caring emerge quickly to bond the
intoanti-lifebehavis very rare but which does exist-it is called, Dave
relationship. The Transforming Therapist provides a caring, personal relaior. Anti-life be- Oman called it the plenary trance.
Rick: What trance?
havior is suicide,
tionship which at its highest expression is best defined as “Divine Love.”
Gil: P 1 e n a r y, like a plenary indulgence.
first
suicide
of
the
This realm of healing the Spirit is entered into by redirecting an
spirit and then ofRick: Ok.
invisible, indefinable spiritual energy to assist another to enter into a “state
Gil: A plenary trance-many
refer to it as a
ten suicide of the
of Grace.”
flesh. It is either lethargic trance-in the lethargic trance, feelings are
quick suicide, we felt intensely BUT there is a very powerful disinclinaknow what that is, tion to move or speak or think or act.
“Gil Boyne presents a clear picture of what IlilpptXlS
to clients in
Rick: Ok.
or slow suicide
hypnotherapy. The hx)k is a vivid, dr;lm;ttic, clinical view into the
Gil: When she left his office she went immediately
which is, esseninnermost recesses ot cllcnts’ emotion;\1 lives. Boyne is a gifted and
tially, addictionsto the police and she said, “I’ve just been sexually
addiction to any assaulted.” She filed a complaint. Because it was his
creative therapist of vast experience who has created a highly effecnegative aspect of word against hers, the police decided upon the followtlve approach to hypfiotherapy.”
life, whether it be ing: A few days later, she went into a nearby city. They
Robert F. Reid, III, Ph.D.
drugs,
alcohol,
rented a room in the Holiday Inn. She called him and
Professor, School of Humanities
sexuality, you name said she was in the hotel, she wouldn’t have time to
California Stare University, Northridge
it-it’s anti-life be- come over but if he had time to give her another session
havior and we must in the hotel room, then she would be interested.
He agreed.
be life-affirming
“A wonderful record of the use of hypnosis as a naturalistic process
They set up a video camera in a vase of flowers and
because
that
is
the
available to all who desirci to use it. The candid transcripts of
purpose for which microphones around the room.
Boyne’s actual work allow you to ‘be there’ while people activate
Rick: This is the police?
we were created, to
their mental and spiritual resources to transform their lives. Boyne
Gil: The police.
affirm life.
Rick: Ok.
Other dangers?
demystifies hypnosis, showing that it is a special ‘inner power’ for
Gil: They were in an adjoining room watching a
The dangers are
personal transformation.”
more in omissions monitor. He came to the Holiday Inn-and I’ve seen
Dr. Daniel L. Araoz
than in commis- the film because the police brought it to me. He was
Professor, C.W. Post Campus of Long Island University
sion. Now, people very clever because he brought a little cassette player
Past President, Academy of Psychologists in
ask, “Can a person and he had one of these New Age music things, and he
Marital Sex and Family Therapy
be persuaded to en- turned that up-it’s pretty hard to make out his words-
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Rick: Most commonly, h&-ULTRA-well,
I
but, visually you see everything. And he massaged her training sessions. You probably are not aware of it.
the same way-and, when finally-and she never moved But, of course, they would want to come to Master shouldn’t say most commonly. There are many differa muscle because she was in this deep trance. And, Hypnotherapists to know how better to manipulate the ent programs under =-ULTRA,
but under project
finally, when he went to lift the band of her panties, the mind in a negative way. And I’m sure that wolild upset Monarch, the two most common signs were a tattoo of
a butterfly or a tattoo of a rose.
police came roaring in through the adjoining door, you greatly to be conscious of.
Gil: I’ve seen women with both of those.
Gil:
Surely.
Now,
you
say
you
recognize
certain
threw him up against the wall, threw the cuffs on him
Rick: I’m sure you have. And I do believe that it
and took him out. They brought the film to me to ask people. Is there something I should be aware of, or
is important for you to read that book, for several
privately aware of7
two questions.
Rick: No, it’s just that this lady was sitting near us reasons, not the least of which is to increase your
One: Was she in a trance? My answer is yes and I
gave them all the reasons, you know-the slowed rate and had a Monarch tattoo on her ankle and a chain awareness of what to look for because you will see these
of respiration; the hypnotic cast; the lack of animation; around her ankle, and her husband was, very clearly, things as YOUbecome more conscious of it.
But, all of this aside, let me shift gears, again, and
the lack of physical movement; the way her feet were her handler. These people were...
Gil: Now, you’re using the termMonarch and then ask you if you are familiar with the term “remote
turned outward, and so on.
viewing*?
Secondly: Could she have resisted what he was you said tattoo. Would it be a Monarch butterfly?
Gil: Put it in some context that I can...
Rick: Yes, correct.
doing? And I said, “In that level of trance, even though
Rick: Well, generally it is used in terms of psychics
Gil: Ah.
it is very unusual, she had this disinclination to move
or speak or think or act. We don’t
understand that, we just know it exists, even though in a very small peri1Y PNOSIS MOTIVATION CASSETTES
centage, one or two percent of the
Self-Hypnosis “POWER PROGRAiKiWNG”
subjects.”
by
Gil Boyne, Certified Clinkal Hypnotherapist
So, his trial is coming up. It’s out
near San Bernardino.
Rick: That will be an interesting
YlOl - SELF-CONFIDENCE
THROUGH
SELF-IMAGE
Overcome“TheFreeze”; learn lines quickly and easily. Express
trial.
PROGRAMMING
your creativity. Similar to programcreatedfor SylvesterStallone
GiI: And I have agreed to be a
YOU cm hprove your self-Image and radllte selfconfidence.
and Lily Tomlin. $9.95
witness for the prosecution.
Helps you to overcome the fear of’criticiim, fear of rejection, fear
Rick: Sure.
of failure. YOU will feel more bvrble and appreciateyourself
X108- DYNAMICS OF SELF-DISCOVERY
Gil: So, that’s the answer to the
more. $9.95
Answers the question, “WHO AM I?” Overcomes the identity
question about sexual assault. Now,
crkk rod creates a powerful belief in your own abilities. D&over
x102 - CONCENTMTlON - MEMORY-RETENTION
what usually happens is, either they
your real self and your true capacity for joyful living! Teaches
PTRFECTRECALL
enter into a relationship in which the
you bow to give yourself bve, acceptance, and approval, $9.95
Thb method ls the only research-validatedmemory system
client-you
know-feels,
the woman
known. It requires no memorization of key words or word
1109 - DYNAMIC IIEALTH AND RADIANT VITALITY
feels like it’s kind of like a love relaassociations. You will liberate your photographic memory with
Overcome fears and negative beliefs which affect your state of
tionship and she’s love-starved. Or,
this fool-proof cure for forgetfulness. Learn to use your automatic
health. This program subconsciously
develops the mental
she moy just be sexual herself.
mind-search and memory-scanning
capacity. These unique
imagery, feeling tone, and mental expectancy for radiant, vibrant
Ri:k: Sure.
methods are programmed indelibly io your subconscious
miud for
expression of fitness and health. $9.95
Gil: I once had a woman who
your permanent use. $9.95
broke down and cried after I had a talk
1110 - SECRETS OF WINNING TENNIS
with her about her seductive behavior,
#lo3 - DEEP RELAXATION AND RESTFUL SLUMBER
Programmed mental images and post-hypnotic suaesstions
and she acknowledged to me that she
A new way to go to sleep! This totally effective and completely
developed by a top-ranked tennis player now playing in
h;d seduced seven previous therapists;
safe technique enables you to shed the cares of the day and drift
professional competition. Improves your game within days.
four of them were ministers! But, her
off within minutesafteryour head bits the pillow. You float into
Narrated by Gil Royne. $9.95
rationale was, “I knew if they rea sleepas refreshingand rejuvenating as lt is deep. You feel new
sponded to want to have sex with me
vitality and energy each morning,and you maintain high energy
#112 - DYNAMICS OF CREATIVE WRITING
that they couldn’t help me in any way,
levek throughoutthe day. $9.95
The programming
tape that was
developed
for the
and I never spoke to them or saw them
producer/writer of a famous dramatic comedy television show.
again. * So, I passed the test, you see.
#104 - SECRETS OF SUCCESS
This writer later claimed that the programming was an important
And she went on to do good therapy
Overcome your subconscious “will to fail.” You can learn to move
factor in the creation of a script which won an Emmy
with me. (Laughter.)
rapidly toward your qreer and fmaxial goals. Success and
nomination. S9.95
So, really, it wasn’t that any of the
riches spring from a foundation of “subconscious mental
men had any special charm for her.
#I14 - YOU CAN STOP SMOKING NOW!
expectancy,” not from a hiih IQ, hard work, or goodness.
Develop a *su~eess and riches”expectancy to claim the enduring
With the help of this program, you can overcome the helpless
That was a test that she put them to.
feeliig that underlies tobacco addiction. In just a short time, you
successand wealth that are potentiallyyours! $9.95
Rick: Interesting.
become free of tobacco - permanently! Enjoy a longer, healthier,
Gil: Yes.
YlOS - WEIGHT CONTROL - TRIM AND FIT
and happier life. $9.95
Rick: Well, now you’ve already
Focuses upon the mental factors in overeating. This new method
partially answered this. Mark and
#llS - SEXUAL ENRICHMENT FOR MEN
condiins
your nervous system and your subconscious mind to
Cathy’s book, Trance Formation of
rapidly
move
you
toward
your
goal
of
attractive
ftiness.
Gives
You have the right to sexual happiness! Intense desire, powerful
America, mainly concerns her traumafunction, and glowing fulfillment are the results of using this
you
a
oew
inner
impge
of
your
physical
self,
Changes
your
eating
based programming. I’m sure that you
habits by &an&g your appetite desires. Improve your Sure
program. $9.95
don’t have any real understanding of
easily and quickly. $9.95
the deep, bDrrible 1ev;els of program%116. SEXUAL ENRICIIMENT FOR WOMEN
ming that she has encountered...
#106 - SECRETSOF COMMUNICATION
AND EXPRESSION
A major breakthrough in sexual programming. Overcome early
Gil: No, I haven’t yet read the
inhibitions on your natural sexuality. Learn the secrets of total
Express your ideas in a way that ensures acceptance. Overcome
book...
release and complete satisfaction. Teaches you how to be all that
fear and tension at tbe thought of having to give a speech or a
Rick: . ..using electric shock.
short report.Learnto speakwith absolute confidence and perfect
you can be. 59.95
Gil: I’ve just kind of browsed it.
poise, whether to ao audience of hundreds, a small group, or a
As I told you, I’ve been extraordinarSUCCESS
PROGRAMMING
FOR
TIIE
single person. $9.95
x117
ily busy. But I will, at a future time,
IIYPNOTIIERAPIST
read it.
X107 - DYNAMICS OF CREATIVE ACTING
Created exclusively for the Ilypnotherapist, this program instills
Rick: Things like this do go on
Program your mind for success in your acting career. Covers
powerful confidence in one’s ability to use hypnosis creatively,
and that is a particularly important
auditions, rehearsing,performing, mental attitude and self-image.
and to build a successful practice. Covers mental and emotional
book. One thing that surprised us, and
attitudes and function and creates vivid imagery. $12.50
will probably surprise you, when I attended your seminar a few weekends
ago, there was a Monarch mind-conPower Programming
cassettes ure fully uudihle und do not employ suhliminul suggestions or mwicul buckgrounds.
trol victim in the audience, along with
her handler. I would imagine that
SPECIAL VALUE: Choose three cassettes for $25.00 or six cassettes for $45.00
mind-control handlers do attend your
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or people who suddenly almost get tunnel vision and
feel they are experiencing in “real time” but experiencing something that is happening at a distance...
Gil: Alright.
Rick: . ..and I would imagine this can happen in
hypnosis.
Gil: Yes.
Rick: Have you ever encountered any clients who
suddenly were living a remote-viewing type experiencel
Gil: Many years ago I had a woman, I think she was
of Greek background-it’s
so far back it’s difficult to
remember-who was a client. Now, one day while she
was in a trance she said, “Stop it. Stop it. Stop it.”
And I said, “What is it?”
She said, “I told you nor to touch that record
player!”
And I said, “Who is it touching?”
And she said, “I told that baby-sitter.”
And, so then, I brought her up. I said, “By the
way... n She didn’t remember. She was one of those tiny
percentage that didn’t have any memory of what tran-

spired in trance.
I said to her, “Oh, do you have a record player by
any chance?” I said, this is many years ago, “I can give
you either a cassette or a long-play record of the selfhypnosis.”
And she said, “Oh, yes,” she said. “We just bought
this expensive combination with an automatic record
changerand the wholething.”
And I said, “Well, good. I imagine, you told me you
have a couple of small children, that you’d want to keep
them away from it.”
She said, “Oh, yes, I told the baby-sitter before I
left. Now, inside those two doors that open up, this
changer-they have their own little Howdy Doody player
to play their kids records on.”
I said, “Fine.” I didn’t say anything to her.
Well, the next time she came, she was in a trance
and suddenly she said, “Damn you, I told you not to
come around here again.”
And I said, “Call his name.”
And she said, “Just because you’re my brother,
doesn’t mean a damn thing.”
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She said, “You can’t stay here any more and I don’t
want you to come around here any more.”
And so, she’s really telling this brother, “Don’t
think you can come around here and climb in the
window when I’m not here, and so on.”
So, when I got her up, I said, “Now, look. You were
talking about your brother.” Then I said, “I’m going to
put you back in the trance and tell you to remember
whatever it is you saw.” And I did. I said, “When you
open your eyes, you’ll remember everything that went
through your mind.”
Well, her brother had been married to a woman;
treated her poorly. They went through a divorce. For
a while, the brother stayed at the sister’s house, this
woman who was a client of mine. He had a filing
cabinet and kept some papers there. It got impossible
and she ordered him out and changed the locks on the
doors. And this particular day, in this distant viewing,
she saw him climbing in the window of her house and
she had this discussion with him. “What are you doing
here?”
He said, “I came here to get some papers that are in
the file cabinet,” and so on.
So, she said, ‘That’s what I saw.”
And I said, “Fine. When you get to your house,
please call me and tell me if there’s any evidence of
that being a reality.”
Well, she was barely home-she lived in West
Covina-when she called me and said, “I pulled up
and the comer of my” -what do you call it-like a
screen, a storm window, screen, Uwas all pried up.
And there were pry marks on the window.”
She said, “He pried that thing and used a crowbar or a screw-driver to bring the window up so he
could climb in. Then, when he put it back,‘” she
said, “he couldn’t straighten the comer of the
screen out again.”
And she said, “I called him and raised hell
and,” he said, “Well, I had to get those papers!”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: (Laughter.) “You weren’t home and I
didn’t know when you’d be home.”
Rick: Interesting.
Gil: So, when she eamc back, the next session,
we talked about it, Yes, she was Greek. She said
her uncle, her great uncle had been a healer and a
psychic. And, she said, “When I was a littIc girl, he
sat me on his knee and I can remember, I was only
six or seven years old,” and he said, “OfaIl the ones
in the famiIy, this is the one who has the gift.”
So, yes, things like that happen to me, oceasionally. So, that’s one I remember, certainly with
“distant seeing”.
Rick: Interesting.
Gil: Oh, the other thing, by the way, about the
record player?
Rick: Yes.
Gil: She went home-and I asked her about
that-and the baby-sitter told her that she went out
of the room for a littIe while, and they pulled the
doors open and they fiddled with it, and they broke
the record player,...
Rick: Wow.
Gil: . ..the mechanism, the changing mechanism. And that’s what she had seen that other time.
So, I know on those two occasions, that pretty
little Greek woman saw some distant viewing.
Rick: Ok, now, this is an easy one for you; yet
you’ll think of a thousand examples right off the
top, I’m sure. The use of hypnosis for breakthroughs in neurosis is common-place. Give us an
illustrative example of curing a neurosis with hypnosis.
Gil: Well, some of the common ones, obsessive
thinking, compulsive behavior. I had a young man,
a few years ago, who was a very high-ranked amateur golfer and his father was really looking forward and anticipating his entering the pro ranks.
But, prior to an important match, this boy would go
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to bed, he would get up and he would check the gas jets;
go back to bed, get up, and he would check all of the
locks on the windows; go back to bed for a while, then
he’d get up and check all of the locks on the doors, and
so on. And, because of that, his sleep was disturbed. He
had great states of anxiety and it would affect his
playing. And so, I worked with him, I think, six or
seven sessions and an important match came up and he
had none of that behavior. He said he felt some anxiety,
but he was able to control it. So, that’s a neurosis of a
rather simple nature.
Then, you have phobias, which are classified as a
neurosis. Phobias, fear of enclosed places, elevators;
fear of high places, I have a wonderful piece of film
that a distinguished hypnotist did here in the U.S.,
where the woman was petrified of heights. She couldn’t
even go on the second level in the mall, because she
might have to look over the railing. And; he worked
with her several times and then took her up in an’ old
cargo plane, the kind where they let down,the ramp for
the trucks to roll out-took the photographers, and
everything. Now, of course, she had a safety line, like
the parachuters have, from her waist up. They let down
the ramp and she walks out to the end of the ramp and
she’s shouting, “I love it. I love it. I love it. I’m free,
I love it.” And so, now they land and in the next cut
they are at the amusement park, this woman with her
two children, who said, “Oh, can we ride the roller
coaster?”
And they said, “You’ve never gone on that with
US.”
And she said, “I am, right now. Let’s go get our
tickets.”
There is an example of the cure of neurosis. Mainly,
in my work-you see-I’m going to give you the summatio 1 of 40 years. There’s only one problem in all of
h-1.
nature. Now, I’m not talking about mental
illness and things that I’m not qualified to speak on.
But, I’m talking about the people who have come to me
over a 40-year period. There’s only one problem and
that problem is: a fictitious belief that we are unlovable. Now, of course, if you don’t love yourself-and
this is going to sound, perhaps, over simplified. But, I
assure you that it isn’t. A distillant may seem over
simplified too, but that’s what puts the kick in the
whiskey, not all the corn you put in the barrel to cook.
(Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: If you don’t love yourself, then you’re expressing self-hatred. Because any time that you’re not doing
things to advance your life in a creative and fulfilling
way, to bring levels of joy, pleasure, satisfaction, intermittently; assisting those closest to you-central relationships-to
do the same for themselves, then you’re
either engaging in self-sabotage, you’re frustrating
your purposes and goals, but mainly you’re going counter
to the purpose for which you are created. And all of
that, consciously and subconsciously, must be called
self-hatred. There’s only one solution to the one problem. It’s forgiveness. We must first forgive anyone
who has ever harmed us in any way. Then we must
forgive ourselves for every mistake that we have ever
made, recognizing that our mistakes were, most often,
stepping stones to greater understanding, to greater
opportunity. Finally, we forgive God, and when we do
we accept God’s forgiveness.
And once we accept
God’s forgiveness, we know we’re lovable. That’s it.
That’s the whole synthesis of 40 years of training and
work.
By the way, Part B of forgiveness is the expression
of gratitude. That’s part of forgiving God, because
instead of focusing on your deficiencies, what you don’t
have, or what you have too little of, you focus on what
you have; what’s been given to you; and the powers of
talent and gifts that you have to use that you’ve allowed
to remain unused.
Still with me?
Rick: I had a few more questions, but this is a
perfect place to end. Thank you.

Gary Wean
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RabbisAttack
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GARY L. WEAN

Rabbi Larry Tyler-Wayman, Oxnard; Rabbi
Michael Berk, Ventura; and Rabbis John P. Wilcox,
Steve Chawkins, Tim Herdt and M.E. Sprengelmeyer
of the daily newspaper The Ventura County Star of
David, viciously attack a candidate for the Oxnard City
Council with evil outbursts of lies, innuendo, gossip,
etc.
This outrageous attack by the Rabbis is launched
for the sole political purpose to defame and denigrate
Roy Lockwood, a council candidate who, if elected,
will expose and gouge into the Rabbis’ horrendous
world of corruption.
At a city council meeting, Roy Lockwood suggested that the council persons should read a book,
There’s a Fish in the Courthouse, written by Gareth
(Gary) L. Wean. The Rabbis have had this book in
their possession and have perused it for ten years, ever
since it was printed in 1987. They have never in those
ten years denounced the author as anti-Semitic or
racist or any other horrible type of person, as they now
do. Why do they wait ‘til now?
The most important fact to observe is that the
Rabbis now put on their sick act, just before the
elections, to harm Roy Lockwood and his fair chance to
be elected.
The Rabbis for ten years have known that Roy
Lockwood’s name was in the book There ‘s a Fish in the
Courthouse.
Here, in a capsule, is what is written
therein about Roy Lockwood: “Roy Lockwood, veteran, foe and caustic critic of the Oxnard Council’s
thievery, joined with property owners in a group called
Citizens for Oxnard. Roy wasn’t just an irresponsible
gadfly pestering the good council persons, as the
Mishpucka and media tagged him. He was a retired
Senior Fire Chief of the Aerospace Defense Command
at Oxnard Air Force Base. Roy, born in Oxnard in
1921, graduated from Oxnard High School. From
1942 to 1946 he served with the U.S. Army in the
English and European Theater of Operations. Roy’s
insight into rampant civic corruption and his deepseated hatred for the political rot simply would not
allow him to sit idly by watching it destroy the country.”
Roy Lockwood went to school with Japanese and
Mexican kids. As young children they got along fine
without hatred and they still do. For these Rabbis to
call Roy Lockwood an anti-Semitic is one of the rankest
of lies. And if they didn’t own the Oxnard news-media
they would never have gotten away with it.
As the author of the book There’s a Fish in the

Courthouse, I will tell you some of the reasons why the
Rabbis are so terrified that the citizens and taxpayers of
Ventura County will read the book. The Rabbis and
Mishpucka Judges owe each and every person who has
paid property taxes in Ventura County over the past 27
years a sum of $25,000 to $100,000.
These conspirators formed and own the Ventura
County Public Facilities Corporation, a supposedly
non-profit organization, which owns the Ventura County
Courthouse and other buildings. This was an outrageous fraud and bond manipulation and theft of federal
Omnibus Safe Streets Act funds, that were strictly
mandated to go for the construction of county jails.
What they have stolen amounts to billions.
If elected, Roy Lockwood, and other honest government employees, will audit and expose the monumental
billion-dollar fraud. Roy’s attack against political and
judicial corruption will reverberate into the county
government through the County Board of Supervisors
and on into the seats of power in Washington, D.C.
This earthquake’s mmble will collect power among the
people, and an unstoppable movement will sweep the
gangsters into jails and prisons across the land.
Roy Lockwood was a U.S. serviceman in Europe for
four years. He fought in the Battle of the Bulge and
sacrificed himself, as did millions of other Americans,
to liberate Jews from prison camps. Lockwood was
carried on a stretcher from the battlefield-the
Jews
have a short memory as they treacherously stab Roy in
the back.
But apparently, to them, the need to cover up their
crimes is justification for their criminal acts to destroy
America’s right to free elections.
Steve Chawkins, who says he is an Oxnard Star
columnist, verifies the author’s expose ofthe Mishpucka
(the Jewish crime family)-he asked his Mom, who is
Jewish, and she told him, “Yes son, there is a Mishpucka,
but the Yiddish spelling for family is Mishpoeka.”
The author of There ‘s a Fish in the Courthouse will
not quibble over this minor spelling-the issue is that
there does exist a Jewish Crime Family known as the
Mishpucka. As California Attorney General and later
on as the Governor of California, George Deukmejian,
in his annual report to the Legislature regarding organized crime in California, cites facts from his Bureau of
Organized Crime and Civil Intelligence.
He states
unequivocably, “the admitted existence of Israeli organized crime-the Jews are competitors of the Mafia.
They are involved in drug smuggling and specialize in
narcotics dealing.”
In the Thursday, September 19,1996, front page of
the daily newspaper the OxnardStar of David, it records
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more of the Mishpucka judicial corruption. The mother
of two supposedly molested little girls, along with
police detectives and family supporters stormed out of
the Ventura courtroom when Municipal Court Judge
Thomas Hutchins refused to send the molester of these
children to prison. The offender had a past history of
molesting his daughter from age 9 to 17. He went to
prison for that.
As always, these things have a long and sinister
past history. Superior Court Judge Mindy Johnson’s
evil pressure and influence over the Ventura judicial
system has direct bearing on Hutchins’ action and on
all such sexual crimes and Christian family matters.
Shortly after Judge Mindy was sworn in, she threw out
charges of subornation of perjury against a convicted
molester of two small girls. Apparently visibly affected
by the physicality of the accused, Judge Johnson ruled,
“This defendant is so charming and so manipulative,
that it could be difficult to convict him. Case is
dismissed.” And District Attorney Michael Bradbury
refused to refile charges against this dangerous child
molester. It was noted in my book (tea years ago),
“Perhaps Mindy isn’t all bad, however, her purulent
amibitions directly affect the health, safety and welfare
of all California citizens.*
Now, the reason District Attorney Bradbury did not
refile and send this sexual deviant to prison is even
more sordidly conspiratorial. Mindy had been a deputy
D.A. and she and Bradbuty were engaged in operations
of mutual admiration. Bradbury was sending Mindy’s
husband, also a deputy D.A., on out-of-town assignments while they were honing their mutual admiration
into even greater heights.
Mindy wanted to be a
Superior Court Judge, more than anything in the world,
so Michael arranged it. So, was that too much for the
mother of his child to ask of him? The head Mishpucka
judge of Ventura County, Judge Jerome Berenson,
backed by his law partner, U.S. Commissioner Ben
Nordman, swore Mindy into their secret Cabal, the
“Black Robe Mishpucka”.
Sick use of the accusations of “anti-Semitism” by
the Mishpucka against Christians in Reedsport, Oregon-three
Mishpuckas were convicted in Federal
Court and sentenced to up to twenty years in prison. By
their greed and evil hatred they destroyed propertythey sprayed graffiti on a hotel they had bought-they
staged a series of phony anti-Semitic calls, letters and
neo-Nazi graffiti and screamed to the police, the newspapers, the public and to high-heaven in true Jew style
that they were “victims of cruel Christian hatred”.
They were setting up an arson of the hotel to
defraud the insurance company and to lay blame on
innocent Christians. The FBI, with secret cameras,
caught the Jews arsoning the hotel on film. I have to
ask-who hates who-where is this hatred really coming from? There is more of this terrible deception-it
easily answers the question-Rabbi Shevac Lambert at
Eugene, Oregon, synagogue Temple Beth Israel, tried
to use his influence to keep these Mishpuckas out of
prison. He cried, “The crimes for which they were
convicted involved deception and using Jews’ history
of persecution-it
is the approach of Rosh Hashannah
and the season of atonement-prison
is inappropriate,
it doesn’t let them make reparations to the Jewish
Community.”
Dear Lord Almighty, who are the victims herewho hates who? Even after falsely accusing and setting
up Christians to cruel, ugly charges of anti-Semitism,
this Rabbi still twists the facts in an attempt to make the
Jews look innocent.
Can you imagine how this evil Rabbi would have
been screaming from the rooftops against the Christians if these crazy Jews had not been caught and
exposed. It is a perfect example of how the Mishpucka
tears apart the very fabric of a peaceful community with
their sick lies of anti-Semitism.
Another demented, hate-filled Jew, a Harvard University graduate, Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, in a book he
has just written, now wants to change the stories of the
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Jews who manufactured what now is called the “Holocaust committed by the Nazi government”, and from
whom they are getting their reparation payments.
Goldhagen’s pitch now is that all Germans, each
and every one individually, had virulent hatred of Jews
and killed Jews willingly for the fin of it. He calls this
“eliminationist anti-Semitism”-Goldhagenclaims
this
hatred was widespread in Germany well before the
Nazis came to power. (What are these nuts up to, are
they going to now be screaming for reparations clear
back to the 19th century!?) “None of these individual
Germans were ordered by the Nazi Government to kill
Jews, but the entire race are so evil that they simply
chose to kill and brutalize Jews.”
Goldhagen claims he wants to convey what it is like
to shoot a person at point-blank range and to see them
pile the corpses SO0 high.
Goldhagen’s book-seller propagandists are hawking his “prizewinning doctoral dissertation as being
wildly accepted and bought in Germany”. These are
lies and false claims-no Germans are buying the book,
only Jews living in Germany are reading it and they are
furious at Goldhagen for trying to change their stories
and endanger their reparation payments that they have
been squeezing out of the German Government for over
40 years.
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As an author doing research, I (using a Jewishsounding nom de plume) have called numerous Jew
lawyers and Rabbis and asked them to define antiSemitism. Invariably they laughed and said, ‘I don’t
know what it is, all I know is that it workr; it scares the
living hell out of Christians, they roll over and die. So
don’t worry about it, all you have to do is scream it.”
Now, this Harvard University summa cum laude
Jew, Goldhagen, is up against an Israeli citizen, Yoav
Peled, a Jew himself. As quoted in my book, “Peled was
a Ph.D. candidate in Political Science at the University
of California at Los Angeles (UCLA).= In his studies
Yoav P&d lived among the Bedouins, he described
them as: “Loyal, peaceful citizens who have lived on
their land for generations. Their land has been t&en
uwuy and given to Jew settIements and used for military
bases. They are concentrated into areas under military
control and can’t leave an area without a permit. The
Israeli Government has organized what they uI1 the
Green Patrol to do their rough stuff The Green Patrol
was potterned
after the Nazis* Brown Shirt
Sturmabteilung, Storm Troops.
“Bedouins are shifted horn one pIace to another so
that they can’t claim ownership by poaseuion of any
particular property. They aren’t given any water for
cultivation, even when their plots are adjacent to irri-
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gated Jewish-owned fields. Under their Likud Party,
the Israeli Government has taken on a brutal form.
“Ali Abu-Sulb has lived with his family on lands
for sixty years and has documents to prove it. Early one
morning the Jewish Green Patrol ‘Storm Troopers’
showed up. Loading the family’s tent and possessions
on trucks, they dumped them forty miles away, damaging their tent and Ipeager possessions. The Ali AbuSulbs, without their tent, huddled among the bushes for
protection from the desert sun and cold nights. Their
Green Patrol functions as a para-military forced to
harass and intimidate the Bedouins. They destroy the
houses and sheds for violations of building permits and
zoning laws set up by the Jewish Government. Herds of
sheep and goats dwindle for the lack of grazing lands
which have been seized by the Green Patrol. The
mainstay of the Bedouin economy has been virtually
destroyed. The Jewish Government passed a law enabling them to confiscate twenty thousand acres of
Bedouin land without going through any judicial channels and without allowing Bedouins ‘.recourse’ to the
courts.”
An eyewitness to Jew terrorism, Times staff writer
Charles T. Powers, wrote from Beirut, Lebanon, quote:
“Five remaining members of an Arab family of fifteen
were lying on the floor in the basement of a hospital.
Two little girls, about seven or eight-years-old, lay
speechless between the equally speechless mother and
two old men. Rumpled sheets were pulled up from the
girls feet, which were scorched with phosphorous, as if
acid had eaten into their flesh. They were wounded
when their brothers, sisters and uncles were killed last
Sunday, while the Jews bombed and shelled West Beirut
for fourteen hours. Now the attacks were on again.
Beirut Hospital by eleven A.M. had taken two direct
hits already. There was no one in Beirut Wednesday
who doubted that the Jews were either coming into the
heart of the city or that they would bomb and shell it to
pieces.”
There is a conspiracy of Race, Riot and Revolution
plotted by the Mishpucka. William P. Clark, a tben. a?qer connected to Judge Jerome Berrenson and b.S.
Commissioner Ben Nordman, was involved with gangster ‘Mickey Cohen and terrorist Menachem Begin in a
burglary of the National Guard Armory in Oxnard.
Clark mounted one of the 50 caliber machine-guns in
his house and made statements that “When the revolution comes, I’m going to kill all the niggers and Mexicans that come within range.”
There are witnesses in Oxnard to these criminal
acts and statements of Clark. And none of the weapons
from the burglary were ever recovered. It-is believed
and almost a certainty that some of these weapons are
still mounted in buildings in Oxnard and under control
of the Mishpucka.
William P. Clark, while in the Reagan Administration, was entrusted as the National Security Director
and Secretary of the interior.
It is the bounden duty of the Oxnard City Council
who are charged with protecting the health, safety and
welfare of every citizen within the jurisdiction of the
City of Oxnard to immediately conduct a Grand Jury
investigation. They must demand that the U.S. Justice
Department and U.S. Congress immediately commence
all out, open hearings into the Mishpucka’s terrorism,
spying, blackmailing, sabotage and assassination operations against the United States of America and its
citizens.
/J/Oar& (Gory) L. Wean

Editorial Policy
Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
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More’From:Fire
From The Sky
Editor’s note: Parts I & 2 were presented in the
9/l 7196 CONTACT as our Front Page story; Part 3
was presented in the 9/24/96 issue; we continue here
with Part 4.
[QUOTING, PART 4:]
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FROM
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BLACKOUT!
by Calvin C. Burgin
ENRON
AND THE
GODS OF POWER

the people of India. Enron survived eight legal
challenges and threatened the political establishment.
Many of the Indians do not want Enron, but Enron is
determined they are going to get it, anyway. The
Center for Holistic Studies in Bombay compiled a
catalog of U.S. law violations by Enron and its Dabhol
partners, Bechtel Enterprises Inc. and General Electric
Co., dating back to 1931. “The Dabhol project, the
center concluded, is nothing but another step in the
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency’s effort to impoverish the developing world.” J. J. Irani, managing
director of Tata Iron and Steel Co., referring to
Enron’s law violations, says “The rule of law is our
precious gold metal; we cannot surrender it under any
circumstances.”
Pratap Chattejee, a writer for ZPS (which I assume
is International Press Service?), wrote an article
called “U.S.-India: Covert action and political clout

Previously I wrote that Joseph Sutton, President of
Enron Development of Houston, TX, was
scheduled to be on the plane that crashed
April 3, 1996, with Secretary of Commerce
Ron Brown, but for some reason he missed
the plane.
Let’s look at Enron. Enron and Portland
General Corporation have recently merged
into the nation’s largest integrated natural
gas and electricity company. Enron already
was the largest independent marketer of
wholesale electricity in the world.
After the recent Bilderbergers’ meeting
in Canada the first of June, there was a rash
of electric utility sales and mergers, as well
as a continuing ‘outbreak” of power outages,
air traflic control center computer crashes,
and other oddities such as America Online
and Netcom Internet facilities breaking
down. There have been DOZENS, maybe
hundreds, of local, unpublicized power
outages. Not to mention the crash of TWA
Flight 800, which has all the obvious
appearances of being another scalar weapon
attack.
Enron is an interesting part of this
picture. It has reported assets of about $13
billion. It has & largest electrical power
transmission system in the Western HemiOrder by sending $8.00
sphere and the second largest in the world. It
(which includes
shipping)
has projectsin China, Vietnam, the United
Kingdom, Argentina, the Philippines, GuateMary Snell
mala, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Puerto
P.O. Box 6708
Rico, Turkey, Italy, Jordan, Indonesia, India
and probably others.
Texarkana,
TX 75505Enron is partners in Dabhol Power in
6708
India, with GeneraI Electric and Bechtel,
where it has been having legal problems with
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help Enron win contracts.” In it he revealed that
Enron is a CIA asset.
“A number of U.S. Government agencies worked
on helping Enron in the Department of Commerce’s
new advocacy centre. Several of them told me that the
CIA had helped them get information, but the
Commerce people themselves would not talk about it,”
David Sanger of the New York Times told IPS.
Two months after the U.S. military left Subic Bay
in the Philippines, Enron took over the 28-megawatt
power plant there as a result of the help of Ambassador
to the Philippines Frank G. Wisner. Wisner is now
Ambassador to India, where he helped Enron win a
$2.8 billion deal to build a power plant at the town of
Dhabol, close to Bombay. The deal is under fire in the
Indian press for bribery allegations, over-pricing, etc.
If you remember in earlier Fire From the Sky
writings, Frank Wisner was one of the original CIA
operatives who was a head of the Gehlen Nazi spy
network converted to Operation Paperclip under Allen
Dulles. He was also a head of the Phoenix Program in
Vietnam, where he ran Air America. He was also
involved with Boris Pash, Sidney Gottleib and Richard
Bissell in what became the MK-ULTRA mind-control
program.
However, that Frank Wisner “committed suicide”
in 196 5. The Frank Wisner now in India is his son.
The father helped overthrow the Guatemalan
Government for the United Fruit Company, he helped
overthrow the Iranian Government, and was involved
in secret operations against Sukarno in Indonesia.
This is the family the son grew up in, and the son goes
out of his way to promote CIA interests. Wisner Jr.
was formerly number three in the Pentagon.
In Fire From the Sky Part VZ, I wrote about Joseph
Swidler, Chairman of the Federal Power Commission,
who was working with Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara and head of what is now FEMA, Buford
Ellington, especially on the New York City power
blackouts,
Also working for the Federal Power
Commission on these blackouts was Kenneth Lay, who
quit and started his own company called Enron. Lay
had worked in the Pentagon during the Vietnam war,
under President Nixon.
Lay now lives in Houston in River Oaks, not far
from his close friend George Bush.
New Yorker Magazine writer Seymour Hersh wrote
an article about Neil and Marvin Bush trying to
influence Kuwaiti officials to favor Enron to rebuild a
power plant destroyed during Bush’s Persian Gulf
War. Current Governor of Texas George W. Bush, in
1988, telephoned Argentina’s Public Works Minister
Rodolfo Terragno to try to get him to award a contract
to Enron, as reported by Tenagno in The Nation
weekly magazine. Enron eventually won the bid under
Carlos Menem, another Bush friend.
Also on the Enron payroll is Thomas Kelly,
director of operations for the Pentagon during the Gulf
War. A member of the board of directors is Wendy
Gramm, a former chairman of the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission and a senior staffer in the White

House under Ronald Reagan. Consultants to Enron
include Bush’s Secretary of State James Baker and his
Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher.
On July 25, 1996, Ronnie Chan was elected to
Enron’s Board of Directors. He is chairman of the
Hang Lung Development Group of Hong Kong,
chairman of Springfield Bank and Trust Limited of
Gibraltar, and serves on the board of Standard
Chartered Bank in London, Kern/Ferry International
of Los Angeles and Northern Telecom Ltd. of Ontario,
Canada. He is a director of the Securities and Futures
Commission of Hong Kong and a director of the Hong
Kong Real Estate Developers Association.
Do you think Joe Sutton of Enron knew beforehand
not to get on Ron Brown’s plane?
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Environment.
He is a member of the World
Commission on Environment and Development.
Strong, a close friend of the Dalai Lama, has a
huge ranch (63,000 acres) in Colorado called the Baca
Grande Ranch in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains,
where he has set up a mecca for oddball religions.
Located on the site are The Spiritual Life Institute and
Nada Hermitage Retreat Center, a Carmelite Catholic
Monastery; the Crestone Mountain Zen Center, a Zen
Buddhist Monastery and Retreat Center; The
Haidakhandi Universal Ashram; the Sri Aurobindo
Learning Center; the San Luis Valley Tibetan Project;
the Samten Ling Retreat Center; and a group called
Subud, whose aim is to “develop inner and outer
These groups are established or
consciousness”.
supported by the Manitou Foundation, a private
foundation of Hanne and Maurice Strong. One of their
purposes is to create a Land Preservation Program. To
put it bluntly, they want to turn society into a preindustrial, live-off-the-land
society.
This is not
necessarily an evil goal under some circumstances, but
Paradise dictated by these people is NOT Paradise.
Strong has been under-secretary general of the
United Nations six times, and is currently competing
for the position of Secretary General of the United
Nations, a position also desired by George Bush and
Gorbachev. Butros-Butros Ghali, current Secretary
General, wants also to keep his position.
Some statements made by Strong are: “It is clear
that current lifestyles and consumption patterns of the
aftluent middle class-involving
high meat intake,
consumption of large amounts of frozen and
convenience foods, use of fossil fuels, appliances,
home and workplace air-conditioning, and suburban
housing-are not sustainable. A shift is necessary,*
says Strong. “[It] will require a vast strengthening of
the United
the multilateral system, including
Nations...We must now forge a new ‘Earth Ethic’
which will inspire all peoples and nations to join in a
new global partnership of North, South, East and
West.”

Earlier in Fire From the Sky I wrote about the first
massive power outage, which occurred in the area of
Ontario Hydro, the original electrical power utility, at
Niagara Falls. Ontario Hydro is across James Bay
from Hydro Quebec, the other facility we’ve talked
about. Ontario Hydro was started by help from Nikola
Tesla. Ontario Hydro owns 69 generating stations and
247 dams. It owns nuclear power generating facilities
as well as hydro power and coal, and produces items
such as tritium for markets. Tritium is exempt from
the nuclear control treaties.
William Farlinger, Chairman of Ontario Hydro,
visited Enron in Houston two years ago.
The New World Order Intelligence
Update
newsletter said that it learned from reliable sources
that “high on the agenda at this secret Bilderberg
meeting was the privatization sale of the massive
government-owned Ontario Hydro electricity production and distribution utility, a potential source of ‘pure
money machine profits’ for key investors.” (Web site
address is http://www.inforamp.net/-jwhitley.)
Another subject high on the agenda was a planned
Unilateral Declaration of Independence in Quebec.
According to Serge Monast, this is planned for early
Executive Intelligence Review, May 31, 1996, p.
1997, along with a massive power blackout planned for
the whole East Coast, including Washington, D.C.
79, (quoting:)
*Maurice Strong named to White House tech
MAURICE
FREDERICK
STRONG
panel. The Toronto Globe & Mail reported May 14
that Canadian arch-genocidalist Maurice Strong has
One of the electric power utilities now for sale is been appointed co-chairman, with Vice President Al
Ontario Hydro.
Enron has been negotiating to Gore, of the White House Conference on Technology.
purchase Ontario Hydro. Until recently, the Chairman Strong is already serving as special adviser to World
of Ontario Hydro was Maurice Strong. Strong is a Bank President James Wolfensohn.
member of the Trilateral Commission and the
The Globe & Mail claims that Maurice Strong is
Bilderbergers, and is a trustee of the Rockefeller “now perhaps the most influential Canadian in
Foundation and a member of the Council of Washington.” Strong organized the United Nations’
Rockefeller University. He is also a member of the 1992 conference in Rio de Janeiro to promote a global
Commission on Global Governance and is Chairman of environmentalist dictatorship, and was the official
the Earth Council. He has received the Order of secretary general at the proceedings.
Immediately
Canada and is a member of the Queen’s Privy Council thereafter, given charge of Ontario Hydro, the largest
of Canada. He was Secretary-General of the 1992 UN public utility in North America, Strong fired 10,000
Conference on Environment and Development in Rio, highly skilled workers within a year, and canceled all
and of the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human nuclear and hydroelectric energy development projects.
Strong told the Globe & Mail, “I’m now working
on a major project to ‘green’ private investment-to
set up voluntary guidelines and criteria for private
investment in various sectors, forestry, tourism,
mining, oil and gas.” Commenting upon rumors that
he could become the next secretary general of the
United Nations, Strong said, “I do not have to head it,
in order to save it.” [End quoting]
HYDRO

SPAWN

Hydro Quebec and Ontario Hydro have spawned
many smaller organizations. Ontario Hydro, AT&T,
and Lockheed Martin are among the corporations
supporting the International Cooperative for Environmental Leadership, whose Chairperson is Angela
Schurig of Texas Instruments and Treasurer is Roger J.
Daly of Ontario Hydro. They are instrumental in
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promoting the global warming hoax. Ontario and
Quebec Hydro are involved in (and creators of some)
projects using satellites such as the GPS system for
monitoring and controlling power ‘distribution and
outages. They are using photogrammetry and airborne
laser profiling and multi-spectra imaging techniques,
digital mapping, remote sensing, spatiotemporal data
modelling, integrated data image processing and
image mapping and such. In plain English, they are
creators of and contributors to programs for
identifying, tracking and controlling every person on
Earth. Not what you would think your local friendly
power company should be involved in, is it?
Two former Hydro Quebec employees quit and set
up a company called M3i, developed while they were at
Hydro Quebec. The directors of the company had close
ties with the ruling party in Quebec, and with a French
company that was reported to be involved in industrial
espionage and bribery. Air Canada President Pierre
Jeanniot was reported to have made about $2.3 million
on a stock deal with M3i. He was involved with Mario
Bertrand, who was a board member of both M3i and
Hydro Quebec, and chief of staff to former Quebec
premier Robert Bourassa. Former Liberal minister
Paul Goveil and former president of the Parti
Quebecois’
constitutional
committee,
Raymond
Langlois, were exposed by the Globe andMail as being
involved with Royal Aviation Inc. in ‘controversial
stock-option plans” for the directors of M3i.
M3i sells a Distribution Management System that
“has been installed in many utilities around the world.
The system is designed to help the restoration of a
network after an outage for electric, gas, water and
telecommunication
utilities.
The software also
enables the graphic display of a network’s configuration thus facilitating its management.”
Another
product is the M3i Vehicle Tracking System for “realtime fleet monitoring and tracking,” and M3i Skyview
“to offer a graphic display of vehicle locations on your
base maps. The vehicular/client part is resident in a
mobile computer which connects to a position
acquisition device such as GPS, Differential GPS
(DGPS) and Dead Reckoning. The mobile computer,
automatically or on request, relays the vehicle’s
position to the fleet dispatch station or control center
using M3i RadioLink RF connectivity.”
M3i has
operations in Ottawa, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Portland,
San Diego, Birmingham (UK), Hamburg, Singapore,
“The largest business unit
Tokyo and Shanghai.
concentrates on electric utility distribution and
A wholly-owned subsidiary,
dispatch operations.”
ROADsoft Solutions Inc., “produces public safety
systems.” One of their systems is M3i Road Sign
Recognition. Why does a power utility company need
a fancy road sign recognition program? Tony Gilsig of
M3i said that they started in 1990, and by 1994 had
Their first
revenues of just under $20 million.
customer was the City of Los Angeles.
“Primary
applications
have been in emergency response,
vehicular control and engineering systems relating to
managing
electricity,
water, and traffic flow.
Installations can be’ found in New York, Chicago,
Scotland, England, China, Indonesia, and Bahrain.
The Tokyo Metropolitan Police currently uses 36
screens and a control room of over 100 control centre
users to monitor traffic in real time.”

make a report on what caused the outage. The WSCC
issued a report that stated the outage was caused by “a
tree which grounded a transmission line from the Jim
Bridger power plant in Rock Springs, Wyo. Friday, the
Department of Energy said the outage was preventable
and steps have been taken to minimize the risk of
future recurrence.
Charlie Curtis, DOE deputy
secretary said, ‘The system cannot be fail-safe. Every
system is vulnerable, but this type of occurrence should
have been manageable.‘”
Curtis said “steps have already been taken by the
Coordinating Council to prevent recurrence.” This
press release was issued August 7, and three days later
another massive power outage hit the same WSCC
area, covering at least 6 states, from San Diego to
Oregon, and into Texas. Parts of Canada were also
affected.
The 7-29-96 Austin American Statesman had an
article about a new power outage reporting system set
up here in Austin called PowerLink. If we have a
power outage, we call the PowerLink phone number
(322-9100) to report it, and a computer in Omaha,
Nebraska, answers.
It is owned by Twenty First
Century Communications, which provides the same
service to 20 other power providers. It is one of those
curses of modem technology where the computer
answers “if you want such and such, press 1. If you
want a different such and such, press 2.. .” This type of
computer consolidation and control is going on all
over the nation.
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(Quoting:) lHYDRO QUEBEC, ONTARIO HYDRO PART OF INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING
CONSORTIUM-Southern
California Edison became
the first U.S. utility to join the E-7 group of utilities.
E-7 is an informal association of utility executives that
was started in 1992 in preparation for the U.N.
Conference on Environment and development (UNCED)
to develop a strategy and recommendations on power
sector issues in developing countries. It now operates
not only as an advisor to developing country
governments and institutions but also as a network for
sharing expertise and improving cooperation among
member utilities.
Members include representatives
from Electricite de France, the Canadian utilities
Hydro Quebec and Ontario Hydro, Tokyo Electric
Power Co. and Kansai Electric Power Co. of Japan,

RWE AG of Germany, and Ente Nazionale per
1’Energia Elettrica of Italy.
The group focuses on energy iisues related to the
environment and development with an interest in
influencing foreign aid investments in the power
sector. The E-7 established a “Network of Expertise
for the Global Environment” to work with tlnancing
institutions, the United Nations, and other organizations to develop projects with an environmentdevelopment link. (End quoting)
*‘Car stopper’, wireless radio latest law
enforcement tools, by Matthew Fordahl, AP; Austin
American Stutesman,
Aug. 11, 1996, (quoting:)
CHULA VISTA, Calif.-A
stolen van packed with
illegal immigrants speeds down a busy interstate
highway, but police don’t even think about a highspeed pursuit.
Instead, they push a button.
Using technology that will begin to be tested next
month, officers would be able to stop a car in its tracks
by sending an electrical charge that disables a
vehicle’s electronics and shuts off its engine.
The %ar stopper” was announced by federal
officials last week as a way to employ technology first
developed during the Cold War against criminals who
try to evade capture by speeding away from authorities.
[What does the Cold War have to do with someone
fleeing the cops?
Is something out of place
here?]...Also last week, local and federal authorities
announced they will be able to communicate with each
other for the fitst time using a common dispatch
program linking separate radio systems.
The wireless network, which has been used by the
Navy since 1989, is being tested by the California
Highway Patrol, the U.S. Border Patrol, the San Diego
and Chula Vista police departments and a dozen other
agencies. . . . (End quoting)
If a cop can point a thing at your car and kill all the
power in it, can, say, a satellite, with the push of a
button, kill all the power in a whole state? The answer
is yes, and much more.
As I wrote the last paragraphs of this article on
August 31, 1996, a storm came through Austin,
causing multiple power outages.
Let there be light.
Calvin Burgin
. ..to be continued.

OTHER
CONTROL
GROUPS
As a result of the 1965 New York power blackout,
several organizations were established to deal with
major blackouts, one of which was the Western System
Coordinating Council.
A major power outage hit all the WSCC area on
July 2, 1996. The press releases stated that it affected
“at least eight states” but the internal memos said it
affected at least 15 states. President Clinton ordered
the Department of Energy to investigate WSCC and to

“This moment in American history is
brouaht to YOUbv Hitachi Motors. ”
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the Federal Advisory Committee Act, and says so!
The U.S. Congress and Senate, albeit Republican
or Democrat, has sat on their dead ends, and allowed by
(a) ignorance, (b) possible collusion and conspiracy,
(c) mis-construction and abuse of Of&es of Public
Trust, (d) violation of duties of Office of Public Trust,
(e) violation of Oath of Office of Public Trust, placing
this Nation and its people in harm’s way, by not revoking the Federal Advisory Committee Act in its entirety
and repealing all executive orders. Standing in repugnancy totheConstitution of the UnitedStates, allowing
executive privilege, and immunity at the discretion of
the President under J6 (c) of said A&sow Committee
Act to preclude and preempt by estoppel, any investigation into acts of the President or of his Office, which
exceed the powers constitutionally granted, vested and/
or enumerated in said Comtitutionl For, indeed, the
Federal Advisory Committee Act, $6 (c), allows the
discretion of the President to invoke National Security,
to
cover misdeeds, mis-conduct, and that other “T”
I
thing [Treason], for the President is at Libitum (at
liberty) to do any thing he “pleases”, and conceal it
ments only allow them to glean records and conceal under National Security!
criminal evidence. ultimately being Drotected bv the
White House imposing National Se&&y issues, which
E XAMPI .E OF MISCONSTRUCTION
is covered under the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
AND
ABUSE
POWERS
# 6, (c): “The President shall exclude from this report OF EXECUTIVE/POLITICAL
any information which, in his judgment, should be
A man and a woman own a Contract. It’s an old
withheld for reasons of national security, and he shall
include in such report a statement that such informa- Contract; a very, very old, ancient Contract. It is a
contract for American Gold Dollars.
tion is excluded.”
The man and woman, after discovering its value,
The Federal Advisory Committee Act (Pub. Law
ut
the
old contract/certificate into a corporation. The
92-463, $1, October 6,1972,86 Stat. 770), has allowed P
corporation
is a Nevada corporation; the Nevada resithe offtce of the Executive, and the Executive, to do
anything their corrupt, anti-American, communistic dent agent for the man and woman was Shelly Brazier
little black hearts so desired, and cover it up by invok- of Pacific Stock Transfer. The Corporation Commissioner of the State of Nevada, Frankie Sue Del Papa.
ing National Security!?
The woman also held some gold property by option
The Federal Advisory Commtttee Act, allowed usurpation of the Judiciary Act, disbanded vital offices, in Maricopa and Yvapia counties in Nevada. Also, the
leaving Carte Blanche, open door policy for miscon- woman had obtained three (3). irrevocable turn-key
struction and abuse of powers of the Executive. In other loan commitments for starting a mill and refinery
operation on the 13,520 acres. One was $200 million,
words: The foxes were left to guard the hen housewhen the fox was challenged, invocation of executive the second was S300 million, the third was S600 million. Then, there was a little fourth one for S 10 million
privilege, and National Security was cited.
from
Kennedy, which was lodged in Wells Fargo Bank,
Currently, the House and Senate are attempting to
on
East
Florida Avenue, Hemet, California.
investigate those 39 White House scandals--only to be
A young man by the name of NeiI Bush, up at
thwarted at every turn by the Federul Advisory ComSilverado Savings and Loan, and an older individual by
mittee Act, $6, (c).
the name of Charlie Keating, who just happened to be
Constitutional Law, that very law which the President dearly loves to cite: uBy the authority vested in me involved in a conflict of interest set of situations, for he
(like U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello) was involved in
as the President by the Constitution and the laws of the
United States of American, including the Federal Ad- multiple Savings and Loan operations, and in the business which deals with everyday Americans, their money
visory Committee Act (FACA), as amended (5 U.S.C.
App.), it is hereby ordered as follows.. .= Which grants and their homes. Big developers were involved, cormption prevailed, money laundering, etc. (In Costello
no such power1
Etaliir case it includes a Medicare fraud ring, involvAs exampled, just recently, Execuing doctors and, hospitals.)
- tive Order 13010,# 5 (c): “The AdviIf this gets confusing, just keep on reading, it is the
sory Committee shall be established in same old game, just different federal regional directors
compliance with the Federal Advisory involved. It’s the old Federuf Advisory Committee Act
Commtttee Act, as amended (5 U.S.C., of 1972, under which Richard M. Nixon, as the PresiApp.). The Department of Defense shall dent of the Untied States (after signing away the Social
perform the functions of the President Security Trust to the Teamster Union Bosses), which
under the Federal AdvisoryCommittee put everyone’s Social Security under the Railroad ReAct for the Advisory Committee, except tirement Fund, thusly putting our Social Security under
that Of reporting to *e congressp in Mob-controlled entities, and which divided this nation
accordance with the guidelines and pro- intO l2 regions
~~ m-1-cedures established by the AdministraEveryone has mistakenly identified these 12 retor of General Services.”
gions as the Federal Reserve Regions. Nope, that is
**Some allegedly educated profes- different. Nixon’s 12 regions, under the Executive
sionals have stated: “No, this does not Orders of the Federul Advisory Commtttee Act, actumean the President was turning over ally divided this nation into Mob-controlled regions.
the Office of the President of the United These Mob regions have their own police. Back before
States to the Department of Defense.” the FederalAdvisory Committee Act, under which this
The
hell it don’t! Sections 0) 5 (c) is nation was divided into different Mob-controlled reI
a Section (is) all by its lonely-thusly
gions, the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the U.S.
creating Martial Law on the American Treasury agents could be sent out into various “States”
people. It is a Presidential Law, under and conduct silent investigations on misconduct of

TipOfTheIceberg
Of
Political
Corruption
9/24/96

V.K. DURHAM

U.S. CONGRESSMAN
JERRY
COSTELLO
USES,
MISCONSTRUES
AND ABUSES,
POWERS
OFFICE
OF PUBLIC
TRUST
(More from the Belleville [Illinois] News Democrut,
September 24, 1996)
U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello finally “stepped
in it”, big time. How he managed to keep out of “it” this
far, even with the “end running” from others in the
political arena, Department of Justice, Attorneys Genera1(state
and federal), Illinois State’s Attorneys, Judges
(state
and federal), local law enforcement agencies, etc.
Then, all the way back up the ladder, to the top, that
being the White House, (per World’s Business Doily,
September 24, 1996), which has its own thirty-nine
(39) White House scandals, currently under investigation-which,
incidentally, the President of the United
States, is secreting from the investigators and the
American people, under the Federal A&sory Committee Act, by declaring such shenanigans as National
Security.
So far, knowing something was coming down their
Political smoke stack% 90+/- U.S. Representatives and
Senators have “resigned” or “retired”.
Resigning and retiring does not Preclude a full
formal federal congressional and Senate “criminal investigation” into these un-American activities of these
House and Senate members. Resignations and retireM8uNOa?rmQ
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“IT APPEARS WEVE SEEN CHECKMATED
BYANARClENTSATDUNGCONTRACTSlRE.
WDWD YOU LIKE TO REPLY7
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courts, senators, congressmen, governors and state representatives, etc. Then, the findings would be turned
over to the U.S. Attorney General, who in turn would
recommend a full formal Senate or Congressional Investigation into these matters of criminal activities.
Frankly, under the Federal Advisory Committee
Act, and the Executive Orders of Richard M. Nixon,
any strange FBI Agent or Treasury Agent found in an
“out-of-bounds Region” would be shot on sight, today.
For under Mob Rule of the Mob Bosses of these Mobcontrolled regions, as in the Capone era, these guys
play hardball.
You can check your Nevada newspapers back during the late 1970s and 198Os, and will discover that
many FBI and treasury agents disappeared and were
never heard from again. The standard saying is: “The
desert tells no tales.”
U.S. President Richard M. Nixon, by the ability to
misuse the Federal Advisory Committee Act, and his
protection of organized crime bosses, to whom he had
given Mob-controlled regions, became overconfident.
He ordered palace guard uniforms for the U.S. Secret
Service White House guards (check the morgues of your
newspaper offices).
Under constitutional law, when a president or a
judge, etc., is impeached, every Act, every Executive,
Decision, every judicial decision is impeached, nullified and becomes void. Which leaves one to question:
Why did these repugnant Executive Orders remain in
full forCe?

It is hardly believable that the U.S. Congress and
Senate are that stupid, or ignorant, for they are all
attorneys and know the impeachment rules-unless
Mob Rule prevails in the House and Senate to this day,
and judging from U.S. Representative Costello’s actions, the judges are fixed, the states’ attorneys are
fixed, as in the old Capone era. Not one single American is unaffected by this corruption of political power,
or misconstruction and abuse of power of Offrces of
Public Trust.
Let’s go back to the man and woman, and the old
contract/certificate.
The State of Nevada’s Corporation Commissioner, Frankie Sue Del Papa, allowed a
sound-alike name of another corporation (idem sonans,
or a sound-alike name, is often confused and is taken
legally as to be the original), to take over the position
of the original corporation and allude by fraud, legal
turpitudes, misfeasance, malfeasance, aCtS of legal willfulness, for then President of the United States, George
Bush, et al., of CI, Ltd. (Central Intelligence, Ltd.), to
assume the identity of the OrigiMl.
Then proceeded as
if, in fact, they were the O@M~
OWnerSof the COntraCt/
certificate, which was held UP to a specific time in the
corporation. What Mr. Bush and CI, Ltd. did not know,
the man and woman, as officers of the corporation,
signed and sealed the contract/certificate out of the
corporation, prior to the idem sonans operation by CI,
Ltd. Which, incidentally, gave MS. Frankie Sue Del
Papa a promotion to the office of Secretary of State of
the state of Nevada. Meanwhile, back on the “Brazier
Ranch”, MS. Shelly Brazier, after cashing checks for
the corporation, disappeared!
The man (Russell Herrmann-Hermann-Herman) was
murdered by the CI, Ltd. (Central Intelligence, Ltd.).
The man, prior to the murder, had been kidnapped
and taken across state lines by a Medicare fraud ring of
doctors and hospitals, operating in Costello, Poschard,
Dixon, Simon, Rostenkowski, Durbin, Edgar, Gebhart,
Carnahan Region, created by the Federal Advisory
Committee Act, all operating under one presidential
committee or the other, all protected by the Executive,
the President of the United States, which protects them
from investigation or scrutiny by those members in
both houses who are attempting to determine what in
the hell has gone on, only to be thwarted by the Federal
Advisory Committee Act, § 6. The President declares
anythingunderinvestigationaNationalSecurityissue.
Per the Belleville News Democrat, U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello is and has been hard at work fixing
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the Illinois State’s Attorneys, and judges on the bench.
The murder of Russell Herrmann-Herrman-Herman
was taken and reported to the State’s Attorney for the
state of Illinois on January 13, 1995. Including the
kidnapping and Medicare fraud ring. It appears U.S.
Representative (Congressman) Costello fixed the murder charges also; the murder has been carefully concealed, and never investigated. It remains unprosecuted
to this day. However, you may be asking: “What does
Costello have to do with CI, Ltd.?”
U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello was hand carried
documents on the old contract/certificate, in his Granite City, Illinois offtces in 1990-91. Subsequently,
Costello received from CI, Ltd. (President George Bush)
$70 billion for the Scott Air Base joint use project,
which converts a military Air Base into a civilian
airport. Costello and the boys only reported $70 fi
&p from the Fed Grant.
U.S. Senator Alan Dixon was appointed as the
Head Honcho, a cushy position to hold, especially when
the only position held as U.S. Senator was holding UP
a bar stool at a local bar, down by the railroad tracks in
Belleville, Illinois, and getting corporal tunnel syndrome in his elbow from glasses of booze being ingested, from the time the bar opened, until it closed.
Belleville News Democrat reported in 1990-91 of
$50 million of Grant funds (HUD and Social Security
moneys), to build a set of offices on Rt. 15 for Social
Security applicants who had previously been turned
down by Social Security. This is a private enterprise,
which was built with funds designated for the first
home buyers’ enterprise zone grants, and Social Security moneys. All by; and .through, the efforts of U.S.
Representt(tive (Congressman), Jerry Costello, Alan
Dixon (U.S. Senator) and Jack Kemp of the HUD
Administration.
of course this was not a difficult task to get rezoning from the_Coumy Board of Supetisors to put a
$50 million HUD Project/Social Security Project (Allsup
Corp.) out in-the middle of a corn field. For, U.S.
Congressman Jerry Costello sat on the COM@Board of
SUpMViSOrSfOt St. Cl&
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COUP@, in COnjullhon with

5 or 6 legal boxes of verification of work history,
tax records, etc., original records, marriage licenses,
etc., have been provisioned to Social Security. Social
Security has deliberately destroyed records, and unlawfully taken original records and kept them; when the
woman demanded them to be returned to her, she was
threatened with arrest and incarceration, by Social
Security Administrative Law Judges. No less, by one
who carries a silver metal brief case, which designates:
CI, Ltd. association and affiliation.
Currently, the murder investigation has been
thwarted by U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello and CI,
Ltd. affiliate members. The woman is the executrix of
two estates, the first being the Russell HerrmannHerrman-Herman Estate, and the second involves a
sum certain certificate, executed by Illinois (Iowa)
Power Company, October 9, 1941, which currently
stands perfected under the Uniform Commercial Codes
$9403. It is at issue for summary judgment in the U.S.
District Court, Article III Jurisdiction, for the Southern
District of Illinois (summary judgment petitioned as a
courtesy to the court), The Court is stone-walling
the
decision for mandatory summary judgment
default, and
allowed the 20 days to expire. (Costello and the boys
again are interfering with judicial process.)
Yesterday, September 25, 1996, the woman received a notice from Social Security’s SSI Disability
Division: “Turn over all documents as related to the
Estates, or your SSI will be discontinued.”
The Estates are absolutely none of Social Security
Administration’s business.
However, it is a clear-cat way to cat off income and
to force the woman on Illinois State aid, whereupon all
Estate monies, Estate matters, properties my h seized
by the state of Illinois, to turn over to Mr. Clinton and
the CI, Ltd. boys, to gain control over the documents,
which George Bushn&and
caused all those European
banks and Japanese banks, etc., which caused national
and international banks to fall.
Again, here come th6 Federal Advisory Committee
per, $6. National Security is invoked by the President
of&C united State6 with a woke of hi6 pen-appoints

his U.S. House of Representative OffiCeSas a member Of
the U.S. Congress.
In case you guys don’t know that conflict of interest
exists, you had best look up the meaning of the word.
All the aforementioned, easily covered up by the
President’s Executive Privilege under f 6 of the Federa1 Advlsov Committee Act, by declaration of National Security. While all this is going on, desigMt4
as National Security by the President of the United

the Director of Social Security Admi&tration.
This is a personal message to the President, his
magic pen and to the U. S. Congressman, Jerry Costello,
and any and/or all other members of CI, Ltd. Take your
presidential pen and stick that sucker where the sun
don’t shine1 For, one certificate was perfected to the
point, it was placed for collection yesterday after Social
Security*s letter was received1

States, the Department of the Air Force, 6old Holloman

Ltd. boys, this i6 a matter for the U.S. Hol~~6 to
investigate and prom&
However, one hi to won.-

Air Force Base to h~~lly without approd
by the
U.S. Congress.
During that time, the woman discovered herself to
be deceased in the Social Security records data base;
she also went to U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello for
assistance. All documentation was pro~sion~
to Congressmn Costello as related to the Social Security foul
up, for records of work history had been erased fromthe
Social Security file. The woman is 100% disabled.
Due to the willful destruction of records, as related
to the woman. the woman was placed on SSI disability.
FRANK&ERNEST

Now, as to Congressman Jerry Costello and the CI,

der: How in the hell can both Houses investigate
themselves and the President of the United States, for
corruption, misconstruction and abuse of powers of
public
off&s?
Moreover, how can they investigate
themselves

for

U-American

a&&i&

Region 5 and U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello, is
just a “tip of the i&erg”.
V.K. Durham
Executor and Trustee of the
Herrmann-Herrman-Herman Estate.

WHAT IS IT MAN WANTS? Does he want truth and
justice or does he covet the power and wealth gained by
another and desire it for himself? Do you 6ee WHY you
will never have perfection in a physically-oriented
WORLD? This is simply the way it IS. And in
realizing that this is the way it IS, can we not build
some form of jtnrtice and equality of mankind?

KnowingAnd Doing
The Right Thing!
9/30/96

WISDOM

Wl

AND

HATONN
PERCEPTION

“Ifman is faint of heart in spirit, so are his laws
faint-hearted and are like heresy. If man is presumptuous and disregards the Commandments and laws of
The Creation and of God, he isforced to bringforth his
own lmvs which are full of mistakes and lead him
astray. Laws and commandments made accordtng to
men produce murder and evil, and evil will spread and
gain control, and man no longer has anypower over it.
Commandments and laws are valid only if they are
derived from wisdom and logic. But logic requires
wisdonr andperception.”
And this, of course, from the
Master of Wisdom. If you don’t know who that might
be-1 suggest you need more education.
CAN
BEYOND

WE DREAM
OURSELVES?

Yes, of course, for it is only when you become
impersonal enough to reach out beyond self that you
can begin to express in terms of Universal Wisdom. If
everything you do and think is that which builds a
better world, a better universe, yea, a better YOU, you
will have finally begun to flicker the eyelids awake.
Will what you do toduy bring forth a better environment in which MAN may reach a full potential of
growth and wisdom? Or, will you simply strive for the
bringing unto self that which brings either comfort or
security in an emotional moment of supposed need?
The Black man in his hour of need cries out for
“equality” while at the same time he demands those
THINGS which he believes will offer equality in 6ome
measure-by taking away from the “others” that of
which he has been denied. This is an error in thought
processing for in that type of attitude there is NO
EQUALITY, only a power or force against those who
probably do not even know what “slavery” means.
EVERY man, woman and child is a SLAVE to wrong
ideas, taught injustice; and evil non-equality.
The
FIRST slaves, Black Brothers, were NOT of Black
origin. The FIRST slaves in America were WHITEI I
God will and shall not make governments of peace
wherein all can live in peace together-GOD
only
offers the guidelines; MAN MUST MAKE THE GOVERNMENTS AND WALK THE WALK.
Can you see and realize that each man, woman, or
child can only view the extent of his own categorization? The mind can only reach to the limits of what it
KNOWS. To KNOW that which represents in WISDOM requires such outreaching as to be able to LIVE
within the mind, soul, and thought of the other. If,
however, the only attempt is to live as another in
PHYSICAL luxury or human governments based on
power and force, then there is no point to the journey
for it will change not the soul foundation of mankind.
To live in welfare within a mega-complex of nations or
on a reservation or within an ethnic charter, is living in
a state of slavery, so to demand a separation of nation
just because you are one color or another, one genetic

structure or another, one race or another, is NOT living
in equality but only setting different rulers to the throne
of your oppression. In other words, when the money is
gone, so too is the security, shelter and food on the
tables. Question: Should the White man become the
Black man ‘sslave because ancestors tookadvantage of
a sale by the Khazars unknown centuries ago? Is this
what is desired? Then you have produced only a
reversal of roles and certainly “equality” is not that
which is gained from the exercise. A criminal is as
despicable and abhorrent in whatever race or color he
presents himself.
It is the injustice of “systems” which must be the
focus of purging, not the individual races or religions.
When TRUTH becomes the focus at issue, the religions
will cease to be a race or color issue. When a Black Man
gets the same judicial JUSTICE as a rich White Manthen and only then have you achieved some type of
equality. It is not just “Black” who gets NO JUSTICE
IN THE COURTS-there IS NO justice in the courts1
So it is not the color of the one brought before the
tribunal and black robes-it is the intent and MasterSlave mentality of the self-righteous individuals who
have built their kingdom of power off the backs of
others and, usually, “any” others. You do not need
more and more oppressive laws against “hate” crimes,
as example; you already have laws against CRIMES.
What more should there be? You live in the illusion
thrust upon you by those who would continue to control
and manipulate you for their own purposes and you
cannot know of what color that might be if you know not
that “other”.
This is WHY hardly anyone knows of what color,
race, original creed or recognition of features might be
Dharma in her daily experience of living. This is
intentionally so that NO ONE comes to misinterpret the
human “finger-bearer” of the keyboard with that which
is the WORD. Familiarity builds contempt and recognition of doubts, and neither the speaker nor the typist
deserves to be placed on presentation. We do not need
to make an icon of anyone or anything, for TRUTH
stands alone into infinity.
But mankind has been
taught to worship “something”, even if it be a stupid
gesture unworthy of even the power that offers such
distractions.
Man turns all things into extremes in one direction
or that of another when actually GOD is at the middle
of the balance beam and the laws and rules for living are
quite simple and the list quite short.
Loving thy neighbor as thyself does not mean to run
over next-door and push your way into his dwelling. It
means to honor and respect that other as you would
wish to be respected. If your neighbor turns away from
you-leave him alone! If you have been kind and gentle
in Truth and the neighbor perceives 6ome wrong from
you-leave him to his attitudes for no amount of argument will change the circumstance. Only changed
perceptions can change ANY quarrel.
When you view your government rulers, do you
want to change the system or do you simply wish to
replace them? Preferably with yourself so that you
might have the power and wealth gleaned by them7

FOR LAWYERS
,4ND ATTORNEYS

While on the mbject of justice I would point out
6ome very interesting things which might elude your
perceptions. Why i6 it that in our cases in ecmrt-+mr
people are RIGHT, have documented backup, and all
things which prove the cases--but we are treated as if
we have no danding, even with our attorneys? Why is
this? When we finally get around to bringing a case,
with everything to back up our dance-WE
ARE
TREATED AS WEAKLING MISFITS IN DEFENSE
OF SOME WRONG-DOING. NO! Why does not an
attorney come forth and aggressively go get the criminals? Why indeed? Why are innocent parties denied
any semblance of JUSTICE? Why are ca6es dangled for
years upon years and then the criminal is rewarded for
his “purchase” of the case?
Until you take control of your constitutional law6
and aggressively bring cases to proper fruition-you
will have, and deserve, no equality or JUSTICE in this
corrupted 6ystem of MAN-greedy. In most ca6es the
attorneys and the Judge are the only parties even able to
attend the circus. YOU pay handsomely and they play
the game and you will always be the loser because, no
matter if you win or lose the ca6e-it is only the legal
players who get any say whatsoever and always end up
shifting your assets into their coffers. So, you win a
case and gain $350,000 value in gold coins but you have
spent some $500,000 on fees-it looks to me like you
are still out some S150,OOO. And yet, RIGHT must be
pursued! It is NOT ALRIGHT for the CRIMINAL to
steal, and thieve and then lie and cheat in the courtroom to boot. You must do a thing because IT IS THE
RIGHT THING TO DO! IT BETTERS NOT TO DO
WHATEVER IS THE EASIEST THING TO DO. And
then, dear ones, there comes a day whenYOU must take
a stand and do something in your own behalf if you
would have justice. Wouldn’t it be nice if occasionally
the “victim” is still alive to enjoy the justice? Next
spring almost a decade will have passed in the Ekker
property case and you are NO FURTHER along in
settlement or toward trial than in 1987-1988. The
Ekkers have never even been allowed to have a HEARING in all those passing years-EVER
Is this justice?
Of course not, but then people give up the struggle if at
all possible, don’t they? So, we disallow that “possibility” so that at some point JUSTICE can become the
point and a culprit faces TRUTH. Will that one case
change the world? No, it will likely go all but unnoticed-but it MIGHT CHANGE A FEW MINDS.
In the ca6es dangling in Nevada with the Institute,
etc., will it change the world or even have effect on the
court system? YES! It will, if you gain TRUTH, give
light and Right to YOU and to the Institute, as well as
bring assets belonging to YOU back into your possession, or th8t which was offered by a loving friend into
the places of his wishes for his service unto what he
considered GODLY. Moreover, it will allow YOU, if
you have been a lender or a participant, the ability to
secure your own assets and positions.
IT IS NOT
ALRIGHT FOR EVIL INTENT TO WIN, FRIENDSEVER The opposition has committed conspiracy and
criminal actions and to allow it is NOT ALRIGHT!
It is past time now that YOU WHO HO D THE
BAG start your own actions to STOP the steamroller
passing through the court system IN YOUR OWN
BEHALF. It is YOUR assets which the opposition
WANTS and intends to get at all costs. The opposing
parties have broken laws, corporate laws, thieved, lied,
cheated and stolen and still they continue to be allowed
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their antics. This is WRONGI It has now reached the
point that each new thing they commit is worse than
that before so that they are now presenting lies and
falsely and l3audulently+zonceiveddocuments RIGHTTO
THEBARASSOCIATIONANDBEFORETHEBENCHES.
YOUhavetobringjusticebackintotheplaylestyoubethe
losers for it is YOUR BATI’LE, not “others’“.
Please make sure Grandma’s writings on the “court
system” are run in this paper, Editors, and PLEASE,
READERS, READ IT! [See p. 36] Only YOU can
recover justice and no amount of repainting yourselves
into various color-hues can change a thing about the
corruption. It is JUSTICE or INJUSTICE-not race,
creed or color-other than the “creed of greed” within
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the corrupted system. As long, however, as YOU do not
step forward and write, claim, present, and demand
justice, there will be none. In the Nevada cases, for
instance, you have only some four people in various
stages of total lack of understanding trying to bring
DOWN an Institute, for their own personal gains, with
hundreds of you who do know what you are doing but
are remaining SILENT. Can’t make up your minds?
About what? Does not your own funds and security
interest you? WHAT DOES IT TARE TO INTEREST
YOU? Do you simply prefer to lose so that you can
possibly blame someone else for YOUR failures? No,
Ekkers are far more disadvantaged than are you for they
got “stuck” having to deal with all this mass of prob-

lems and injustice at the hands of the very founder/
director/ thief of the play. GEORGE GREEN EMBEZZLED, STOLE, LIED AND CHEATED-I’OUI
Now, years later, it goes on and on and on and, again,
AT YOUREXPENSE! A corporation HAS, BY LAW,
TO MAINTAIN LEGAL COUNSEL.
Why does it always require going to the end to get
involved and get proper results? Because, until you get
involved in order to get proper results, you can’t have
an end. The END of the injustice happens BECAUSE
YOU PUT A STOP TO IT.
This is enough for this morning, Dharma, for there
are other pressing things to attend this day. Thank you
and good morning.

Update
OnHarassment
Of
Canadian
Journalist
Serge
Monast
NOTICE
Please distribute to all fax/Internet/e-mail/ newsletter/bulletin networks and local news sources.
It is very important that the following news release
on the atrocities, harassment and intimidation ofserge
Monusl and his family to suppress truth reach as many
people in the United States as possible. Each person
(sovereign individual) who reads this report should
respond by a unified voice and call or write their
objections to these oppressive, despotic, tyrannical,
and “Gestapo” tactics of the French-Canadian government of Quebec.
Canada seems to be leading in the NW0 experiment to suppress all exposure to truth or exercise of
individual rights and sovereignty. Many in America
feel the United States is following very close to this
same agenda and that Canada is the model for the U.S.
to follow (if it is successful).
We all must respond in mass to make these suppressors of truth aware that we are still united against
the tyranny of this New World Order agenda. We
didn’t fight for our independence and establish a constitutional republic only to be taken over and dictated
to by a ‘world government”.
SPIRIT OF ‘76
PRESS

RELEASE

SEPTEMBER

22,1996

Intemationally.acclaimed French-Canadian Investigative Journalist Serge Monast and his 7-year-old son
were held for three hours by the French-Canadian
police in Montreal, Quebec, Canada on Thursday
evening September 19,1996. He had been stopped and
taken into custody because of a minor mechanical
failure on his vehicle. He was finally released, but his
‘I-year-old son was, and still is, being held by the
Quebec authorities. After three hours of searching on
their computers, the police could not find anything
legally to arrest him for. Mr. Monast states that the
circumstances of his detainment and the taking of his
son are directly related to his investigative reporting
and such actions are a threat to free speech and freedom
of religion.
The sequence of events during his detainment are
revealing:
During his first hour, the police told him he could
call someone to pick up his car and his child, but he

himself would be detained. However, Mr. Monast
could not find nor knew anyone in the immediate area
to help him in this way.
In the second hour, the police found a report on
their computer that the Quebec Social Services had
visited his wife two days before, while Mr. Monast and
his son were away on this trip. According to Mrs.
Monast, the visit from two social workers and a policeman was a harrowing experience. She said they wanted
to know where they could find Mr. Monast and his son
and that they went about it in an “aggressive, arrogant
and insulting” way. Mrs. Monast appeared to be greatly
distraught by what she reported to be their “intimidating and threatening behavior”.
In the third hour of Mr. Monast’s detainment, the
police asked him to empty his pockets because he was
going to be arrested. But, when they couldn’t find
anything legally to arrest him for, they told him he was
free to go; however, they kept his son on the pretext that
Mr. Monast “home schools” his son.
Mr. Monast is the winner of 49 literary awards,
more than any other author in Canadian history. He is
a member of the Canadian Association of Journalists
and the Canadian Committee to Protect Journalists. He
is the only prominent “investigative journalist” reporting on technology, military medical experiments, and
political schemes that diminish individual freedoms in
Canada and the U.S. In his investigative reporting, Mr.
Monast frequently exposes government corruption and
turpitude.
Mr. Monast made a most interesting observation:
He explained that each time he releases sensitive
material exposing ugovemment corruption”, another
wave of government harassment comes upon him, apparently to try to “persuade” him to stop his reporting
and exposure of sensitive covert government and international schemes against the people. He said he has
begun to see a pattern emerge, and depicted it by
following events:
Almost two years ago, he released “NASA: The
Blue Beam Project”, exposing the real purpose of
NASA’s development of holographic imagery. Shortly
after that, his (then) I-year-old daughter was taken by
Social Services (home schooling/strong Christian home)
and the Monasts have not seen her since. Mr. Monast
said that he was presently told by Quebec Social Services are looking for a way to put her up for adoption.
And ALL OF THIS WITHOUT A TRIAL.
Another similar incident occurred in the spring of
1996. Shortly after releasing “The American Police

State”, rumors were widely distributed that he had been
assassinatedand,alao,thatkwasanagentfiwtkCIA
On the heels of that incident, false rumors of his
death were again revived soon after he releases two
more investigative reports about secret government
plans. One report entitled: “NASA-United Nations:
Trojan Horse Project”, revealing information about
liquid crystals and mind control. The other report
entitled: “~5.CJ.C. I. D.“, revealing information about
the non-invasive methods by which persons may be
indent&d (permanently), even through cyber-space,
and the application of such technology to the criminal
justice system.
Then about three weeks ago, he released another
publication. The pattern of harassment emerged once
again and was characterized by the most vicious attack,
thus far, on his civil liberties and the civil liberties of
his family. This most recent publication, entitled:
“Philadelphia Phase I I I”, exposes government plans
to cause a massive blackout in the entire Province of
Quebec and southeastern part of Ontario as weIl as
19 stater in the Eastern United States. (Thatpubkolion, including a list of his other publications, can be
purchasedfor $15 [U.S. / by writing to Serge Monast at
the International Free Press Agency, P.O. Box 359.
Mansonville, Quebec, Canada JOE 1X0.)
As it turns out, the only thing that Mr. Monast was
guilty of was home schooling his son and not making
him attend government-run schools. He was also teaching his son Christian values which are often contrary to
the values taught in government-sactioned schools.
Mr. Monast said that this latest episode of harassment by the French-Canadian government is NOT about
the home schooling of his son, but that it is a direct
attack on his rights of free speech and freedom of
religion. Mr. Monast is a former university teacher in
social work and is familiar with the inner workings of
the social departments and the laws regarding them.
Mr. MOMS~ states that for this reason he knows that
Social Services is breaking the law and is only using his
home schooling as a pretext in order to harrass him and
stop his volatile investigative reports on government
activities.
Mr. Monast stated that he will LODGE A FORMAL
COMPLAINT WITH THE U.N. AGAINST THE QUEBEC GOVERNMENT, whohas sogrievouslyinfringed
on his civil freedoms. Mr. Monast asks that everyone
who cares about freedom spread the word about his and
his family’s plight, especially throughout the U.S. and
Canada. He also asks that everyone contact Canadian
authorities and urge them to return his children to him
and his wife, and to stop harassing him.
There is an English newspaper in the FrenchCanadian province of Quebec. It is called The Gazette
(faxnumber 514-987-228O,phone514-987-2222).
They
would probably like to hear of any support (especially
foreign) for the internationally acclaimed investigative
journalist, Serge Monast, and his right to report without harassment to the citizens of Canada and the U.S.
as to what is going on in their governments behind
closed doors.
If reporters and journalist from the various media
want to reach Serge Monast, they may call and leave a
message at (514) 292-3 109 and he will returntheir call.
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Scathing.
Indi@ent
Of
George
H,VK
Bush
[Continued

from

Bwsh nsnrped use of the old Peruvian Gold Certi’cale
actually known as Bonus Contract #3392-N-181 for his
own personal SUPER-FUND, sucking in billions of
dollars while banksaround the world havefallen HARD
fo ~hisfiawdulent elfort. Well, these things have a way
of coming home to roost.
In the meanlime. before presenting the indictment,
let YS present a few introductory remarks from Lyndon
H. LaRouche. Jr., &ted &ptember 13, 1996: [Quoting:]
Those who are familiar with such matters, will
recognize that the following pages are much more than
a report; this is a case to be presented to a grand jury.
The evidence demands an indictment of former U.S.
President George Herbert Walker Bush, et al., for
conspiracy to commit sundry “high crimes and misdemeanors. ” The many crimes include the imporlalion of
cocaine by Bush-league agents, and also a massive
obstruction of justice, in this and other matters, by
highly-placed Bush confederates within the U.S. Department of Justice.
Obviously, Ihe San Jose Mercury News is fo be
commended for its courage and persistence in providing the much-needed, final link, in proving the connection between George Bush ‘s 1983 takeover ofthe Contra
operalion, and Ihe mid-1980s launching of the “crack
cocaine” epidemic inside the United States. However,
the overwhelming majority of Ihe relevant evidence
had been in the files 01 the Executive Intelligence
Review, even more than a decade earlier. The additional margin of factual information provided by the
Mercury News’ scoop, contributes the specific quality
of added fact which imparts the strongest public passions in supporf of the evidence as a whole. This new
document creates the long-overdue, added political
factor needed to end the cover-up effected earlier,
through Vice-President Bush ‘s lies and by a carefully
crajfed staging of Oliver North ‘s whining appearance
at the relevant Congressiona! hearings.
When you see the bigger piclure, as the crucial
evidence is presented here, you will nod in agreement,
that the “crack cocaine” epidemic is only one of the
major counts against Bush, et al. If we are to regain the
Federal consHImfiona1 republic which has been nearly
destroyed since Bush’s 1980 election as U.S. VicePresident, we mustfirst uncover and liquidace the vast,
outlaw, and also significantly drug-funded, infernalional mercenary organization built up by Bush under
the cover ofhis authori& delegated (and relegated) by
National Security Decision Directives 2 and 3, and by
Bush’s position as “Drug Czar” during the period of
cross-border drug-traljlcking
operalions of Bush ‘s
Contra agenls.
But, Bush’s operations, as Vice-President, under
NSDD 2 and NSDD 3, were not limited to the Americas.
Bush used his nest in the National Security Council,
and in the so-called “Focal Point” operating under the

menl, ” whose corrupt, continuing activifies have
brought Ihe constifufional insNtutions of all three
branches of our Federal government to the verge of
destruction. Even with Bush out o/elected once, he
and his army of “knuckle-dragging” mercenaries are
currently operating, both within andonlside the U.S.A.,
with utter contempt for our constitutional insfitulions
and the rights of our citizens. and o/en in direct
opposition to our vital strategic interests abroad. Until
we exorcise Ihe legions of Demon Bush porn posiHons
ofpower in our national life, no citizen is safe; nol even
the highest ranking oflces of our government are
immune from the “Star chamber” pame-ups, and kindred atrocities, by Bush-league Robespierres.
Turn to the next pages; stu+ the evidence. It is
time lo indict, and neutralize the vast mercenary apparatus of secret governmenl which former President
Bush continues to @pi& today. Our nation, and your
family’s future, depend upon doing that now, before iI
is too late. [End Quotind
Front
Page]
So, with those words of background. and one more
“thank you *’to ErRfir a job we71 done. we now share
the central Indictment statementfiom this outstanding
cover of the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Stafi to create a vast, document chronicling the illegal aclivities of some of
intricateiy. crafied, privately funded “secret govern- the very slickest of crooks in high places. I

A “kingpin99
Indictmen

Of GeorgeBush,et al.
A && indictment of George Bush and his cronies for akg tra#kking ami other crimes, with
George Bush ‘as the ‘Ringpin” (see Count III, paragraph 28). Every overt act charged in this
indictment is documented; most of the evidence isjknn either the “KerryReport” of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, or the Final Report of the Ina@en&nt Counselfor Iran-Contra
UNITED ST&-ES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
vs.

1
1
1
1
)
1
1

GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
DONALD P. GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
a/k/a “Max Gom&.
OLIVER L. NORTH
;
a/k/a %illiamGoode”
1
a/k/a “Mr. Green”
1
RICHARDV. SECORD
a/k/a “Richard Copp”
;
a/k/a “Major Gen. Richard Adams”
1
ROBERT W. OWEN
a/k/a “TC’
;
a/Wa “The Courier”
1
JOHN HULL
1
ADOLPH0 CALERO
)
JUAN NORm MENESES CANTARERO )
OSCARDANILO BLANDON REYES
)
WILLWEWELD
1

CRIMINAL NO.

Ct. 1 18 U.S.C. J 1961 et seq.
Racketeering
Ct. 2 21 U.S.C. J J 952 & 963
Conspiracy to Import Narcotics
Ct. 3 21 U.S.C. J 848
cotltimhg criminal Enterprise
@w Kingpin)
Ct. 4 18 U.S.C. J 1503
Conspiracy to Obstruct Justice
Ct. 5 18 U.S.C. f 1505
Conspiracy to Obstruct
congress

INDICTMENT cont.&xl on next page 4
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INDICTMENT
The Grand Jury charges that:

(viii) In July 1985, the Vice President’s Ter- HULL. OWEN took Hull to meet NORTH and others
rorism Task Force was created, headed by BUSH.
at the National Secunty Council and the Department
(ix) In February 1986, the Vice President’s Ter- of Defense. In 1984, OWEN met defendant ADOLPH0
rorism Task Force, under the direction of BUSH, is- CALERO and became an employee of the Contras,
sued its Report, creating the Operations Sub-Group while reporting regularly to NORTH. OWEN served
(OSG), officially a sub-group of Bush’s TIWG, and also as NORTH’s “eyes and ears” at the HULL Ranch in
creating a permanent counter-terrorism offtce located Costa Rica and elsewhere among the Contras where
in the National Security Council staff, which office was shipments of weapom ad illegal nmcotics were b&g
headed by defendant OLIVER NORTH, but ultimately conducted, and he assisted in coordinating such shipcontrolled and directed by BUSH.
ments. In November 1985, OWEN went onto the pay(x) In August 1986, BUSH became the chief of roll of the Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assistance Of“Operation Alliance”, an anti-narcotics effort to be fice (NHAO). In connection with those activities,
conducted in cooperation with Mexico.
OWEN from time to time had the aliases “TC” and
b. BUSH’s Association with the Contras, the Co- “The Courier”.
lombian Drug Cartel, and Other Narcotics Traffickers:
9. JOHN HULL owned a large ranch in Costa Rica
Defendant BUSH utilized his offtcial positions to pro- which was used as a principal transshipment point for
vide protection for international criminal narcotics traf- narcotics and weapons for the Contras. Many ot the
fickers, to prevent interdiction of narcotics shipments pilots who transported narcotics as part of the Enterby law enforcement agencies of the United States, to prise were instructed to fly to the HULL Ranch.
facilitate the transportation, importation, and distri10. The Contras were military insurgents engaged
bution of illegal narcotics. Furthermore, BUSH uti- in military and paramilitary operations in and around
lized his offtcial positions to prevent discovery of the Nicaragua, intending to overthrow the Sandinista rerelationship between the Contras and narcotics traf- gime in Managua.
licking, and to obstruct law enforcement and Congres11. Enrique Bermudez was a former Colonel in the
sional investigations into the Contras and narcotics Nicaraguan National Guard under the Somoza regime,
trafIicking.
had been Somoza’s military attache in Washington,
4. From 1951 to 1982, DONALD P. GREGG was D.C. and formed the Nicaraguan Democratic Front
an employee of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), (FDN), the major Contra organization, in August 1980.
In 1979, GREGG was detailed by the CIA to the Na- Bermudez utilized narcotics trafficking as a major
tional Security Council staff. During 1981 and 1982, means of financing the Contras. Bermudei was assasGREGG headed the NSC’s Intelligence Directorate. In sinated in 1991 in Nicaragua.
August 1982, GREGG resigned from the CIA and as12. ADOLPH0 CALERO was a leader of the FDN.
sumed the position of national security advisor to Vice Calero utilized narcotics trafficking as a major means
President GEORGE BUSH. GREGG remained in that of financing the Contras.
position until January 1989. GREGG introduced
13. JUAN NORWIN MENESES CANTARERO
FELIX RODRIGUEZ to BUSH and to OLIVER (“MENESES”) was the head of intelligence and secuNORTH. GREGG directly supervised the activities of rity for the FDN in the state of California. MENESES
RODRIGUEZ.
was known to U.S. law enforcement officials as a ma5. FELIX RODRIGUEZ is a former employee of jot drug trafficker. In order to help finance the Contras,
the Central Intelligence Agency, who was recruited by Meneses helped to establish and operate a major narGREGG in or around December 1984 to assist BUSH cotics smuggling and distribution operation in the
and GREGG in supplying weapons and other materiel United States and in particular in and around the city
to the Contra rebels in Nicaragua. RODRIGUEZ set of Los Angeles, California. Meneses was arrested in
up his base of operations at Ilopango Air Base in El Nicaragua in 1991 on narcotics charges.
14. OSCAR DANILO BLANDON REYES
Salvador. Acting on behalf of BUSH and GREGG,
RODRIGUEZ recruited narcotics traffickers to assist (“BLANDON”) was an associate of MENESES, and
him in shipping supplies to the Contras, and in financ- with MENESES, he participated in establishing and
ing the Contras and the Contra-supply operations. In operating a major narcotics smuggling and distribuconnection with these activities, RODRIGUEZ often tion operation in the United States, and in particular
used the alias “Max Gomez”.
in and around the city of Los Angeles, California,
6. OLIVER NORTH was a Lieutenant Colonel in which specialized in the distribution and sale of crack
the United States Marine Corps detailed to the National cocaine. Blandon was not prosecuted until 199 1, and
Security Council st.afYin 1981, where he remained un- was given a greatIy- reduced sentence and has already
til November 25, 1986. NORTH held the official posi- been released from prison.
tion of Deputy Director, Political-Military Affairs.
15. WILLIAM F. WELD was the Assistant AttorFrom approximately October of 1984 through October ney General for the Criminal Division in the United
or November of 1986, NORTH was designated by BUSH States Department of Justice from Augost 1986 through
to conduct certain activities with respect to the Contras, the Spring of 1988, although he began to exercise the
counter-terrorism, and Iran. NORTH acted as a liai- functions of that position in June of 1986 as soon as
son to the Contras and drug traffickers on behalf of he was nominated for that post. Weld exploited this
BUSH. In connection with these activities, NORTH position to prevent the investigation and prosecution
from time to time used aliases, including “William Lof members and associates of the Enterprise, including drug traffickers associated with the Contras, as well
Goode” and “Mr. Grttn”.
7. RICHARD V. SECORD was a consultant to the as obstructing and impeding Congressional investigaDepartment of Defense and the National Security Coun- tions of the relationship between drug-trafBcking and
cil from 1983 to 1986. When he retired from the United the Contras.
States Air Force in 1983, SECORD held the rank of
Major General. In 1983, SECORD became president
J’URPOSE
AND OBJECTS
ot Stanford Technology Trading Group International,
TERPRIS&
with offices in Vienna, Virginia. Beginning in the fall
16. By utilizing, their official positions, BUSH,
of 1984, SECORD undertook to provide supplies, ineluding lethal military supplies, to the Contras. His GREGG, and NORTH were able to facilitate the financairlift operation was used to ship and import drugs into ing of the Contra insurgents in Central America, and
the United States, and many of the pilots he hired were to facilitate the provision of weapons and supplies for
drug smugglers. In connection with these and related the Contras, by protecting shipments of cocaine and
activities, SECORD from time to time used the aliases marijuana imported into the United States.
a. Financing&he Contras.
‘Richard Copp” and Major General Richard Adams”.
(i) In late 1982, Public Law 97-377, the first
8. ROBERT OWEN was working in the office of
Senator Dan Quayle when he met defendant JOHN of a series of “Boland Amendments”, was enacted,

COUNT I-RACKE TEERING
The Enterprise
1. At all times relevant to this Indictment, there
existed an Enterprise, within the meaning of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 1961(4), that is, a group
of individuals associated in fact which utilized the official positions of defendant GEORGE HERBERT
WALKER BUSH in the Government of the United
States of America to facilitate the transfer, importation, and distribution of large quantities of illegal narcotics within the United States.
2. The members of the Enterprise consisted of the
defendants herein and others, including international
drug t&lickers who utilized the Enterprise and the
official positions of GEORGE HERBERT WALKER
BUSH, DONALD P. GREGG, and OLIVER L. NORTH
to facilitate their narcotics and money-laundering operations.
THE

ROLES
IN
ENTERPRISE

3. From January 1981 to January 1989, GEORGE
HERBERT WALKER BUSH (“BUSH”) was vice president of the United States, and from January 1989 to
January 1993, BUSH was President of the United
States.
a. BUSH’s Official Positions. Beginning in 1981
and up until 1989, while he was vice president of the
United States, defendant BUSH assumed extraordinary
powers over U.S. intelligence and covert operations,
including, but not limited to, the following official positions, which he exploited to achieve the objectives
described in paragraph 16.
(i) During the first months of the new ReaganBush administration, defendant BUSH waged a struggle
to seize control of the “crisis management” powers of
the United States Government. This was reflected in a
March 22, 1981, Washington Posf story, headlined
“Bush to Head Crisis Management”.
(ii) On Dec. 14,1981, President Ronald Reagan
was induced to sign National Security Decision Directive Number 3 (NSDD-3) on “Crisis Management”,
which designated the vice president chairman of the
Special Situation Group (SSG), responsible for crisis
management. At all times relevant to this Indictment,
BUSH directed the SSG.
(iii) On January 12, 1982, President Ronald
Reagan was induced to sign NSDD-2, which reaffirmed
the existence of various interagency groups to deal with
intelligence and covert operations. Under the interpretation of this document promoted by BUSH, BUSH’s
SSG superseded and pre-empted the powers of the National Security Council in areas of ‘crisis managemerit”, which encompassed covert operations and
counter-terrorism.
(iv) On Jan. 28.1982, BUSH was put in charge
of the South Florida Task Force on drugs.
(v) On May 14, 1982, a standing Crisis PrePlanning Group (CPPG) was established under the
SSG. The SSG-CPPG, under BUSH, was given responsibility for any area in which a “potential crisis” could
emerge, and was charged with developing “preemptive
policy options” for dealing with such a potential crisis.
(vi) On April 10, 1982, NSDD-30, on “Managing Terrorist Incidents” was issued, giving the vice
president control over the convening of the SSG, and
creating the “Terrorist Incident Working Group”
(TIWG) to support the SSG. At all times relevant to
this Indictment, BUSH directed and controlled TIWG.
(vii) On March 23, 1983, BUSH took charge
of the National Narcotics Border Interdiction System
(NNBIS).
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which expressly prohibited the Central Intelligence
Agency from spending any money “for the purpose of
overthrowing the government of Nicaragua”.
(ii) On October 12, 1984, Public Law 98-473
was enacted, which expressly prohibited the use of
funds available to certain agencies and entities of the
United States from being obligated or expended in support of military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua, stating in relevant part:

c. Obstruction of Justice.
(i) To protect the Enterprise and its illegal activities from discovery, the defendants BUSH, GREGG,
NORTH, WELD, and others known and unknown to
the Grand Jury, attempted to impede and prevent U.S.
law enforcement agencies from investigating and prosecuting members of the -Enterprise and others involved
in Contra drug-trafficking and other criminal activities.
(ii) To protect the Enterprise and its illegal
activities from discovery, the defendants BUSH,
GREGG, NORTH, WELD, and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, attempted to impede and prevent committees of the United States Congress from
investigating the relationship between the Contra supply operation and narcotics trafficking.

During fiscal year 1985, no funds available to the
Central Intelligence Agency, the Department of Defense
or any other agency or entity of the United Ptates involved in intelligence activities may be obligated or
expended for the purpose of supporting, directly or indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group, organization, movement,
or individual.
This provision of law was commonly known as
“Boland II”. This provision of law was modified twice
and remained in effect at least through fiscal year 1987.
(iii) To compensate for this cut-off of official
funding, BUSH, GREGG, RODRIGUEZ, NORTH, and
others increased their dealings with narcotics traffickers and made arrangements with the Colombian drug
cartels so that narcotics and the proceeds of narcotics
trafficking could be used to finance the Contras.
b. Supplying and Arming the Contras.
(i) After the first Boland Amendment, BUSH,
GREGG, NORTH, and others known and unknown to
the grand jury, began to make alternate arrangements
to provide weapons and supplies for the Contras. After the second Boland Amendment, both the Central
Intelligence Agency and the Department of Defense
withdrew a large number of personnel from Central
America-leaving
a vacuum which the Enterprise was
to fdl.
(ii) BUSH, GREGG, and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury designated both RODRIGUEZ
and NORTH to make new arrangements to make weapons and supplies available to the Contras.
(iii) RODRIGUEZ was sent by BUSH and
GREGG to Central America in January 1985 to set up
his base of operations at Ilopango Air Base in El Salvador.
(iv) NORTH asked OWEN to meet with
CALERO to determine the needs of the Contras, and
NORTH and OWEN agreed to use the HULL Ranch in
Costa Rica as a base of operations for shipments to the
Contras.
(v) NORTH asked SECORD to establish an airlift operation to supply the Contras, and also to use his
companies to purchase arms in Eastern Europe and
elsewhere for the Contras.
(vi) NORTH, SECORD, and RODRIGUEZ recruited pilots who were at the same time drug smugglers, to fly weapons and supplies to the Contras, permitting them to bring narcotics back from Central
America into the United States ,011their return flights,
and furthermore, often permitting them to sell the narcotics and keep the proceeds. This activity dramatically increased after October 1984 when “Boland II”
went into effect.
c. Protection of Narcotics Shipments.
As an inducement to the pilots and others to transport weapons and supplies to the Contras in Central
America, defendants BUSH, GREGG, and NORTH used
their official positions to prevent U.S. law enforcement
agencies from interfering in the transport and importation of drugs into the United States.
d. Protection of Narcotics Traffickers.
As a further inducement to the pilots and others to
transport weapons and supplies to the Contras in Central America, defendants BUSH, GREGG, and NORTH
used their official positions to prevent U.S. law enfOrCement agenCieS from arresting or prosecuting drug
traffickers who were participating in the Contra supply program.
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Marcos Aguado, Oliver “Buck” Revell, named as coconspirators but not codefendants in this Count, being members of, employed by, or associated with the
Enterprise as more fully described in paragraphs 1-24
of this Count, which Enterprise was engaged in activities which affected interstate and foreign commerce in
the United States, did unlawfully, willfully, and knowingly combine, conspire, confederate and agree with
each other to conduct and participate, directly and indirectly in the conduct of the affairs of the Enterprise
through a pattern of racketeering activity as defined
in Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1961(l) and
1961(S), as described in paragraphs 18-24 of this
Count, in violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Section 1962(c).
THE

RACKETEERING
CONSPI=CY

PATTERN

OF

18. The pattern of racketeering activity, as defined
in Title 18, United State Code, Sections 196 l( 1) and
196 1(S), through which the defendants conducted and
participated in the affairs of the Enterprise, consisted

17. From in or about the fall of 1984, the defendants
GEORGE BUSH
DONALD GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
OLIVER NORTH
RICHARD SECORD
ROBERT OWEN
JOHN HULL
ADLOPHO CALERO
JUAN NORWIN MENESES CANTARERO
OSCAR DANILO BLANDON REYES
WILLIAM F. WELD

Of:

a) the importation of a controlled substance, to wit,
cocaine, a Schedule II narcotic controlled substance,
into the United States from a place outside thereof, in
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 952,
and conspiracyto do bo,in violation of Title 2 1, United
States Code, Section 963;
b) the importation of a controlled substance, to wit,
marijuana, a Schedule II narcotic controlled substance,
into the United States from a place outside thereof, in
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 952,
and conspiracy to do so, in violation of Title 2 1, United
and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury, in- States Code. Section 963;
c) the possession and distribution of cocaine with
cluding Enrique Bermudez, Barry Seal, George Morales, Michael Palmer, Gary Betzner, Michael Tolliver, the knowledge that it would be imported into the United
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States from a place outside thereof, in violation of Title
21, United States Code, Section 959, and conspiracy
to do so, in violation of Title 21, United States Code,
Section 963;
d) the possession and distribution of marijuana with
the knowledge that it would be imported into the United
States from a place outside thereof, in violation of Title
21, United States Code, Section 959, and conspiracy
to do so, in violation of Title 21, United States Code,
Section 963.

GEORGE BUSH
DONALD GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
OLIVER NORTH
JOHN HULL

ADOLPH0 CALERO
JUAN NORWIN MENESES CANTARERO
OSCAR DANILO BLANDON REYES

GEORGE BUSH
DONALD GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
OLIVER NORTH
JOHN HULL

and George Morales, and others known and unknown
to the Grand Jury, did knowingly and intentionally distribute and aid in the distribution of 800 kilograms of
cocaine, a Schedule II narcotic controlled substance,
from Colombia to El Salvador to the United States, in
ACTS
OF RACKETEERING
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 959
and Title 18, United States Code, Section 2.
19. Beginning in or about the summer of 1981, de22. From in or around July of 1984 through Octofendants
ber of 1986, the defendants

and Enrique Bermudez, Marcos Aguado, and others
known and unknown to the Grand Jury, did knowingly
and intentionally distribute and aid in the distribution
of large quantities of cocaine, a Schedule II narcotic
controlled substance, from Colombia to Costa Rica to
the United States, in violation of Title 2 1, United States
Code, Section 959 and Title 18, United States Code,
Section 2.
20. From July 1984 through 1985, the defendants
GEORGEBUSH
DONALD GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
OLIVER NORTH
JOHN HULL

and George Morales, and others known and unknown
to the Grand Jury, did knowingly and intentionally distribute and aid in the distribution of 9000 pounds ot
marijuana, a Schedule II narcotic controlled substance,
from Costa Rica to the United States, in violation of
Title 21, United States Code, Section 959 and Title 18,
United States Code, Section 2.
23. On or about January 8, 1986, the defendants
GEORGEBUSH
DONALD GREGG
FELIX RODRlGUEZ
OLIVER NORTH
JOHN HULL

and Barry Seal, and others known and unknown to the
Grand Jury, did knowingly and intentionally distribute and aid in the distribution of large quantities of
cocaine. a Schedule II narcotic controlled substance.
from Colombia to Costa Rica to the United States. In
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 959
and Title 18, United States Code, Section 2.
21.FrominoraramdJulyof1984thmughJuneof1986,

and George Morales, and others known and unknown
to the Grand Jury, did knowingly and intentionally distribute and aid in the distribution of 413 kilograms of
cocaine, a Schedule II narcotic controlled substance,
from Colombia to El Salvador to the United States, in
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 959
and Title 18, United States Code, Section 2.
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24. In or around July of 1984. the defendants
GEORGE BUSH
DONALD GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
OLIVER NORTH
JOHN HULL
and Gary Betzner and George Morales, and others
known and unknown to the Grand Jury, did knowingly
and intentionally distribute and aid in the distribution
of 1000 kilograms of cocaine, a Schedule II narcotic
controlled substance, from Colombia to Costa Rica to
the United States, in violation of Title 2 1, United States
Code, Section 959 and Title 18, United States Code,
Section 2.
OVERT

ACTS

25. In furtherance of the aforesaid conspiracy and
to effect the objects thereof, in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, one or more of the defendants committed one or more of the following overt acts, among
others:
(1) In the summer of 1981, MENESES and
BLANDON travelled to Honduras to meet with Enrique
Bermudez, and Bermudez instructed MENESES and
BLANDON to establish a funding mechanism for the
Contras on the West Coast of the United States.
(2) During 1981, MENESES and BLANDON imported and sold over 2000 pounds of cocaine in California.
(3) During 1983, BLANDON, MENESES, and others began to sell and distribute crack cocaine in Los
Angeles, derived from cocaine imported from Colombia via El Salvador and Costa Rica; much of this cocaine was flown into the United States by Marcos
Aguado, operating from Ilopango Air Base in EI Salvador.
(4) On or about March 6, 1984, George Morales
was indicted for drug smuggling. A few weeks after
that, Morales met with certain Contra leaders in south
Florida, to wit, Popo Chomorro, Octaviano Cesar, and
Marcos Aguado, who told Morales that they would help
him with his legal problems if he helped them with
weapons and explosives and other items. The Contra
leaders agreed to supply Morales with drugs, which he
would sell and then purchase supplies for the Contras.
(5) In March 1984, Barry Seal, who had been rejected as an informant by local agencies, travelled to
Washington to the offices of the Vice President’s Task
Force on Drags headed by BUSH. BUSH’s Task Force
directed the DEA to retain Seal as an informant and to
aliow him to keep his property and assets, and to allow him to continue to smuggle drugs from Central
Amenca into Louisiana and Arkansas, among other
places.
(6) During the summer of 1984, Barry Seal met a
number of representatives of the Colombian drug cartel in Miami, and travelled with them to Mena, Arkansas, to show them the facilities used by Seal for
smuggling narcotics and maintaining and disguising
his aircraft.
(7) On May 12, 1984, NORTH wrote in his notebook
“...contract
drugs.”

indicates

Gustav0 is involved

wl

(8) In June 1984, MENESES attended a fund-raising meeting with CALERO in San Francisco.
(9) In the summer of 1984, NORTH asked
SECORD to assist CALERO in purchasing arms for
the Contras.
(10) In the summer of 1984, NORTH spoke with
OWEN and asked OWEN to meet regularly with
CALERO to discuss the Contra’s needa, to deliver intelligence to the Contras, and to supply them with
money.
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(ll)onJune26,l984,NORIHwroteinhisnot&ook:
“Call from Owen-John Hull-protection
.. .
“John now has ‘private army of 75.lOO’- Cubans
involved in drug-up to 100 more Cubans expected.”
(12) In or around July of 1984, Morales purchased
weapons in Florida and loaded them on an airplane in
Florida. The plane returned within a few days with a
load of narcotics, which Morales sold and gave the
money to the Contras.
(13) In or around July of 1984, for the second time,
Morales purchased weapons in Florida and loaded them
on an airplane in Florida. The plane returned within
a few days with a load of narcotics, which Morales sold
and gave the money to the Contras.
(14) During or around June or July of 1984, Morales placed a telephone call to Gary Betzner and asked
him to come to Florida; Morales and Betzner then met
in Florida to discuss flying weapons to the Contras and
flying drugs back.
(15) In or around July 1984, Betzner flew a
planeload of weapons, including an M-60 machine gun,
M-16 rifles, and C-4 plastic explosives from Fort Lauderdale, Florida, to the HULL Ranch in Costa Rica.
At the HULL Ranch, the weapons and explosives were
unloaded, and then 11 dufTle bags of cocaine and 5 or
6 boxes of cocaine were loaded on the plane in the presence of HULL, which Betzner brought back to Lakeland, Florida.
(16) About ten days later, Betzner flew a planeload
of small arms from Morales’s hanger at Opa-Locka Airport in Florida to Los Llanos, adjacent to the HULL
Ranch, in Costa Rica. The arms were off-loaded in
the presence of HULL and then 15 to 17 dufflebags of
cocaine, about 500 kilograms, were loaded on the plane
for Betzner to take back to Florida.
(17) on July 20, 1984, NORTH wrote in his notebook:
“Call from Clarridge:-Alfred0
Cesar Re DrugsBarge/Owen leave Hull alone [deletions] Los Brasiles
Air Field-Owen off Hull.”
(18) In or around July 1984, through January 1986,
at the suggestion of Marcos Aguado, Morales trained
pilots at Opa-Locka Airport in Florida to fly weapons
to the Contras in Central America and to transport
drugs back into the United States.
(19) Between July 1984 and January 1986, on at
least eight occasions, Morales directed pilots to fly to
the HULL Ranch in Costa Rica to deliver weapons to
the Contras, and to bring drugs back into the United
States.
(20) On July 23, 1984, NORTH wrote in his notebook:
“Call from Rob Owen-call

from John Hull.”

(21) From late 1984 up through late 1986, John
HULL received a payment of’SlO,OOOper month from
Adolph0 CALERO, at the direction of Oliver NORTH.
(22) In or around November 1984, Morales purchased more weapons in south Miami and loaded them
on an airplane at Fort Lauderdale, Florida. The plane
returned within a few days with a load of narcotics,
which Morales sold and gave the money to the Contras.
(23) On or about October 1, 1984, Morales trans.
ferred a McDonnell-Douglas DC-3 aircraft, also known
as a C-47, to Marcos Aguado for the Contras.
(24) In late 1984, Morales met with Chammoro and
other Contra leaders who discussed the activities of defendant OWEN.
(25) On or about December 20, 1984, Morales met
at a hotel in Costa Rica with Contra leaders Popo
Chammoro, Octaviano Cesar, Commandante Tito, and
Carlo Prado, to discuss the shipment of illegal narcotics into the United States.
(26) In mid-December,
1984, OWEN, HULL,
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CALERO, Enrique Bermudez, Frank Chanes of
Frigoriflcos de Puntarenas, Jack Terrell, and others met
in Miami at the home of CALERO.
(27) On or about December 21,1984, RODRIGUEZ
met with GREGG and NORTH and discussed how to
provide supplies for the Contras.
(28) Shortly after the December 21 meeting,
GREGG reported to BUSH that RODRIGUEZ wanted
to go to El Salvador, and that GREGG was going to
introduce RODRIGUEZ to other U.S. Government officials involved with Central America. BUSH said
“Fine.”
(29) On January 14, 1985, NORTH wrote in his
notebook:
“Rob Owen-John
Hull-no
drug connectionBelieves.”
(30) During January 1985 RODRIGUEZ met with
OWEN at the Key Bridge Marriot Hotel in Roslyn,
Virginia. Following this meeting, OWEN wrote a twopage letter to NORTH, discussing his meeting with
RODRIGUEZ and RODRIGUEZ’s projects.
(31) On January 22, 1985, BUSH, GREGG, and
RODRIGUEZ met at BUSH’s office in the Old Executive Office Building.
(32) Two days later, on January 24, 1985,
RODRIGUEZ met with General Adolf0 Blandon, the
Salvadoran military chief of staff, and on January 30,
1985, RODRIGUEZ met with General Bustillo, commander of the Salvadoran Air Force. Bustillo agreed
that RODRIGUEZ could stay at Ilopango Military Air
Base outside of San Salvador.
(33) On February 15,1985, RODRIGUEZ met with
Ambassador Pickering and Col. James Steele, the commander of the U.S. Military Group in El Salvador.
(34) On February 19,1985, RODRIGUEZ met with
GREGG to report on the process of his activities at
Ilopango, and then RODRIGUEZ also met with
NORTH.
(35) In late February or early March of 1985,
OWEN travelled to Costa Rica at the request of NORTH
to meet with Contra groups.
(36) In March 1985, HULL states that he has a
friend at the National Security Council who puts
$10,000 a month in a Miami bank account for him.
(37) In mid-March, 1985, RODRIGUEZ relocated
to Ilopango Air Base.
(38) On or about April 20, 1985, RODRIGUEZ
wrote to GREGG, stating: “Don, I thank you and the
vice president [BUSH) for supporting me. Without your
help I could not have made it here.”
(39) On April 29, 1985, GREGG wrote to Col.
Steele thanking
Steele for his assistance
to
RODRIGUEZ.
(40) On June 5,1985, GREGG, RODRIGUEZ, and
Steele met at the Kc; Bridge Marriot Hotel in Rosslyn,
Virginia.
(41) On or about June 3, 1985, OWEN travelled to
California with CALERO to meet with MENESES.
(42) On or about June 7, 1985, CALERO and
OWEN met to conclude purchase of weapons for the
Contras, after a telephone call from NORTH.
(43) In the summer of 1985, NORTH and other
members of the “Restricted Interagency Group on Central America” (RIG-a body established under NSDD2) met and decided to open up a “Southern Front” for
the Contras in Costa Rica.
(44) On June 28, 1985, NORTH, SECORD, former
CIA officers Thomas Clines and Raphael Quintero,
CALERO, and Enrique Bermudez met in Miami.
NORTH told CALERO and Bermudez that they must
work with him and SECORD to build a viable Southem Front.
(45) On July 12, 1985, NORTH wrote in his notebook:
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“DC-6 which is being used for run out of
New Orleans is probably being used for
dmg runs into the U.S.”
(47) On

August 10, 1985, NORTH wrote in his

notebook:
“Southern Front. . . John Hull to arrange for
[deleted] training....”
and also:
“Mtg w/A.C. -name of DEA person in New
Orleans re bust on Maria/DC-6.”
(48) In August 1985 Congress appropriated $27
million in “humanitarian” assistance for the Contras,
and President Reagan established the Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assistance Office (NHAO). In September
1985, NORTH urged Ambassador Robert Duemling, the
director of NHAO, to hire North’s courier OWEN for
the NHAO. Duemling at first refused, but NORTH and
the RIG pressured Duemling to hire OWEN.
(49) On September 10, 1985, NORTH wrote in his
notebook:
“1630 Mtg w/Jim Steele/Don Gregg
Talked to Blandon [. . .]
Says Bermudez was prepared
to devote a special ops unit
astride FMLN log lines.
Introduced by Wally Gresheimbackslash Litton
Calero/Bermudez visit to
Ilopango to estab.
log support./maint. [...I”
(50) On Sept. 20, 1985, NORTH wrote a letter tit
RODRIGUEZ, requesting RODRIGUEZ to become the
liaison between the government of El Salvador and the
NORTH-SECORD Contra resupply operation. At the
top of the letter NORTH wrote in capital letters: “AFTER READING THIS LETTER PLEASE DESTROY
IT.”
(51) on October 1, 1985, NORTH wrote in his notebook:
“Do \ Gregg: Maxim0 Gomez 27-3 l-59.”
which was RODRIGUEZ’s telephone number in El Salvador.
(52) Also on October 1, 1985, Ambassador
Duemling, the director of the NHAO, wrote the following notes:
“(North) can useMr. Green said to callMaxim0 Gomez
273 159 in San Salvador
Will airlift the stutf from Salvador.”

(53) On October 17, 1985, RODRIGUEZ and
NORTH met in Washington, D.C.
(54) In December 1985 NORTH and Alan Fiers,
the chief of the CIA’s Central America Task Force, travelled to Honduras and El Salvador to convince local
officials to permit NHAO shipments to be transshipped
from the United States to Ilopango Air Base in El Salvador, and on to Honduras.
(55) Beginning on or about January 9, 1986, and
continuing through August 1986, the Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assistance Office (NHAO) made the following payments to companies owned and operated by
narcotics traffickers:
(a) SETCO, for air transport service$185924.25.
(b) DIACSA, for airplane engine parts$41.120.90.
(c) Frigorificos de Puntarenas, as a broker/supplier for various services to Contras on the Southern
“$14 million to finance came from drugs.”
Front-S261,932.00.
(d) VORTEX, for air transport service(46) On August 9, 1985, NORTH wrote in his note$317,425.17.
book:
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(56) VORTEX was owned by Michael Palmer, a
drug-trafficker who became an informant for the Drug
Enforcement Administration, while at the same time
making his aircraft available to the NHAO for “humanitarian” shipments to the Contras. Subsequently,
an indictment against him for marijuana smuggling was
dropped as “not being in the interests of the United
States”.
(57) In January, 1986, RODRIGUEZ met with Richard Gadd, an associate of SECORD in SECORD’s
airlift operation.
(58) On or about January 14, 1986, BUSH travelled to El Salvador. During a reception at the U.S.
Embassy, DEA Agent Celerino Castillo III identified himself to BUSH as a DEA agent conducting international narcotics investigations, and told BUSH
that there was something
funny going on at
Ilopango.
BUSH refused to listen to Castillo, and
walked away.
(59) On or about January 19, 1986, at the direction of BUSH and GREGG, BUSH’s deputy national
security advisor Samuel Watson travelled to Ilopango
and met with RODRIGUEZ to be briefed on the operations taking place there.
(60) On February 4, 1986, Watson wrote a memorandum to BUSH, which was channelled though
GREGG, reporting on bib findings in El Salvador and
Honduras.
GREGG wrote on the top of Watson’s
memorandum: ‘Good report from Sam.”
(61) GREGG underlined a portion of the February
4 Watson memorandum to BUSH which discussed the
lack of logistical support for the Contras, and wrote in
the margin: “Felix agrees with this-It is a major shortcoming.”
(62) On February 27, 1986, NORTH wrote in his
notebtqk:

(70) On June 3,1986, NORTH met with FBI agents
and demanded to know why no action had been taken
against Senator Kerrybecause of his allegations against
NORTH.
(71) On July 17, 1986, NORTH drafted a memorandum describing Jack Terre11as a “terrorist threat”,
and stating that FBI official Oliver Revel1 and the Operations Sub-Group/Terrorist Incident Working Group
(OSGITIWG) were meeting to discuss how to deal with
Terrell, who was being used as a source for news media stories on the Contras and drug-running.
(72) On June 25, 1986, defendant RODRIGUEZ
met with NORTH and Robert Dutton in Washington at
the Old Executive Office Building. NORTH complained to RODRIGUEZ of security violations.
RODRIGUEZ told NORTH: “This could be worse than
Watergate. It could destroy the President of the United
States.”
(73) Immediately after the meeting with NORTH,
RODRIGUEZ went to the office of BUSH and had a
discussion with Watson.
(74) On August 8, 1986, RGDRIGUEZ met with
GREGG in Washington to discuss the activities at
Ilopango and accusations that RODRIGUEZ had stolen an airplane.
(75) On or about August 8, 1986, HULL wrote a
letter to the United States Attorney in Miami, and to
Senators Richard Lugar and Warren Rudman, accusing Senator Kerry’s staff of engaging in misconduct
and bribing witnesses.
(76) On August 12, 1986, GREGG called a meeting of various U.S. Government officials to discuss the
Contra resupply operation. One of the participants,
Robert Earl, took notes which include the following:

“Mtg w/Lew Tambs-DEA
drug runners.--S250-260K

auction A/C seized as
fee.”

(63) On April 16, 1986, RODRIGUEZ called the
Oilice of Vice President BUSH to request a meeting
with BUSH. A secretary in BUSH’s office wrote: “Felix
Rodriguez [t]o brief the vice president on the btatus of
the war in El Salvador and resupply of the Contras.”
(64) On April 20, 1986, NORTH, SECORD and
RODRIGUEZ and Contra military commander Enrique
Bermudez met at Ilopango Air Base in El Salvador.
(65) On the evening of April 30, RODRIGUEZ and
BUSH’s deputy national security advisor Sam Watson
met for drinks at a Washington restaurant.
(66) On May 1,1986, defendant RODRIGUEZ met
with BUSH, GREGG, and Watson in BUSH’s office in
Washington. During the meeting, NORTH joined the
meeting along with Ambassador Edward Corr.
(67) On May 6,1986, Watson sent a memorandum
to BUSH concerning the Contras, and GREGG wrote a
note with it, which stated:
“A sober analysis of.the Sandinistas’ hold on
power. The means suggested to counter this hold
will not be enough. The central point is that
Contra actions + internal political opposition need
to be coordinated. Felix says we are doing nothing to direct the Contra planning.”
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“Ilopango [classified information withheld from
notes]
not 1st choice
Felix claims working w/VP blessing for CIA.”
(77) On October 5, 1986, upon learning that the
C-123 plane involved in the resupply effort had been
shot down over Nicaragua, RODRIGUEZ placed a telephone call to the office of BUSH. Unable to reach
BUSH or GREGG, RODRIGUEZ then called GREGG’s
assistant Sam Watson to warn him about the situation.
(78) On October 15 and 24, 1986, NORTH made
entries in his notebook which indicated that he was
closely monitoring the investigation being conducted
by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and Senator Kerry.
(79) On November 2 1, 1986, NORTH made additional entries in his notebook concerni,ng information
regarding SECORD provided to Senator Kerry by a
private investigator.
(80) Throughout 1987 and 1988, WILLIAM
WELD, who had become Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the Criminal Division of the Justice Department in the summer of 1986, prevented the Kerry
subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations committee from obtaining access to records and witnesses. All
in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section
1962(d).
COUNT
IICONSPIRACY
TO
IMPORT
NARCOTICS

OCTOBER 1, 1996
JUAN NORWIN MENESES CANTARERO
OSCAR DANILO BLANDON REYES
knowingly and intentionally did combine, conspire,
confederate and agree with each other and with persons known and unknown to the Grand Jury. to commit offenses against the United States, to wit:
(a) to import marijuana into the United States
from a place outside thereof, in violation of Title 21,
United States Code, Section 952, and conspiracy to do
so, in violation of Title 2 1, United States Code, Section 963;
(b) to possess and distribute marijuana with the
knowledge that it would be imported into the United
States from a place outside thereof in violation of Title
21, United States Code, Section 959;
(c) to import cocaine into United States from a
place outside thereof, in violation of Title 2 1, United
States Code, Section 952;
(d) to possess and distribute cocaine with the
knowledge that it would be imported into the United
States from a place outside thereof, in violation of Title
21, United States Code, Section 959;
All in violation of Title 2 1, United States Code.
Section 963.
COUNT IIICONTINUING
CRIMINAL
ENTERPRISl&
27. Each and every allegation contained in paragraphs l-24 of this Indictment is incorporated in Count
III by reference as if fully set forth herein.
28. From in or around January 198 1 continuing up
to the present time, in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, the defendants
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
DONALD P. GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
OLIVER L. NORTH
RICHARD V. SECORD
ROBERT W. OWEN
JOHN HULL
ADOLPH0 CALERO
JUAN NORWIN MENESES CANTARERO
OSCAR DANILO BLANDON REYES
did engage on a Continuing Criminal Enterprise, in
violation of Title 21, United States Code, Section 848.
29. From in or about January 1981 and continuing
up to the present time, in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere, the defendant
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
did administer, organize and lead a Continuing Criminal Enterprise, in violation of Title 21, United States
Code, Section 848.
COUNT
IVCONSPIRACY
TO
OBSTRUCT
JUSTICE
30. From in or about October 1984 up through at
least 1990, the defendants

(68) Following
the meeting
with BUSH,
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
RODRIGUEZ returned to El Salvador and during May
DONALD P. GREGG
26. From in or about October 1984 up through at
1986 met with Robert Dutton, who had replaced RichFELIX RODRIGUEZ
ard Gadd as the principal supervisor of SECORD’s re- least 1990, the defendants
OLIVER L. NORTH
supply operation. RODRIGUEZ told Dutton that he,
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
RICHARD V. SECORD
RODRIGUEZ, had a very close relationship with BUSH
ROBERT W. OWEN
DONALD P. GREGG
and a number of BUSH’s people.
JOHN HULL
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
(69) On or about May 9, 1986, following a meetWILLIAM F. WELD
OLIVER L. NORTH
ing with FBI official Oliver “Buck” Revell, NORTH
RICHARD V. SECORD
met with FBI agents and asks them to investigate variand others known and unknown to the Grand Jury
ROBERT W. OWEN
ous persons who are raising allegations about drugs
knowingly and willfully did combine, conspire, conJOHN HULL
and the Contras, including Jack Terre11 and Senator
federate and agree to corruptly influence, obstruct and
ADOLPH0 CALERO
John Kerry.
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impede the due administration of justice, in violation
of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1503.

sage to NORTH saying:

OBJECT

OF

THE

CONSPIRACY

3 1. The object of the conspiracy was to impede and
prevent U.S. law enforcement agencies from investigating and prosecuting members of the Enterprise, as
described in paragraphs 1-16 of this Indictment, and
others who were involved in drug-trafficking and other
criminal activities.
MANNER

AND

MEANS

32. It was part of the manner and means of this
conspiracy to obstruct justice that the defendants
BUSH, GREGG; NORTH, and WELD used their official positions to prevent the Drug Enforcement Administration, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
United States Attorney’s Offtce for the Southern District of Florida, and other law enforcement agencies,
from investigating the activities of the Enterprise and
the relationship between the Contras and drug trafftcking.
33. It was a further part of the manner and means
of this conspiracy that the defendants repeatedly invoked a false claim of “national security” to prevent
law enforcement agencies from investigating and prosecuting members of the Enterprise and others involved
in illegal activities including narcotics trafficking.
34. It was a further part of the manner and means
of this conspiracy that the defendants attempted to prevent public exposure and investigation of their activities by attempting to harass, intimidates and silence
critics of their policies.
35. It was a further part of the manner and means
of this conspiracy that, when a person associated with
the Enterprise came under investigation or was arrested, the defendants corruptly sought to have that
suspect or defendant designated as an informant, or
cooperating witness, so that he could continue his illegal activities including drug trafficking.
36. It was a further part of the manner and means
of this conspiracy that the defendants made false statements to law enforcement officials investigating the
activities of the Enterprise and drug trafficking.
37. It was a further part of the manner and means
of this conspiracy that the defendant NORTH and others destroyed incriminating documents by shredding
and other methods.
OVERT

ACTS

38. In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect
the object of the conspiracy, the following acts, among
others, were committed:
(1) On or about March 5, 1986, after learning that
Jack Terrell, a former associate of the Enterprise, was
giving information about the activities of the Enterprise to law enforcement agencies and the news media, SECORD assigned a “security officer” to investigate Terrell.
(2) On or after March 24, 1986, NORTH improperly obtained an investigative report written by FBI
special agent George Kiszynski concerning a Miami
investigation of the Contras and drug trafficking.
(3) On or about April 7, 1986, OWdr wrote a letter to NORTH containing secret and privileged information concerning the investigation of the Contras and
drug-trafficking, being conducted by the United States
Attorney in the Southern District of Florida.
(4) On or about May.5, 1986, following a story on
National Public Radio about the Contras and drug-trafficking, NORTH together with FBI official Oliver
Revel1 and others decided to USCthe Operations SubGroup of the Terrorist Incident Working Group (OSG/
TIWG) to harass and intimate and root out critics of
their activities.
(5) On May 5, 1986, SECORD sent a coded mes-
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“Our man here says Lewis is collecting info
against LaRouche.”
SECORD later stated that “our man here” was John
Cupp, an employee of SECORD’s air-lift operation who
freqently travelled to Ilopango and met with
RODRIGUEZ and others.
(6) On June 1, 1986, defendants induced a spokesman
for the United States Department of Justice to falsely
state that the FBI and DEA have “run down each and
every one” of the allegations regarding gunrunning,
murder plots, drug trafficking, and corruption connetted to the Contras, and have found “no credible or
substantive evidence warranting prosecution of Contra
leaders”. The spokesman further described the allegations as those of “disgruntled people with an ax to
grind”.
(7) On June 25,1986, defendant RODRIGUEZ met
with NORTH and Robert Dutton in Washington at the
Old Executive Office Building. NORTH complained to
RODRIGUEZ of security violations. RODRIGUEZ told
NORTH: “This could be worse than Watergate. It could
destroy the President of the United States.”
(8) On July 17,1986, NORTH drafted a memorandum describing Jack Terre11as a “terrorist threat,” and
stating that FBI official Oliver Revel1 and the Operations Sub-Groupl/Terrorist Incident Working Group
(OSGA’IWG) were meeting to discuss how to deal with
Terre11who was being used as a source for news media
stories on the Contras and drug-running.
(9) On July 18, 1986, at the direction of NORTH
and Revell, the FBI ordered round-the-clock surveillance of Terrell.
(10) In or around August 1986, HULL submitted a
false affidavit to the United States Attorney’s Office
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in the Southern District of Florida.
(11) On November 2 1, 1986, NORTH and others
shredded large numbers of documents in his offices at
the National Security Council.
(12) Throughout
1987 and 1988, WILLIAM
WELD, who had become Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the Criminal Division of the Justice Department in the summer of 1986, prevented the Justice
Department, the FBI and the DEA from investigating
and prosecuting members of the Enterprise and their
associates.
(13) Between 1986 and continuing up through at
least 1989, defendants BUSH and others quashed at
least six investigations of drug-tracking
and moneylaundering in and around Mena, Arkansas.
All in violation of Title 18, United States Code,
Sections 1503 and 371.
COUNT VCONSPIRACY
TO
OBSTRUCT
CONGRESS
39. From the early part of 1986 up through the
present time, the defendants
GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
DONALD P. GREGG
FELIX RODRIGUEZ
OLIVER L. NORTH
RICHARD V. SECORD
ROBERT W. OWEN
JOHN HULL
WILLIAM F. WELD
and others known and unknown to the Grand Jury,
knowingly and willfully did combine, conspire, confederate and agree to corruptly influence, obstruct and
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“You as a people gave oath and contract
your children and their children that you ha
and hold a Constitution Of The United States t
Amerfca and hold a lamp of freedom and gni
mnceto all the world to light the path to sove
cignty of ‘man’ and freedom to the oppresse
You have lied, cheated and brought down tl
light into extinction and the world now calls ti

U.S. ‘THE GREAT SATAN’. ”

Some of the topics covered in this
Journal are:
*A NUCLEAR DEVICE Used In Worl
Trade Center Bombing
lTrilaterals Demand World Army
.Destruction Of American Jobs
lAn Update On BATF &
Botched Waco, Texas Mission
lThe Phoenix Institute & US&P
*The Newstates Constitution (cont.)
*Declaration OfIndependence
lThe Consitution
*The Protocols Of Zion
lThe United Nations Charter
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M.Eo. MARKETING Presents

A San Diego Seminar to Illustrate

Global Minipulation & Mind Control. e.
How We Can Set Ourselves Free
Saturday, October 26th - Lectures 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, October 27th - Workshops 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Join us on these two days designed to present research along with knowledge gained from first hand experiences that
expose in detail the manipulation currently taking place globally and offer solutions that will ultimately set us free!
Saturday
Oct. 26th
10 a.m.
3-hr. Lecture
Sunday
Oct. 27th
2:30 p.m.
3-112 hr.
Workshop

author of

The most
challenging
arrives in
his

ofthe Tide

controversial and
man in Britain today
the USA to launch
latest book,

‘Land the truth shall set you free”
Are you brainwashed without
realizing it?
Are you thinking your own thought
l
... or those a tiny world elite has
programmed you to think?
who really runs the world and controls
l
your life? You will be staggered when
you find out!
* How do UFO’s, crop circles and psychic
phenomena fit into this story?
l

People acrossthe United Kingdom and beyond
have had their view of life and the world
changed in an evening by a man who is prepared
to speak without fear about events which those
in power wish to remain secret. That man is
David Icke - In his latest book of some 500
pages, Icke shares with us in unquestionable
detail the intriguing web of manipulation that
exists globally today to de-link humanity from
the knowledge of their infinite potential, withholding fundamental information that is affecting us consciously and unconsciously every day
of our lives. Icke offers spiritual solutions to
these issues showing how we can approach this
situation in a positive and constructive way.

590 P.M. OVERVIEW-DAVID

Saturday, Oct. 26th
2~30p.m. - 2ahour Lecture
Sunday, Oct. 27th, 10 a.m.
3-hr. Workshop

@

.+g? David Icke
Turning

Mark Phillips &
Cathy O’Brien

ICKE

Q&eMind Control
out ofControl
Part I - Mark Phillips
Ahistorical review of mind control (a.k.a. thought
control) and mass mind manipulation techniques
that are being covertly used by practically all governments, that make up an arsenal of perfected
technology that is being used against society to
usher in the New World Order.
Mark shows how his employment history and
personal research into the secret science of mind
control and applied subliminal persuasion, via advertising and marketing, has prepared him for his
real life’s work that began in 1988, when he rescued Cathy O’Brien and her then eight-year-old
daughter from the invisible grip of the CIA’s MK
Ultra Project Monarch.

Part II - Cathy O’Brien
Cathy presents us with her knowledge from 30
years of first hand experience with the CIA’s use
of mind control.
Cathy shares with us her experiences as a CIA
mind-controlled slave, being used to perform acts
that no one should be subjected to. She was
stripped of her free will, self-worth and self-confidence without any choice or power to defend
herself.
The people involved are named in the hope
that the knowledge that this situation has been
allowed to exist a&d still exists for others will allow us to deal with this reality ensuring that it is
not allowed to perpetuate itself through its secrecy.
It is time for each and every one of us to have
the courage to face the facts as they are truthfully
presentedwithout seekingto hide in the illusion
of safety- ignorance.

Based upon an informed perspective specifically
targeting freethinkers who realize thatknowledge
is their best defense against mind control. Par of
the workshop is devoted to addressing the treatment used to logically recover victims of robotic
mind control. Part opens the flmr to addressing
questions from the audience concerning this growing threat to humanity’s last remaining freedom
. . . t/rou&$t.

&O

David Icke +2t O&
Turning ofthe Tide
Come and enjoy an e-~&Ma1 do-it-yourselfguide
to personal and planetary trans#mnatiou
What is it that David Icke is saying that those who
control the direction of the world do not want
people to hear? The answer is simple.He is inspiring people to set themselves free from imposed
thoughts and “values” that we are programmed
to accept from cradle to grave. That makes David
Icke very dangerous indeed. Learn how to live at
a level of being where there is no fear and no guilt.
One word describes the effect of these workshops
. . . freedom

Seminar to be held at:
TBA

to 6 p.m.
$35/day advance or
!$45/day purchased at door

Sat. & Sun., Oct. 26 & 27, 10 a.m.

Call Alice at 800-884-7657
Special advance

purchase

ofer of only $65

allows entry for both days.
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Voice of the Old Guard
By: GrandmaHemnan-litman

September 29, '1996

TKEREIS SO?4ETHINGGOINGON
IN OUR"COURTS
OF LAW"
There is something going on in our Courts of Law, which are allegedly duly canstituted,
nmaning: lWYARESUPF0SEDTD~~,~AM)~OURRICtrrs:,since
l?he FEDERAL
ADVISORY
COMMI'PTEE
ACTof 1972 began to allow The President of the
United States to to something which the constitution forbids, that being- appointing
his
choiceof judges in our State and Federal Court Houses, to adjudicate the Laws of
the People ----and

what I have discovered just recently,

STINKSTO HIGHHEAVEN!

Theee “Judg=”

appointedby the Wigh and Mighty",insteadof WYED in by the People,
tritin theirOffices,or on the Bench,appmximatelyone (I) ti per day----,and
for Chit3one hour per day, at a salary of aFIpmdmately$150,000. per year. This
is TAX PAYERDofdARs.
TAXPAYXRUXZARS pay for S2hours~year--- for judgessittingon our BenchesIin
our aourta,gettingpaid $2,884.61for thatONE HCKJR,
whll~ the WURT CLERKS,and
theJudgesSecretarys~ICELAH,andDBC~~WHATCANBEP~,WFIATCAN~BfS
FILE%+Mle
-Fe&ml,
St&e and Imal PoliticalEodysdirecttheOUrCOHEdfthe
Casefrvlmthe~~‘,GAMBLINGCASPK),~~(rU8,~P~~etc,~,etc.
'l'ben,~ei~theMHER~D~~

whic%affectsCases atfssue
inthesestatxzand
Federal0ourts- It is calledthe C-O-M-F-U-T-l3-R--Thie is directedby the
Attorneys,Imurance ampanys, and v
SocialSecurityAdministrations
OATn BXX DUMP!
Isn'tthism -?
Here we petitionair courts,only to find our Duly Constitut!ql
ooplrts,
-RUN
by everythingin&e&ok
of GorruptiousManualofORGANIZEDC~UMEL

~~~CRTMEevenhas~CU3BStohittkre"~I~"wi~~ta~

look at the variou3 clubs--- The gamblingand lottery

a.
CLUB(payoffs),
the baseball

CKJB (atganiaedcrW)r thehWkeyC!HlB(organiztMcri~),the footballCLUB
(rwteargani~cri~),~~~~(oldboysgettagether),t~hsalU,(=UTB
(mm
old boys gatheringplaoes)the BAR ASSOCIATION
(anotherCIBB),etc, etc, etc--GoEWlpUll outyourFSL?&KSDICl'IONARY.
ImkupFJARASSOCIATIoN. Itisnoteven
recagnieed-still,the am ASS0CXAT1ON,am&ru&scmrL?w&Dire&sc~C~~~--draftlavsforOIJRIsgislatures--in~~~PPASSED,wheninfact-'ME PmPIa -m
vum au llm LTWS TmY Dlwm To LIVEBY".....
The OMstUxtion was 80 darnedexplicit,it only allowedfor Gongrem to makf5all
~~"necessary"tQpmtect(1)CQmerce,
(2) Protectionof the ample against
m
'f'~&!
Goodsrand ((3)to insurethe stability
of the Dollarin INTERNATX.TRADE-~theysbvitgettingQutofhand-~~~~FIRSlP~"OF"~
~I(%4XE~OPRl[ciFITs".
"ANOI'fANSUNDIWRCXiWRSS".

t%havesllbardmiafMucRK~
we have petitionedt&au fci

Vs&tame

andSenators, Stat~Offi&alsetcr~ when
(1) Oppre=iOW (2) Despatim

in mtters ot

uurCase49infavauroftbeCRDUNAWr

(c0mlptianiUlur~,or~
ad (3)
Ilmaiog

Tyrannyof alIt

Tk very
“mrlwrIONS”.

things,

which

caused

t?e AHERICAN REvmm;

and

MM?

ouraxwmvrI~gaveusotfR~0Flu~.
ThelmLOFRIGmSbelongtothe
~l~Itdidnotgi~theB~OFRI~totheOorrgress,orto~SaJATESl
albietStatear Fedeml. The COW&I underthe VI;& Articlem nIWNOv to uphold,
protectand defmd tkxseRightsunderthe 2nd Clause,fox l'W%RIS A 'TREATY
in
Existmce--with ea& Stateunderthe rvthARticle,CL. TV (4).
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Wheneach slate, pztitionedfar StaN
to join the Union of Independmt Rqnlhlic
States i.e., eacthstate uas and is A SO-m
NXlTON,A IrRNI#ToRY
REPOBLIC,
DulyComtituted,byOW'ACX/~t~~.
'Ihisisuh~tb~~~~,C&2.
rttandate8TREATyIAw~PREvArL.
Thh3doesnatmanI.lmmNA
Wl~lwEIND~~soyIzREI~
"~CS"
OF'RoE~WRYV;uI.
MEMIsn-

Article,ClauseIV (4). ThePrinmy T~~WYiswlththeRepablic Statesof

theUWBJ.

WehavetheCLERKSand SECRETMErunningthe allegedrUlyCbnstitutx2dCourts--TheJudgesputinabwt~hourperaayinthese~sT-h-e-n, our CQngre, our SenatOrsallow their nAfde3"to run theiroffices,
read the petitionsof thePeopl~--andREADtheBXLLStobePA!%SEDm
0~ Floors--and you know vbat---- MSl'OFlHEiAIDEsARl? "FUREIGNERS"--!?

In all fairness--The Ekderal and State 02nstitutiorm make K) allowamxs for
CUMITEE... What tk Cwrstitutions
say is TKE -ANDs-,FuLLY
~,FRDnEAM~,~voT6,AND~B~~BBPAsseDByTBE~~
2/31&ivwm!
H0r-J
X#JG l-IA!5
IT BEENSINCEYOU SAW "A FULL3ASSEME&ED
COl'GREiSS
OR SENATEPASSINGA BILL?

AS PROVIDED
IN THE“FIRST TH’J
l-0 THI3ew_wB
m3lllwlmslnTEs
(Effective tNce&er 14, 1791)
“Articles in addition to, and Amendmentof the Constitution for the United
States of America, grOpo6edby Congr&s , and ratified by the Legislatures of the
several States, pm-want to the Fifth Article of the Original Constitution.

The conventions
bf a number of States having at the time of their adopting the
Conetitution,
~adesire,in~~topreventmi~oa.andsJbuae
of ita wuers,that further restrictive
clauses should be added: +d as extendinq
tkqr0undufwblicamfidencx2inthe
enrk of it23
fnstitutkm:.

~t,uill.bestin6uretbbeneficjent

THINKAEOUlIT
with thf?E "StriCtureStukd~@klineS & ~titI,bXk'~-=-it appei&m m
Pre8ideb
wt8;
have
Mmar
tbeCQngress,iihd~seMter
IWludingStateandIncal

read the Oanstitutian,

the Preambleto the Constitution,
or the Preambleto th
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Sill of Rights, or; (1) they can not rebd, (2)anly AidS can read, (3) Qr do I&

care,as lcxqas thy get a pay check its OK, (4) or--, (5)or, (6) Or----?

Our President,
WilliawJ. Clintdar,
goee More tbs UNI'IXD
NATI(lNs,
and APKUGISES
fortheAraerfaan%oplea"oppasiticm
totheUN"-----? lmEsJ.3ISTBISMANs~m
~t3imoee~-~wflzoFTHE-!?
THINKABOWIT
The Congressand the Senate,opmed

the SOVEREIGNWILL of the PeouLe, when tWW

PeoplevoicedoRposit1anlooo to 1, on GATr a& tw?l!A?

XRts'lodrat C(xwRAm~(our~tyv;tthtbeFederal
-t).
we, the
People(pmamble),offereda CWIMCF to do CERTAINAND SPEIFIC RJXNGS. Tk6e CERTAIN
andSPECIFICnmJt;sare'defirrPd,~~~,~,~~intheSsVeM~~
wf(zcnlstituti~.
J3eyondthose~~~,thePresideat,theaorrgress
and
the Senate,State and meal Guvwmelta, are FoRBm
by TontKactmEATY" to go-bre you comled yet?)

Gtxmny, is a REpuBLICISpain,a Republic,Frarw, A Republic,etc;8etc;,et~.~
AtBlIONOF REKTJJLICS.
BymEAlYIAw,theybaveawNIFIEo~iCuwersely;IUinois, Hissuxi, Iowa,California,
Utah--&c, etc, et+---ml.=
AW'IOHOFRQ'UELI~--BJI"TREATY",lN A tNITED"IMOW OF SPATES. 'fH@&Y,'tHEUNITED
srls!. "ONSNA'~~N,UNDERCX~,INQIvI~~~&WITHLIB~MDJUSTICE
"FORAIL**
Now,LElSllKBAlWfHER

I&OK AT IT!

Our Republics(ArticleIV, Cl. IV), are bmmd togetkr, ame Hell or Hi@ Ua&r,
for (1) W
Defense,
(2)GemralWe1fa.m (assmanceof unfairmupetitionfrom
tWpDre~+ced~*tionsinourIndustry,
Pmductkm andManufacturing
Base of l3mmanics)r andfchrwhat~youthinkthesepmvisionswere
granted,emmmt0d, ve&A in thosesEveJARTI~....(I hope you are sittingdown),
It is all spelledout in the lmmmid3 of the Constitution:
WE, the People,of the UnitedStates,in Orderto forma mmre perfet him, establish
JWice,'hsum Dcmstic Tmnquility,pravidefor the CaamnrDefense,prrmatethe
general Welfare (not to be put on welfare),

and secure the Blessing6 of Liberty

tO.mlves
and OUT Posterity,
do ordainand establishthis Cmstitutionfor the
mit4?dstatesofAmkricxa."
'&is m
"~~~poeal~,
spedficallydesignate8
OURS~VES and OWR POSIERITY.
~8w@IlMticlesamtbeankfillesofC!o&ractfIREWY
TkPrw3ident,northo
CWWGtlM3
Senate,tmolc
titleto & Farm so to s&k.
CXH%NSATIcW(amey) toinsme4zxactlyuhatis spelledoutinthe
I...poceoverr
REAFFm,
-,
AND "R?iTfFzm"
iat~BIIX,OFRIGHTS"~

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas. NV 89126
‘lease Print)

+* SHIPPING Q HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
f
O-100
56.00 S
18.00
o-1 00
s 101-200
19.00
57.00 s 101-200
s 201-300
s10.00
58.00 S 201-300
59.00 s 301400
$11 .oo
f :r:::
s10.00 s 401-500
$12.00
S Sol:600
S11.00 S Sol-600
$13.00

1(800)
NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (805)
822-9070FAX

lame

Date

AIASUA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR StllPPlNG RATES

treet Address
Xv/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

l*

For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call (k rates.

l*

All Foreign orders, please contact our olTke In wrltlng

+e For Morlty Mallto any locations,pbse cdl for rates.

laytime Phone No.

for speclfk rates as rates vary greatly.

kedit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

+* When ordering cases of product call for shlpplng rates.

Expiration Date

FOR

TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

;$$

Item
16a

UQUID

22

u.

16u.

AMJAGAlA (Mltochondrla)
UQUID

,

ORDERS, PROCRAM STARTING PACKAGES
AND MAIN-

‘ignature For Credit Card Orders

GAlANDRlANA

ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREADMIXES, FLOUR

_

32

ot

Qty, Amount’

FERUNIT

GAlALlFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS lZli+

$20.00

s40.00
$20.00
I $40.00

PRICE

Item

I

I

I

OXYSOL
Trace minerals & Co//olM Sflver
suspended In Hydrogen
Peroxide

-KIT

GAIALYTE

Ps

s10.00

Pa
16 a

s 8.00
$45.00

a2

ma

14-Mv PABMmE PBOBBM

$75.40
s--w

num-

s26o.w

KOMlitiHA
TFARRRACIA#A

$6.00
lUlOOTlNE~ CXFEINESUCROSE,

GINKGO BILOBA

180 1ABLETs

(24% -1

$30.00

ALOE JUlCE Whole keel bloc Vera

$18.00

1Bter

SUPER OXV

(cn=w=Rn

$2 0.00

LIQUID

32 oz.

$22.00

4 -

$20.00

GAlAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE

202.

GAlACOL
traa minerale & lha

Gold auapendedin a dbtilled water fluid

GAlAGOLD

GAlA DHEA
txw

c&29

GAIA l-l-22
SE USE v

* GAlASPELT KERNED
PROGRAM STARTING

$10.00

2 oz

$20.00

Colloidal

Dehydroepiandrosterone

$20.00

$10.00

Colloidal

CoDDet

2 0%

Colloidal

ntanium

2otIs2o.ool

RATE CHM

MAMENANCE

New Gda

Pfducts.

PACKAGE

1 Bow GahIndrbma(1 qt)
2Botlbe68laLyta(2IOa,eM6)

S8O.W

4PYc%dt-m

deMICROWATER TYELECTROLVSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC

WATER SYSTEM

I

I

*FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES aad MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATERTM
ELECI’ROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

I

please nuke all checksand

1 TOTAL

momy-=prw=

New Gaiaprodrrclr
P.O. Box 27710
La6 Veaas
NV 89126

LllOO.o<
$8.0<

VORTEX KIT

(located on the top of this order form) WHEW

SHIPPING FOR m

PACKAGE

6 Ardloea-

$56.00
$96.00

2 OL

4 Ik. 0 81.2WIb.

1 Battle Bahdrhu
(1 qt9)
1 B&b AqrpBah (1 qt.)
2 Bottler BaIaLyta (2 IKerr acb)
4 PI@,. Spelt Bread Ybr

$8.00

2oa
16 oz
32 oz.

stso
$5.00
s10.00

1B lb. l ,l.BlS/lh

16 QL $112.00
32 0~ Cl 92.00

Colloidal Gold

CALCUIATING

t Iba. e $1.2B/lh
4 Ibe. e $1.26/k.
6 b.l $l.iM/lb.

cMNmm”-~m 1 maad $18.00

LIFE

FLOUR WHOLE GRAlN

$1 6.9 5

32 oz.

Sihwwiti

~GAlASPELT

$6.00

BODY BOOSTER

Colldd

O’-WO

$6.00

RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60I’OSUN CAPSULES
ALOE PLUS 77
90 CAPSULES/45On~.
m.
Alfalfa I Minerals
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
SocApswEs

each

STARCH-

$24.95

60-

Concentrate [10X STRENGTH)

ALCOHOL,

]

I

I

i
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE Phoenix Journu& AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONO-STANDINO
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME,
SINGL E Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 J
ARE S5.50 EACH; JO OR MORE Jourm~~~:~
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
* These marked Jo0urnal.g we out of stock until
further notice.

THE PHOENIX

38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL.
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL.

76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV

LIE
I
LIE
II

4’* THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM

-OLy
AL.LWNCE
TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
TANQLED WEBS VOL. II
TANOLED WEBS VOL. III
TANOLED WEBS VOL. IV
TANOLED WEBS VOL. V
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
TANOLED WEBS VOL. VI
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA
THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
TANOLED WEBS V0L.W
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
TANOLED WEBS VOL. VIII
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
TANGLED WEBS VOL. DC
SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
‘+6
55. MARCHINQ TO ZION
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
57. OOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
DIVINE PLAN VOLJI
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
58. FROM THE FRYINO PAN INTO
“12. CRUCIFMION OF THE PHOENDC
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMl*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
BEAT!
“14. RRPP--RAPE,
RAVAOE, PILLAQE AND
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENM
l+15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
61. PUPPY-DO0 TALES
l*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
l*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
l l 18. BLOOD AND ASHES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
**lg. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
65. THE LAST OREAT PLAc)UE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
+*20. WE MOSSAD CONNECTION
21. CREATION,THE SACREDUNIVERSE
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AoONY
22. PLEIADES CONNECTIONVOL I
69. TATTERED PAOES
“23. BURNT OFFERINQS
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
l*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
71. COALESCENCE
+*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
72. CANDLELIOHT
‘-26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINOS THE
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
l*28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
75.
‘+29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
l
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77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA
79. MARCHINQ TO ZOO
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOO
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANOINO PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN OOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEOION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKINO OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92 WALK A CROOKED ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINQINQ IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY

100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL-THE RAZOR’S EDOE
101. THE BREATHINO DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...l

130. TRACKING) DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF

THE PHOENIX
is published

FOR INFORMATION
ABOUT
JOURNALS,
BOOKS,
ETC.,
MENTIONED
IN THIS
NEWSPAPER,
PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS,
Inc.
Post Of’flc.
Box 27353
Lam Vegam, Nevada 89126
(or call)
l-800-800-5565
(llfusterccwd,VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
UPSS3.75 1st title, S1.00 ea add.1
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add’1
Riori~S3.40 1st title. $1 .OOea add’1
ALASKA Q HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st We, S I .OOea add’1
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
UP5 2nd dayS9.00 1st title, $1 ea ad&l
CANADA 81MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, St.50 ea add’1
Alrbook-$4.50 1st title. S2.00 ea add’1
FOREIGN
Sutfaie-$3.00 1st title, Il.50 ea add’1
Alrbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)
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CONTACT, Inc.

Reproduction
of this newspaper for private,
non-profit use is ~
encu,
as long
as the content and integrity remain absolutely
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly forbidden unless and until
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT,
INC.

SUBSCRIBE
TO
CON’TACT, CALL:

l-800-800-5565

805-822-0202

by

CONTACT,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
COPYRIGHT1996

USA (except Alaska 4 Hawaii)

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label.
Oua t’tv Subscriotions:
$95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
for 25 coi;es of 13 issues(
$160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US);
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR or PHOENIXEXPRESS are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue
prices are as follows: 1st copy S3.00, each additional SO.45. Shipping
incl~postpaidintheContinentalU.S.A
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orderspleaseatllorwriteforqwteson
additionalshiPuing&rges.

This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Wutclr

telephone

hotline

carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s most recent writThis is our way of
ings.
keeping you informed about
fast-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after f rings if not.
Thus d&y callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded. The message
update(s), if any, occur by 6
PM Pacific Time.

